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FOREWORD

The Structures and Materials Panel, of the Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and

Development (AGARD) is comprised of scientists, engineers and technical administrator.s,
from industry, government and universities throughout NATO, concermed with aivanc.1kng

the statns of aerospace research and development and with developing technical means
and data for optimizing the vehicles and equinment of interest to NATO. The Panel,

therefore, providea a discussion forum, a mechanism for exchr.aging information, and a

means for establishing and conducting cooperative laboratory programs in selected

technical areas.

One of the technical areas of piime concern to this Panel is that of the behaviour

of materJils and structures at high temperatures. The range between about 13000 C and

25000 C is of particular interest, partly because of the incidence of this range in

powerplants, very high speed flight, re-entry from space, propulsion devices such as
rockets, etc. Several rrojects have been undertaken by this Panel on the development

and behavior (mechanical end chemical) of materials in the lower part of this range
but the Panel also recognized the dearth of necessary data on thermophysical properties,

the lack of agreement, or in some cases knowledge, on methods of determining these data

end the inadequacy of tneory and understanding. It was also recognized that considerable

work ws" underway on this subject in various countries.

Accordingly, in early 1966, the Panel agreed to initiate a project (1) to examine

current -' t ivities and to evaluate the present stage of knowledge of thermal physical

properties, (2) to examine techniques for their determination at elevated temperatures

and encourage improvement in these techniques or drvipmeut of iiew ones, (3) to
promote fundamental research of the type that might .ovide a reliable theoretical

basis for the calculaAion of these properties, and (4) possibly to define and organize

a cooperative experimental program.

As a means of initiating action responLive to the above objectives, Prof. Dr Erich

Fitzer, of the Institut fur Chemische Tecunlk, Karlsruho, Germany. was engaged to

vibit a nimber of sources in NArG countries in order to prepare a survey of measurement

techniques, a related bibliography and a limited compilition of data and theory on

selected properties. This publication is Pcofessor Fitzer's first report based

primar.l'y on his first series of visits and his related studies. The Panel. in the

meantime, has engaged in a supplementary small symposium and is contemplating a

limited cooperative laboratory program to test the reliability of measurement of

thernal conductivity.

N, E. .romise I

Cb t. Irain.
AGARD Str.ctures and Materials Panel

111



SUMMARY

This paper is the first report on a series of visits to organisations
in NATO countries, undertaken by the author undei the sponsorship of the
Structures and Material Panel of AGARD. It contains a survey of measure-
ment techniques, a related bioliography and a limited compilation of
data and theory on selected thermophysical properties of high tempera-
ture materials. The visits confirmed that knowledge of thermal
conductivity is the key point of all further research in this f'"id,
and the report deals mainly with its measurement and theory; alsb
considered are temperature measurement, diffusivity. thermal expansion,
emittance and specific heat, and electrical properties. Research
activities and programmes within the NATO nations are summarised and
proposals for collaboration within an AGARD research group are discussed.

RESIME

La pr~sente coL,,unicatiun cox.stitue le premier compte rendu d' une
s4rie de visites faites par l'auteur sous 1'4gjde de ia Commission
"Structures et Matdriaux" de I'AGARD i divers organismes des pays de
I'OTAN. ,lle comporte une 4tude des diffdrentes techniques de wesure
utilisdes, une bibliographie y relative et un recueil r~duit de
,ionn4es exp4rimentales et tli,$oriques eur cert.,ines propridt~s

thermophtjsiques des matez i.ix p'hc brutes terpdratures. Les visites
ont peimis de confirmer que des ýcr aissawiccs concernatt Ia conductivmtA.
thermique constituent le point clef de toutes les notivelles recherches
i faire r.'s ce domaine; le compte rend'k porte essentieliement sur
la mesu-•, . '-a thdorie d2 cette propridtO. Sont Igalement examin@a
le!ý proA16mes de la utesure dcs tempx.rrtures. fe 'i diffusivitO. de la
dilatation thormique de i'mltltaace et de la chale~r sp~cifique, et
des propri-t0 s Olectr-ques. L'auteur dgcrit brijveuaent les activitds
st les programmes de recherches en cours danus les pays de I' OTAN et
ettud ie des proiposit ion % de co. laborat ion dans Ie -adre d' un groups de
rechercho' dt- V' AGARD.
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THER0oPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OP MATERIALS

Erich Fitzer

I. 0NTRODUCTION

1. 1 The Aims of AGARD Project NON 315

During the 22nd Structures and Materials Panel session, held In Delft in April 1966,
a aew AGARD Project (MGPM 315) was discussel: it was agre,%d that a study should be
made of the most important thermophyb.cal properties of solid materials at high
temperatures, especially heat conductivity and thermal expansior,.

First, a survey of techniques, particularly to establish the temperature ranges of

their application, and of suitable theoretical approaches was planned, particularly
for higher temperatures. Furthermore the adequacy of published data for a limited
number of materials, such as "super alpha" titanium alloy, an "alpha-btat" titanium
alloy, a heat resistant nickel alloy, tungsten and graphite would be discussed.
This would be with partIcular reference to the iduatification of the teimperature
range over which the measurement of these values begins to lose accuracy as.d
reiiability. The very pure metals gula and platinum would be taken as a standard for
.eat-condutivi ty measurements.

The tdm of this study would be to promote fundamental research of the type that
mlett provide a reliable thzoretical basis for the calculation of these tid other
properti es.

1. 2 Overail marve" amd Canamftts

Severa-l isits w"te made to those ,A70 cou~tries that are ungaged on studika of the
tberuopbysic.il propetties :,f high temperature materials, and this eport is the
result of theae Yislts. The visit.5 confirmed the aisumption that kac.ledge of the
thermal conductivity In th* key point of ill furth-r research in this fiel,. Precise
meastir••ent. of thermal condurtivity are difficult wnd the !heory of thermai cfn-
ductivfty it ccmlica;ed and not vvrý- well developed ThIs report thertfuore deals
mainly with the measurment and ,heo,, of therma! conductivity. One basis of all
experimwntal work in msasurezents of thermal conductivity is the exact knowledge of
the real temperature and that of mall •tm rature pifferenies within n# :Voce-.
1htr*!orv the status ! tomprature measurement is dlscusse. first

Ditffusivitt Is discsed in detail, not (mly as a meanx of determining Thp thermal
conductivity but alsl es a atertal property which I* issportant In onginering
ralculst ions
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The thiermal expansion behaviour of high tempeinture mater" s is treu.ted more
briefly. since its determination does not present so muich of .~problem and because
experimental efforts w'thin the countries visited are not as extensive. In ad("ition,
the theoretto~ai treatmint is very difficult.

Other properties, like emittance and specific heat, are only discussed insofar a--
they are important for the execution and inte~rpretatic~n cf the thermal conductivity
measurements.

The electrical properties, like electrical resistarce, Seeb~ck coefficient and
rsidual. electrical resistance, are necessary for the theoreticai analysis of the

temlconductivity and are therefore briefly considered.

The status of the measurement of all these properties is described in Section 2.

Sections 4 and 5 are shorte:', because sufficient published literature is available
on these subjects.

Section 4, dealing with thermophysical properties of some high temperature materials,
is based on the excellent reports of th2 TPRC (Thermophysical Properties Research
Center) at Pur-ýue University, WRest-Latayette. Indiana, USA. The discussion of the
theory (Section 5) follows closely the work of P.G.Kltemens, Pittsburgh, and that of
Berman and Ziman of the Ox.ord group. In the last section (6) lthe research activities
and progranmmes within the NATM nations are summarised and proposals for a possible
collaboration with a research group of AGARD are discussed. The visits showed that.
all future work on this pruject will be of great interest in Europe as well as in
Aerica.

1.3Literature onhlersophysical Properties aerfre osprtlwt h

Individual reports are not quoted in this section. Those quoted in later sections
and listed in Section 3.2 are numbered wlt,.i (Lit.No.). The result, of visits to

term (Vis No. ) in the list in Section 3. 1.

Only literature in hook form and monographs, on the problem outlined, are summarised
in this section: they are grouped as follows:

1. 3 1 Phenomenology and Theory

1. 3.2 Fxperimental Methods and the Mathematical Treatment of H~eat Transfer

1.3.1 flata on Thermophysical Properties

1 1.4 Proceedings of Special Conforences.

This di~ isbýn sho*!; up the lack of monographs dea'.ing with experimental me'thods sn
tar, which ifeans th&L special meotings ate ;."cessary Stich meetings, de'aling with
thermal conduct ivity. have hcen orgiiai~ed zvucctesstully in *he Unite'1 states And in
IFlglaOnl during the past six Years (see Secti~on 1 T4) Also, a neiv monoliraph o-n
thermal conduct i'it) by American. Biritish alnd Swiss specialists L~, now lin vreparation
Entitied 'The'2ifal Coniduct ivity''. it is vditvd b ' R P Tye Ind will bir availahie from
Academwc Press )inc. J*)rldonvin 1 1968 Tabie I onp. $-7 shows the proiecte,1 nhajter.-
aztd the authors,
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On the other thermophysical properties there are no special monographs, although
chapters can be found in several materials handbooks.

1.3.1 Phenomenology and Theory

Klemens, P.G. 1956 Handbuch der Physik, Bd. 14 S,. Aer, Berlin

Jones, H. 1956 Handbuch der Physik, Bd.19 Spri-gi•r, Berlin

Drabble, J.R. 1961 Thermal Conduction in Pergamon Press, Oxford,
Goldsmid, H.I. Semiconductors New York, Paris

Ziman, J.M. 1963 Electrons and Phonons, University Press,
the Theory of Transport Cambridge
Phenomena in Solids

Zimaw, J.M. 1964 Principles of the Theory University Press,
of Solids Cambridge

1.3.2 Experimental Vethods and qlathematical
Treatment of Heat Transfer

Schneider, P.J. 1955 Conduction, Heat Transfer Addison-Wesley,
Reading, Mass.

Tder, F. X. 1956 Moderne Messmethoden VEB Deutscher Verlag
der Physik. der Wissenschaften,
Tell II, Thermodynoaik Berlin

Campbell, I.E. 1956 High Temipers.ture J.Wiley, New York,
Technology Chapman -nd Hall,

London

Kingery, W.D. 1959 Property Measurements at J.Wiley, New York,
High Temperatures Chapman and Hall,

London

Carslaw, H.S. 1965 Conduction of Heat in Clarendon Press,
Jaeg,?r, J C. (2nd Ed., Solids Oxford

Arpacl, Vedat S 19"6 Conduct ion. Heat Transfer Addison--Wesley,
Reading, Mass

* ii1 o j on 7%ermtophyv 1 .oI !'ri,pe tt

WAIX' TR 58 471' 196!-6' Handth.ok --- ThertMphVsical Pergamon Press.
Prore 't, Its of FSiitd New York. 1AWndon,
..Materrals Paris

TPR(' Bogi ning Ilata S.1t-! s on Therm. - Thlermophvsical
1)#)" I. phy.l cal Properti es Pr)pert i es R,'.ear• h
clnt lr-trz ( Up to ntow t hermal cor Centeor. Purduto

ductlvitv. diffusivity. UniverS.Ity. lafaVette,

ra•l atiiin jroperties ludlana, USA
viscosit y. -.peoific heat)
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NSRDS- NBS 8 1966 Thermal Conductivity of National Standards
Selected Materials. Reference Data Series,
(Metals like Al, Cu, Au, US Government Printing
Fe, Pt, W; oxides like Office. Washington
Al2 0 3, BeO, MgO, ThOk D.C. 20402, USA
and some organic compounds)

NBS Beginning Reference Tables on National Bureau of
1965 Thermocouples. Standards, Crycgenic

Thermometry Project, Data Center, Boulder,
NASA Contract: H -92152 Colorado, USA

Landolt - In pre- Thermal Conductivity of Springer Verlag -

B•irnstein paration Pure Metals, Vol. 11/5 Berlin, G6ttingen,
Heidelberg, New York

TPRC 1967 Thermophysical Properties McMiller Corporation,
of High Temperature New York, NY, USA
Materials

1.3.6 Proceedings of Specialist Conferences

Tneraal Conductivity 1964 July 15-17 National Physical Laboratory,
Conference Teddington, Middlesex, England

American Conferences 1961 Qct. 26-28 Battelle Memorial Institutc
on Thermal Conductivity Columbus, Ohio, USA

1962 Oct. I0-12 Division of Applied Physics, National
Research Council, Ottawa, Canada

1963 Oct. 16-13 Gatltnburg, Metals and Ceremics
Division, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Tennessee. USA

1964 Oct. 13-16 US Navy Radiology Defense Laboratory,

San Francisco, USA

1965 Oct. 20-22 Denver University Dept. of

Metallurgy, College of Engineering,
Denver, Colorado, USA

1966 Oct. 9-21 US Air Force Material Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
rEayton, Ohio. USA

Conference on "Technische 1965 March I1 VDI - Bericht. Vol.112, 136F
Temperaturmes;ung" Dusseldorf. Germany

Confer.nce v "'omperature, 1962 Vol 3, Parts 1 and 2. Reinhold,

its Measurement q- New York, 1962
Contn)l in Scien(e 4."d
Indust ry"



2. THE MEASUREMENT OF THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES

What is meant by tnermophysical properties? They are not well defined and could be
interpreted as specific data for the particular materials relating to thermodynaoic
factors and coefficients of transfer phenomena. All measurements of these properties
must be correlated to the measuring temperature, the determination of which is
especially difficult above '100 0 C. The problems are, for example disturbance of the
temperature distribution by heat loss effects due to thermoc-up; s or by radiation,
or the impossibility of measuring the true temperature in holes by pyrometers, etc.

A further difficulty is the heating of the samples. In all cases this is achieved
by direct or indirect electrical heating. For radiation heating, arc furnaces,
electron guns and laser sources are generally used. The experimental difficulties
of heating tre not treated here, but aspects of furnace construction are outlined in
the books by Kingery (Lit.l)* and Campbell (Lit.2), and in a paper by Rasor and
McClelland (Lit.3). Further references are quoted later.

2. 1 Ts.perature %eass-ureient

The devices required to reduce temperature measurement errors to tolerable limits
are usually those which constitute the major limitaticns on the design of an apparatus
for the determination of thermophysical properties. The hck of agreement between the
measlirements of different scientists results primari*ly from this fact.

For thermal conductivity measurements another limiting factor is the accuracy with
which the real heat flow in the specimen can be determined. Furthermore, it is more
important to detect small temperature differences than to know exactly the real
temperature, i.e. some tenths ot a degree at 200n°C.

In general thermocouples and pyrometers are used in all types of apparatus for the
measurement of thermophysical properties. Reslstor thermometry is very seldom used
directly (Flynn, O'Hagan, Lit. 4; R.L. PowIll, Visa 38; A. D. Little, Vis. 35; Kuhlman,
Vis. 33; Berman, Vis. 20). Tt is used mainly for calibration of thermocouples.
According to R.L.Powell tVis.38) the standard deviation at the triple point of helium
is about 0. 1 ALV corresponding to 20 4A.

Accordlvg to Rahlfs, of PTB (Vis. 10) the calibrationi is performed between the
boiling temperature of liquid oxygen, -183 0 C, and the freezing pcinr of antimony, +6300 C.
Extension of the temperature range up to 1063 0 C (gold point) is in hand.

. , 1 "Thermoc oq, les

Thermocouples have the foll owing advantages simph' and cheap equipment, point
measuriements possible, short response time, go(od contact for weldi'ig or soldering ti)
tne tent specimpn, practically unaffected bY mechtu'cal forces, bigh stat~ility for
leone duration, high sensitivity 'a anl ,'ecracy. dirtct ývasurement of the test
tempernture, emittan'e negligible

H.cr otn explanattion cr L.it nmhw'r and vi•.. nuaverr. - the fir't pvarzarinh Ot SeC.ct 1on I 3 ,
The wrtuol referm'cps are lis~t ed in serttonR I I iand 3 2 i'i 43 ui! s~5,



The likely sources of error are: electrical leakage of the insulation, izihomogeneities
of the wire material, addition~al c~.m. f. in the circuitry, disturbance of the temperature
distribution br heat conduction, contamination, difficulty of precise positioning.

The balance of advantages and disadvantages is mainly affected by the particular
temperature. Up to 10000C most difficulties can be overcome. At higher temperatures
the problems of electrical insulation and of chemical and physical stability become
critical. Table 11, on p.88, summarises insulators ftr h%'Rh temperature (Lit.5)

T1e latest results of Kuhlman of GEC (Vis. 33) have shown that BeO is the best
electrical insulator up to 2300 0C. A recently found transition at 20000C can cause
cricks. For higher temperatures HfO 2 is the best material. No advantages are found
in using Th02 . The commonly used thermocouples, their temperature range and their
accuracy are listed in Tab~le III on p.88.

The high accuracy and sensitivity of the thermocouples shown in Table, III have
only been achieved in the last few years by using selected wire materials and by
appropriate calibration. According to Rahlfs of PTB (V4 s.10), for the calibration
of Pt vs Pt/10 Rh thermocouples an accuracy of ±0. 30r,' at 10630C is claimed. Up ts,
1000 0C Cliromel-Alumel and similar iron alloy thermorouples are generally used because
of their high e.m. f. But the experience of PTB ha,,- shown that, even for this
temperature range, the thermocouples made of noble metals are more accurate because
of their greater homogeneity in structure. Yet the mechanical preparation of the
sheathed thermocouples causes deviations in e.m.f. (Vis.1O, PTB). Thermocouples for
very precise measurements have generally been u'sed at temperatures below about 15000C
up to now. But the newer thermocouples Pt3uR~i/Pt6Rh (e.g. , Pt./RhELI.8 from flegussa),
Pt20Rh,'Pt5Rh and P~t4ORh/Pt,20Rh (Vis. 25). have been introduced more and more with
success for precise measurements up to 1800'C. The NBS in Washington (Ltt. !2) and
NRC in Ottawa (Lit. 167, 168) have recently published reference data. In addition,
the first of these new thermocouples has a minimusr e.m. f. at room temperature.
Therefore the temperature of the cold jiinction is not critical and it is not necessary
to thermostat it, if contamination is ?xcluded- The e~m. f. changes with time by
diffusion of rhodium thrcligh the hot junction. In PTB (Vis. l0i gal error of 0. 5 to 10 C
at 10,30 0C is observed after about r10o runs. NRC in Ottawa has foundl a change in
calibration for their Pt/Rh thermccouples of about 5oC in 500 hours at i50O 0C
(Lit. 167, 168'i. The refractory netals are extraordinarily sensitive, due to impurities.
diffusion on the junctions and recrystallisation Contstiination with carbon can be
avoided by shects of tantalum (Kiihleman, V s-133 The tingsten-rhenium thermocouples
have been tested by Feith (Lit~ 11) and by ('unningtor. (Vis. 36) up to 21000C.

In obtaining mea!ýurvment~s of high accuravy with thermocouples, great care must be
taken of the e lect ri c.- errangement and the measuring procedure. Al i additional P.m f.'s
muyt be avoided Bermnn f~it 6. 8, Vis 20' uses sutler-conduct Ing switche-i at low
temperatures (T ,. 40oX) ror this purpose The influence of elect romagnetic fields can
be preve'nted by using specially twlsttd bundles as -openisating leads, Shirlded
additionally b~y Iron tub's (R 1, Poaell. Vis. 'i8) In hilkh tempe.-ature, apparatuses
with high voltage supplies all measuring circuits mu*4t. bil separated from .)ow#-r
circuits !VcFleoy. 'mis 41ý To minimist, heat loss b~y conduction in the thermocouple
leads, the wires are posit ione'.1 alonjý ap Isotherm around the sprcimen Another way of
prevent ing heat I smses is to connect the measu ring thermocoupl1e to another one, beate.d
separat vl (1) dd Vis '2.1. Hopkins. Vis.'
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A special discussion on thermocouple positioning in apparatus for the measurement
of thermal conductivity has been given by 7ye (Lit. 158).

2.1.2 Pyrometers

Visual pyrometers can only be used for temperature measurements above 6000C, but
their use is not limited at high temperatures. In. general the brightness of the, target
at a specified wave length is visually compared with the brightness of an electrically
heated tungsten strip lamp, acting as a referenc:3.

The accuracy is improved and the range of applicf~tion extended by the use of photo-
electrical detector systems. Whe,'~.e: (Vis.21) uses photometrice.!- pyrometry above 3000C.
In Table IV (P.89) data are giver. on both methods.

For the visual methods, data on commercially available pyrometers are listed in
Lit. 13; for the photoelectripal system, data from one of the best laboratory develop-
ments are given in Vis.1O (PTB); see also Table V (p.89) on commercially availa~je
compact photoelectric pyrometers. These are chiefly used in the United States, while.
in Europe only some privrtely developed ones were seen during the visits (Wheeler,
Vis. 21; Schmidt, Vis.7).

In all measuring systems used in practice, the brightness of the object is compared

w ith a tungsten filament lamp. The lack of agreement given in Table V is caused by
these lamps. Therefore much effort has been devoted to developing reference lamps
with better reproducibility.

A new source of quasi -olack- body radiation for eccurate pyromtct~ry tip to 27000C has
been developed by the tFPL at Teddington, England (Vis.22, Lit.141,. Close approximation
to a black-body source is achieved by electrically heating a tungsten tube in vacuo
(to 18000C or in argon (to 91~CC). This tube is 2 mm in diameter and 45 mm long.
The radiating surface is formed by a bundle of fine tungsten wires placel in the middle
of the tube. Within the limits of ±0.2% no difference in emissivity over the wave
length range of 0. 5 to 0. 7 ý.m was detected. The absolute value of the emittance is
higher than 0.95. The constancy of the vacuum lamp is t0.020 )C per 100 ý.r at 1800 0C.
With argon filling there is a constancy of about ±0.050 C per hour at 2700 0C. This
ne4 lamp will be used in recording pyrometers- Since the tea~perature is below 12500C
in this applicetion. a stability better than t0. 10C can be expected.

The absolute calibratien of all standard lamps is performed by compari:.n -:1thi the
radiation in the hollow space at the gold-point (Vis 10, IPFB).

A pyrometer with a ver 'y low response time (0.22 msec) has been developed by
B4Žllenrath (Vis 11, Lit 158). A ge'rmanium photocell is used for temperature. measure-
mentý The Inst rument is used for temporat~ures around I000f('C and an accurac or' t l%
is claimed

Fuirthermore a new pvrometric system has bt.eea developed in tho 11st ituto,
Termometrico Itallano'' at Turin by G PRuf!'ino and his co-workors (Vis IS,,

Apart from the development of the new pý :ometers the pract ical side or' the pyrt-
mat rical measurements must be ronsidered. An ý::Exrt ant point is the' emitt ance of t ho



object and this difficulty is best overcome by i,.easuring in small diameter holes.
Where this is not possible, the principle of twu colour pyrometers can be used
(Schmidt, Vis.'/).

Further e,'rors can arise when the radiation from the sou:ce is absorbed by dust
particles and smoke in the high temperature furnaces. This is a severe problem li
pyrometric measurements, especially with graphite furnaces, but controlled gas flow
can help to alleviate tt (Pears, Vis.42).

2.2 Measurement of Thermal Conductivity

If a one-dimensional bomogeneous h3at flux is pas5ed through aa isotropic material,
the thermal conductivity NT is defined by rourier's law

r ATs

where q is the rate of heat flow per unit time, s is the cross-sectional area at
right angles to the direction of heat flow and T the temperature difference along
a distance I in the direction of heat flow.

The thermal conductivity is a func*ior, of temperaturc and therefore only small
temperature gradients are allowed in precise measurements. On the other hand this
requirement complicates the experimental determination of temperatu-e differences.

For tl,'e calculation of the thermal conductivity, knowledge of the heat flux q/s
is necesc1ry. It can be measured directly or it can be derived from the temperature
drop in iaterials with known thermal conductivity, through which is passed the same
heat flux. Absolute methods and comparative methods are now considered sepaately.

2.2.1 Absolute Yethods

The heat flow can be determined in practice by measuring the electrical energy
dissipated in the heater or by using a calorimeter as a heat sink. The electrical
method is more generally used because of its greater accuracy at high temperatures

The different absolute methods, using indirect heating of tie saaplez, will be
discussed within the following clas,Liications, referring to the boundary condition:s
assumed in the soiutior, of the general heat-transport equation

2. 2 1 1 Longitudinal Methods

2 2 1 2 Radial Methods

2. 2 1 3 Irbos Bar Methods

DI "#ct heal ing ,tethoils for !,,ectriv('al cL)nductors aret t reatted in 4 :;eparsate iectiorn,

the honondary conditions being usuallY the same. or imi lar to, those jrist given

II
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2.2.1.1 Longitudinal Methods

(a) Principles of the method and design of the apparatus

In the longitudinal method, long cylindrical specimens are used which are in con-
tact at the ends with a heat source and a heat sink respectively.

Under the assumptioi of unidirectional heat flux from heat source to heat sink the
thfrmal conductivity can be calculated from the temperature gradient along the specimen
axis, if the quantity of heat flowing from the heater to the sink and the cross section
of the sample are known. Because of the unidirectional haeat flux, the longitudinal
method can be used equally well for isotropic as for anisotropic materials.

THE GUARD
To prevent radial heat losses the specimen rod is surrounded by a guard tube,

matched as well as possible to the temperature distribution along the sample by
cylindrical heaters wound on its outer surface. Very often as many as four separately
regulated guard heaters are used. The thermal conductivity of the sample and the guard
should be of the same order of magnitude. Ideal matching of the temperatures of the
specimen and the guerd is impossible.

To minimise radial heat loss effects, thick specimens should be used and the
temperatures should be measured near the rod axis. In practice nearly all measure-
ments are made with long thin samples, to allow more accurate measurement of temperature
gradier~ts over the long distances (Laubitz, Lit.15). Additionally Lalbitz recommends
matching the temperature of the environment roughly to that of the guard. The matehing
pcints need not be in the immediate vicinity of the guard heater; as long as the
matching point is outside the heater region, the fractional temperature deviation from
the iderll is constant along the whole length of the specimen. The space between sample
and guard should be kept small and is preferably evacuated Nevertheles, radiation to
the -older valls cannot be sufficiently suppressed at higher temperatures. In practice,
this limits the application of this method to temperatures of 850-10000 C.

THE HEAT FLUX
The heat flux is measured either electrically, by the energy input to the heater,

or with a calorimeter in the heat sink. In either case proper contact between the
specimen, the heater and the sink is required. When the heat flux in the heater is
determined electrically, heat losses by the contact wires of Ohe heater must be kept
very :-..all by using thin leads. In many casos the heaters are arranged in a hole in

the specimen (lt. 16, 17).

Tf! "PERA,"URF MEAS'ROWENT
In all cases temperatures are determined by thermot ,uples posittoned in the

dtrýýct ion of ! te heat flIx I,) avoid heat conducti(on along the thermoco)ple wires it
Is reco••rended to wind thcnr (nice on an isotherm around the rod. A comparison of the
t, e-."ol-up its. itn ilo.tion. 10 under isothermal conditions is recommended before starting
thx iperiment

At'(¶RA('
The deftnit tor of the measur "ient 'rrors is first ,Iiscu .mted

Mk-Fl r!,- Ii t 18) dlvid,,s the errors cont'Lthuting to the tnaccuracy of any systu
into two aroups leter-mnate errors and Indeterminate errors Theo latter art, difficul.
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to predict.. Therefore the uncertainty quoted for most measurements is only a summation
of the determinate errors. For measurements made as a function uf a continuous variable,
imprecision can be defined as the maximum deviation of any data from a smooth curve.
The precision is quite different from accuracy, since an apparatus could yield
remarkably precise data but, because of systematic errors, can be extremely inaccurate.
The precision is composed of two terms, repeatability and reproducibility. Repeat-
ability is the data spread associated with repeated observations without any imposed
system change. Reproducibility is the data spread associated with repeated observations
with intermediate imposed system changes. According to Mc[.roy the reproducibility is
5 to 10 times the repeatability for good measurement systems. The absolute accuracy is
20 to 30 times this repeatability.

According to R.L.Powell (Vis. 38) the prec~slon is the standard deviation of repeated
measurements with different samples, and the accuracy is aboit 10 times the precision
in all thermophysical measurements.

It will be shown later that, in R.L.Powell' s most exact measurements of thermal
conductivity, using the longitudinal method, the precision was found to be 0. 1%; that
means an accuracy less than 1%. Unfortunately the measurement errors of most data
given in literature, as well as those discussed during the visits, are not in line
with the definitions just given. Very often the standard deviation, i.e. precision
according to Powell, is used as accuracy. It was impossible in this report to refer
all comments to a u,ilform d.finition. This could be a programme for a working group
of specialists.

In the following a summary is given of the accuracies of different factors deter-
mining therqal conductivity measurement in a longitudinal apparatus.

Geometric dimensions can be usuallyr Measured to 5 x 10-1 cm (D.R.Flynn, Lit.4:
R.L.Powell, Lit.19). Occasionally, witl lery soft materials, the accuracy is worse;
seldom, however, does this contribute significantly to the overall inaccuracy
(M.I.Laubitz, Vis 25).

Temperature weasurements: as far as the accurh.:y of these is concerned (see also
Section 2 1). the probable uncertainty in the gradient due to inaccuracies in
effective thermocouple positions is ±0.2% (Lit 19).

Flynn (Lit.4) reports that with careful calibration and using ttie "isothermal test".
the errors introduced by the conversion of thermocouple e.m.f. to temperature are less
than t0. % of a 400C temperature drop in the specimen up to 10000 C. Toe errors in
reading the e.m f's are not more than tO.05% (for this 403C drop). Errors due to heat
conduction along thermocouple leais car certainly he made less than O. 05,. Summarising,
this glvo, o maximum uncertainty in the temperature gradient of t0 59%, while the
probable uncertainty is .0 29%.

Heat fCow- orrors in thv. meL-;ur-r.vrwn of heat flow derive from many sources, too. At
present, at least the toll)owing aci.uracies c'at be achieved ,alibratkton of pottentmet er,
vo!ttx)x and shunt box , tO 01T. e m f of the standarl cell '. tO 01% (Flynn, LIt 4).

Potential differences 1f ab)ut 0 t -V can he et tected, corresponding to temperatures
of 0 )2 'K at Iiq;iId hel,. m Lemperatures nod 0 00'"2)K at room teoperature.

Apply nK crerr,-t ions to the voltage drop in the pot#,nti al lead. and for the current
passinig through the voltth)x (tO 2 - 0 4%V the ar aracv of the measured power Input can



be ±0.05%. Heat flow along the current leads can be held below ±0.05%. Errors due to
shunting of heat by the thermocouples and bv the guard can be rather large, but can
be restricted to below 0.3% at 11000 C. By pr(,ner arrangemeaL, uf the system the
accuracy in heat flow measurements can be better than ±0. 35% even at 1100 0 C.

STATUS OF THE LOW TEMPERA71RE APPLICATION
The longitudinal method is best for measuring the thermal conductivity at low

temperature3, where heat losses by radiation can be neglected. Therefore the very
accurate equipment of R.L.Powell (Vis.38, Lit. 19) will be discussed in some detail,
to outline the best accuracy achieved up to now by the longitudinal method.

This apparatus is used in the temperature range from 40 K to 300 0 K. The cryostat
consists of concentrically moun-'ed specimen, thermal shield, vacuum container, glass
Dewar and outside metallic Dewar, The heat sink is maintained at a constant low
temperature by a refrigerant, usually a liquefied gas. Metal specimens are 0.367 cm
in diameter and 23,2 cm long; plastic specimens are 2.54 cm in diameter and :0.5 am
long. The diameter has a tolerance of 0.0005 cm and 0.001 cm respectively. Gold-
cobalt versus copper thermocouples are used. Potential differences of about 0. 1,uV
can be detected. The thermocoupie holders have a thin interior edge that g.ves line
contact between the holders and the sample. The actual distances are measured by a
vernier height. gauge with an accuracy of about ±0.0005 cm.

For improvement of the contact between the specimen and the heater, mercury is used
for metals and a large copper washer for plastics. The guard is divided into three
zones; the bottom, centre and top of the shield are used as mat:•iing points. The
thermocouple error is estimated to be less than ±1% over most of the temperature
range. The precision is ±0.1%.

R.L.Powell is now working on an improved device and hopes to achieve far better
results. He will use a guard with four heaters and the same size of specimen will be
used. Temperatuie measurements are provided at eight points, avoiding any heat losses
by the thermocouples,

The apparatus will have a fl .•iting heat-sink for achieving every temperature
between liquid heltue. and liquid nitrogen. In this way temperature differences of
only 10-15 0 K can be relised over tte whole length of the specimen.

Electrical measurements will be done on the spt-k 'ens at the samt, time.

These measurements of thermal cond-ictivity will defina a new limit for practical
accuracy in thermal c'onduct'v'ty measurtenents

All methods of determining thermal -nmdurtivity at high temperatures should bIM
regarded critically on the he-;,s of tnis error analysis for o*w temperature measur"-
me 'S

STATUWS OF Th1 ti~l(R TFMPFRATUR" APO'.ICWATION

Beca•'uis of the impossii.ly 1,f c(mvenating completely neat losses du. t;
radliation, the longitudinal method ' only blit used up to Lhotbt lWi)O' Ftr high
temprature application Fllvnn' -t quit'ment (L.it 41 is found tc he the t lact It
i.% used froa -150')' t 1 l (0"C sid an accurac'y of 11 I. at it, !0 (' al'ul 1! 05. at (7

is ('iaimed For t emp,,rat ore measorement Pt versun Pt IORii ther ou')c lr are P*V1olrd

nh.- snec•hvr. is at bar ol< ' cm h lamt, z. %I-r r Ite .1cM (1 Te l.s met•hiod Jý" oc• bi,,1

with aniother usingc direct heat ing rhvref re the speciren is mrlchin.'(1 a *, a nock %see
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Sectioa 2. 2. 1. 4 and Via. 40). The guard is regulated by three narrow heaters, one at
each end and one in the centre. In addition, the guard ii placed in an isothermal
furnace. The space between the specimen and the guard is filled with alumina powder
of very low thermal conductivity and lows density.

Cc) AI:ernative design c� the longil �dinal method

In a longitudinal method with compensated heat flux, H.E.ScI,�idt (Yis.7) has
developed a modified apparatus without a guard. The method uses two miniature furnaces
attached to the faces of a cylindrical smple, about 8 - in diameter and 1 mm thick.
The conductivity of the specimen is determined by measuring the electrical power
necessary to compensate for a given temperature gradient across the sample. The
temperature is measured directly' at the interfaues between the specimen and the heaters.
This method can be used from 20 to 10000C with an accuracy better than ±5%. The
application is restricted to materials with low conductivity (X (0.2 W/cm 0C (Lit.20).

(d) Application of the longitudinal heat flow methods

r� further details on co'iventional longitudinal heat flow apparatuses are reported
here, but a critical analysis of the longitudinal method is given by Lsubitz in Lit. 15.
Table VI (p.90) gives a survey of institutes using longitudinal heat flow methods.

(e) Summary
The longitudinal heat flow method is commonly used for low temperature' thermai

conductivity measurements, but even for temperatures up to lOOOCC a surp�-ising
accuracy of ±11 can be obtained. This method gives, at low temperatures, the most
accurate valucs of all thermal conductivity devices.

The higher the tt.mperature the greater are the difficulties. because of the radial
heat flux which cannot be sufficiently controlled by guarding Therefore the
temperature range of practical use is below 800 to 10000C. Nevertheless corrections
for radial heat flow are necessary at temperatures greater than 4000C. The use of
specimens with large dIameters is suggested.

Becanse of the one-dimenelonal heat flux this method can be used for both isotropic
and mnisotropic materials. For determination of the temperature �rnly, thermocouples
are used.

L�ngitudinai methods are not applicable in the ruige above 10000C which is of
special interest. hut they are valuable for really low temperature measuroments, which
are of fund�ental importance in theoretical studies of thermal conductivfty see
Section �

I 2 Budt� lie 0 oi.�

a) Pr Lfl& of � 9icI zt.l lex I�T� ''t Ut.'

In the' radial iethods a known radial wat fbi Is passed thro.s�h a thick awl ltd
hot low c� I todri cml spec men. n cit h� r the out ward or the inward .P r-ect ion and the
t�w�'ratures in the �peciT�en are measured at dl fferent rad� I The hekt flt i

drter�1ne'd ci ther hv ,ea.�uz . �g the elect ri ('al p�"'er di�sipat ed b� �-en� ni �eatri
radi ml o�tt w i.'tnorI� r by measuring the' am'oint of heat abueonr�ed in a CCT1t r�i
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The solution of the ben^t transport equation for radial heat flow is,

q log, (r2 /r,) (2)
277(T1 - T2)

where q is the rate of heat flow per unit length of a cylindrical specimen and
r, ,r 2  are the r'adii where the teaperature3 T, and T2 are measured (at the same

cross-se~ction).

From Equation (2) it. follovis '.hat only the ratio of distances Is necessary for the
calculation of the thermal conductivity, not the absolute values. Therefore no
corrections for thermal expansion are necessary. See also D. L. McElroy (l~it. 18).

The measurement of heat flux is done in two differenit ways.

For "radial outflow", refractory metals Are used as electrical heaters and their
melting poirts limit the upper temperature of application of this method. In materials
that are good conductors, difficulties arise at high temperatures from overcharging the
heater in maintaining sufficient temaperature gradients within the specimen.

In the "radial inflow" method the external electrical heater is not -liable to
overcharging; temperatures up to 30000C can he measured while maintaining a sufficient
temperature gradient in all materials. The main disaidvantage of this method results4 ~from difficulties with the calorimeter Ind its exact positioning withire the sample ho'e.
This is the reason for the diminished reproducibility and accuiracy of the determinations.
With larger temperature gradients, a further problem' may arise from the thermal stress
within the specimen, -which is of particular concern with brittlc materials.

In both methods, inflow and outflow, heat losses fromr axial heat flux must be kept
small. Therefore the specimen is normally composed of a pile of discs, with axial
guards at the ends of the pile. The high contact resistance at the disc interfaces
prevents a~ilal flow, which Pears (Vis.42. Lit.21) estimates to be only 0.08¶. of the
radial flow. The axial flow is further reduced by the use of insulating discs in the
pile ard the proper choice of specirien dimensions (Feith, Vis.31. L~t. 11)

Temperature measuremnitrt is achieved with thermocouples 'ýr uptical pyrometers, and
gives rise to the same problems as those ment ionod in Section 2~ 1.

A severe probliem is the devint ,,n from concentric isoti.ermb, and therefore sevoral
Z--&perature holes must he used iDisturbaac-s ;If the heat Hlow by tthe temperature
holes can be mide Yer xasal Iby tht use oif s.irfact izrooves for thp thermocouples
rxttniding radially fr'Vn earh hole I~ukersor, Vis 4!. !At "2 A very accu'rate
,itterminat lon of tho radii Isi pio~~th1 C whonr the sight holvs are drilled radially

iw1ar'i anti by Measulinj T he' tMiler.1t ures of t te hx't tI :oI)f the' iolrm p, rometrI ally
IF Pat rmnss, , [.,itt 159b The c'orrespond i ti tvmprtalarr holes are' usuallyV placeed

on st raight line% rdliAt m.g4 from tl,c cent rr. l~uhil A.~ ý'5 ;ýiugivst that they 1,r

p(,sitt orrt! ranbta ly artwiln, the cen- r, reu It inic in Ion fl--! tu~rbance, ;if tor. heat flow,

W; Il !ort 1-, bering rut Into !te ftirt her iz.~r wrnt .,f radi al mrt Nids foir hli gl

teeperkure ýie m.at;11) In tý,e on e - iiN T~.e~cI a~I' f a4'pi icaflIn
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MI The outflow method for medium temperatures

irnc most zAccurate application of the outflow method for medium temperatures seems
to have been realised by McElroy's group (ORNL, Vis.41. Lit.22). Sauples ot 75 mm

diameter, with a central hole of 15 -m and a thickness of 13 mm, are used. The internal

heater is made of Pt/Rh wire wound on an alumina tube. Temperatture measurements are
made with Pt/PtRh and WRe5/WRe26. This method has been used successfully for several
materials (Si, NI/Cr, C, Fe, Al, U 2 ) up to i00VZ. The heat iniput car be determined
very precisely (i e, ±0. 4%) and the accuracy c'* the experiments is f25; at 1000 0C.

(ii) The outflow mrethod for very high temperatures

!he W.C. group in Cincinnati (Feith, Vis.33, Lit.ii) has used the outflow method with
a tungsten heater for meaquring thermal conductivity in refractory metals and oxides
up to 23000 C. The smmplts have a diameter of 56 imm. If molybdenum is used as a heatei
m~terial a bettcr beat Lranb::-- to the sample is needed because of its lower melting
point. For the highest temperaturetd, up to 25000C, rhenium heaters are proposed.
Thie temperat-ýee gradient can be measured within ±3% in a distance of 10 mm. The
precision of the thermal cýonduc-tivity mensurements is given as ±0%.

(iii) The inflow method for the highest temperatures

The radial inflow method is used in several establishments, based on the concept of

McClelland's appara~tus (Lit.3). As a typical example the method of Pears and Fyron/
(SRI. "is 42, Lit. 21) is described. They use a graphite tube furna.-e of about 60 irm
diameter and sampleb at-oqt 25 mm diameter and 25 mir long with a central hole of 7 mm
couple. Te, prdcetrbulenc ntewter ffsanesselow is grooidd conthacbewe spiralen aondthro
diamete, r. The~j tulorimen ntewter offanesselow is grooidd winthac spirally wouimnndter-
zalorimeter it; achieved ý:' copper or graphite pzonder. An accuracy of ±7 to ±125; is
claimed for temperatures, from 600 0C to 2750 0 C. Temperatures are determined by optical
yr~ormetr. Ti paau nbe esrmnso yoyi abnpap ob

(croetry. Thisr andparatus en ab-le meahosurmnso yoyi abnpae o

Radia methods cnbe used tovr vhigh a temertues Radial inflow apparatuses

aeoperated to 2800()C, wbile radial outflow apparat~uses will work up to 25000 C' (Ljt.11)-
The upper temperature limit of the outfio4 method is dptermined by the maximum load
that the central heater can carry. Higher temperatures can he reached witn narmal
wires as heaters. using the apparatus: of Mo~eller, who improved the emittoncq of his
heater, a tungsten tube, by groovtng it (Vis 10, Lit 213.

Inflow methods are limited by the heis, transfeir to the calorimeter and to the
water flow rtsp~.ctively

Som special ideas found in Narli.mi I atratoriest for improving reproduicibili ty
are now listed Among those aro c'oat ing the !ubv with sand (Li' .31. a water t~irhulatc:'
by HIinson and R4,lsen {IjCC Vis.W %4 nd roilingi the thermocouple wi reN 7 the t.ube into
a spir~l (Pears. Vis 42) But imo far the hest. way ,.-f Kettinagoi- valueý; 04 by

tr-mioig th, laboratory %asisltiuit

Ra(;AfI l Lift hod- ,. not on lY uncA fc r t he nighest t emperatuores For tAed ium
ttv-erliturtis, that is up to 100(1k> tho -.ut fl, w meth,,d Is nenrly -is accurate sos the

1 ong it ud i1^ met h4 ds The OPFLVL- group i ,A now dteveIovinot n~ furt her apiartitus fo'r

vviie~um up to "200T th tiiat al ur hoat *rs.
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The temperature of application of the inflor method with carbon heaters can be
increased by using pressure vessels up to 3? atm. as shown by UCC (Vis. 44).

The accuracy is better with large samples but in this case many hours are needed
to obtain steady-state conditions.

All radial methods require isotropic materials in the radial plane.

Table VII, oa p.91, gives a survey of the institutions where radial methods were
seen.

%1d) Summary of radial method,;

Summarising all the inforriation, it can be stated that this method is used up to
very high temperatures. To get precise values large samples should be used, which
need a long time to reach steady-state conditions (at least a few hours). Concerning
accuracy, the outflow type seem~s to be more precise achieving, in the medium tempera-
ture range at about 1000 0 C, almost the accuracy of longitudinal methods. For the
highest temperatures (above 23000), the inflow technique is preferred because of the
danger of overheating of the internal heater in the outflow technique; however, the

accuracy achieved is lower.

2.2.1.3 Forbes Bar ,ethods

The nomenclature follows M.J.Laubitz s proposal (Lit. 15) in the chapter on linear
and quasi-linear heat flow methods. According to Laubitz, in Forbes bar methods
there is a transverse heat flow in the specimen in addition to the longitudinal flow.
This radial heat flow is taken into account in the analysis of the heat flow problem.
A variety of methods is aeser.bed in the literature, but only a few modern ones are
discussed here. These may be classified as follows:

"(a) Methods which employ essentially guarded linear heat Clow with a slightly
mismatchea guard.

(b) Methods based on "thin-rod" analysis.

(c) Methods which depend on a full two-dimensional analysis.

f4 (a)
The method of Patson and Robinson (Vis.40, Lit.24) is mentioned as an example. It

uses a guarded linear heat flow apparaLus. The radial heat transfer coefficient is
calculated from thr distributions of the temperature in the specimen at two different
temperat, res of the guard both similar to the temperature of tht. specimen. The
correction for the radial heat flow is always less than 5% of tn- longitudnal oie

Heat losses to the cold ends and to the surroundings art not compensated by this
correction Peavy's paper (Lit 160) gives an improvel calculati,)n procedure which
does correct for all heptt exchanges between the specimen and the surrounding insulation.
-Tis method is only describfed for the temperature range from- -160 to 600"C, without
comment on the acc, racy ,bt !tuabinal,

The method of V J Laubitz is, '5' i as t vpical ftcr th-s gro•p• 11te sp,,cImeri Of 2 C'm
diamtetei" -.ni -.0 cm Ilgtn. 4nth the heater its -isntre I' coieced with twz)

awddit ional beater. at the , na',, ttnl,, to rnaartai, tihr highi om.pvraturo for the mvkasure.

ments. and Is ia•'•ed wif ln 't I ,ar v tsoth,, •rtal f'!rnr . as a itaarti.

-__
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For the analysis of the heat flux equation two experiments are necessary. The first
gives the temperature distribution caused by the central heater. In the second experi-
ment, performed under similar conditions, the central heater is switched off and the
temperature distribution due to a deliberate temperature mismatch between the furnace
and the specimen is measured as a function of time, to determino the radial heat losses
from the specimen.

This method works up to 10000 C. An accuracy of about ±1.5% is claimed. It was
used for basic research on the validity of the present theories on thermal conduction
in monovalent metals (M.J.Laubitz, Vis.25, Lit.25).

(c)
Based on a full two-dimensional analysis, Laubitz has described two methods, the

"unmatched guard method" (Lit. 26) and the "guardless method" (Lit.27).

In both of these methods central heaters in long cylindrical specimens are used and
the temperature distribution is measured alrng the specimen under different steady-
state conditions. In one of these methods the temperature profile within an axial hole
of the specimen is determined by a movable thermocouple. Laubitz has simplified the
experimental arrangement more and more, bearing in mind that the mathematical analysis
becomes increasingly involved. In his two versions, the main advance is the rapid
achievement of steady-state conditions. They were used tup to 1100 0 C and an accuracy
of ±I. 9% and ±2.3% respectively is claimed.

Although the second irethod is used later for rapid measurements, the prirciple of
the "thin rod" (see (b)) seems to be more promising for application at higher
temperatures.

Sumaa ry

The Forbes bar methods use quite a simple experimental arrangement, but they require
a complicated mathematical analysis for tht evaluation of the thermal conductivity from
measured quantities.

They include methods with a full two-dimensional analys's, and those that are very
similar to the guarded longitudinal arrangement. Up to 1000 0 C, the some accuracy as
with the longitudinal method is claimed for the best methods. Extension to higher
temperatures should be possible.

2.2.1.ý b t)ec't -flea t ng Yethod.s

In this sectiý)n, only steady-state methods with direct heating by current of the
electrically-conducting ,pecimens are reported. For their analysis it seems adequate
to discuss them briefly in three groups

(a, Heated filament methods
(bý "Necked-down" methods
(e) Methods in ahich the temperature profile tof radiatitig surface are&% is Moasurtd.

Flynn (Vis.40. Lit 161) di.scvssen, in his chapter o' Tye's book on thermal con-
ductivity, only those me-hods sith a temperature drop In the direction of the current
flow that moans orly methods in groups (a) and b% tie dlvides the electrical heating
methods into thtee categories depending ý,n how the ! tperature rise in the conductor
was measurod
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(I) Kohlratsch' s Method.
The temperature distribution along the conductor was measured by means of
directly attached thermocouples or other thermometers.

(ii) Worthing's Method.

The temperature distribution along the conductor was measured by means of an
optical pyrometer.

(iii) Callendari s Method.
The temperature rise in the conductor wi.. computed from the change in
electrical resistance of the electric current.

For a detailed discussion of tne thermal and electrical potential distribution in
the specimens anP for the mathematical development, see Flynn' s chapter (Lit. 161)

in Tye's book.

(a) Ileated-filamnent methods

These methods are characterised by the fact that the specimen has the shape of a
long cylindrical rod or a filament, and are based on the well-known Kohlrausch enalysis,
apsuming that all heat generated within the specimen is transported to its ends, both

having the same temperature.

Kohlrausch' s solution is restricted to the case where the temperatures of the
specimen are not very different from that of the surroundings. Kohlrausch' s method
is usually used without a guard at room temperature or only slightly above. This
method has been modified by Russian scientists (Mikrynkow, Lit.28; Lozinskii, Lit.29)
for ,s' at hijher temperatures up to 7000 C and 1500 0 C, respectively, using a furnace.
This method prodices the same difficulties as the use of a guard in the longitudinal
methods. Within the NATO nations, this modification has been used up to 20000 C at
the Cen~ral L.iboratiry of Sud-Aviation (Vis. 5) for the detelmination of the thermal
conductivity of graphite, refractory metals and light metals.

The Method of Jain and Krishnan (Lit.30) has been developed for high temperatures
without using a guard. As xn Kohlrausch's method, the temperature distr*,bution along

a long rod, whose ends are at ambient temperature, is measured. T1he radial heat loss
by radiation is taken into account by comparing the temperature in the middle of a
short rod with that of a very long rod of the same material. Both are heated by the
some current. If the emittimce 3f the samole material is known, its thermal
conductivity can be calculated.

The method can be used up to the melting temperature of the specimen. Unfortunately,
up to now the results do not agree well with those obtained by other methods It is
necessary to consider whether the boundary conditions are fulfilled (T.a. of an
infinitely loni rod) and how tie result is affected by uncertainties in the deter-
mination of the emitt-ance

In a Russian paper dealing with an analogcus desigr. ixebedev (Lit 311 uses a short
and a long filament o( the same matedrial and measures the current necessary to reach
the same central tomrerature in both wires The emittance does not enter into the
calculation if it is the same for 'oth fila•mnts

A promising method has been developed by, Plodi ,Vi'i 10, 1[1t :2,' In cont rast to the
other methods m-titioned. the ends of h- spi'ciaeI s art, heated by aiditional heaters
to match them to the central temperature of the filament The theival conduct ivity

iq detertined fnrm the dependence of th,, Pi octrical resistivitt- of he , eir,, on
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temperature and current. In Bode's method the thermal conductivitv at a distinct
temperature, and not within a tempe.'ature interval, can be determir.•ed. The experi-
mental arrangement ensures that the re-radiation to the specimen is kept small. The
emittaznce can be determined, in addition. This method also offers the possibility of
measuring the emittance if there is no back radiation to the specimen. The error
caused by the Thomson effect and by radial heat flu, can be neglected. The method is
used up to !iO 0 °C with a total error of a few per cent.

This method is being further de-,oloped for use in the temperature range 8000 C to
20000 C. An essential improvemant is acnieved by maintaining a constant stress in the
specimen wire. The new apparatus is constructed in such a way that it is also

applicable to other direct-heating methods (Kohlrausch; Jain and Krishnan; Holm and
Stormer).

In all these filament methods an error may be caused by a volume Peltier effect
which is observed when a direct current flows through regions of inhomogeneous com-

position (Birkhclz, Vis. 12A). The use of alternating current is therefore recommended.

The method of Powell and Schofield (Lit.33) uses the radial temperature distribution
in an electrically heated wire or rod for the calculation of the thermal conductivity.
In this case the electrical energy dissipation within a given radius r is set equal
to the heat flowing radially out of the cylindrical surface of radius r . The

precision indicated is about 5 to 10%. This principle was also used by Angell, Rasor,
McClelland and Scott (Lit. 18).

Although Powell and Schofield reported the best values of the thermal conductivity
of graphite up to 27000 C. determined with this method twenty years ago, I could not
find anybody who was using this method today. The influence of the emittance on the

accuracy of temperature measurement seems to be the main problem.

According to Rasor and McClelland (Lit.3) the error caused by the emitLance can be
neglocted above 3000°C when using graphite specimens.

(b) N•ecked-down" mtethods

The principle of the "neckel-down" methods is the tse of short specimens with a
narrow constriction in the mid-section. In this way, heat losses by radiation and
convection become negligible compared to the heat flo)w to the cold ends. A. ording
to Hopkiks thi.is is rot true with hydrogen as the surrounding gas (Lit 34).

Assuming the electrical and thermal potential fields to be equivalent, the Lorenz
factor can 'e calculated directly With the knowledge of the t,'-ctrical resistivity,
the thezmal conductivity can a£sl) be oht aited

This method 'xas first used hy Holm and Stormer 1,i 11;30 i,ý t Y" Nowadsjs here
are two) deve' ijoperits in this field. using somewhat different techniques

,Hopklins fVis 24, Lit 34) usrs the' vo)ltage dro)p t•r, ss the neck aid the maxlmum
tesperature ,f the bridpe 1T', •easuireil pyr(metrically t,) determiine the l[,renz

njmsh-r 'n1•i 'Uthjl h - tpv b. used up to temperat.dies a.ive the, avliting p,,tint because
surface te•r'tkn will keep the' mat,.riiil of t io, n •ck n , even f it Iten

F'IYl n ',is 1) I :1 4) 10terminois the n.eck temll' rat•ur• ' v y t isig thi neck r. the'

SPI-tMe n I f r''sir.Ug- ' " ')% et 0( " AttH used thi -noe " up f- r l ," , W1d rcli i tlmw

!he' fl io~w*,n aicuracv * I4 at !"10" Wzi1 12 11,7 ILI IWO , C (',mpare'l u-l tthe' resultsI
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of the longitudinal apparatus (see Section 2. 2.1. 1), the values obtained by the "neckred-
down" metnod within the same specimen stX,w an error of ±0.4%.

(c) Methods in which the temperature p-ofile of radiating

surface areas is measured

The rectangular bar methcd, proposed by Loongmire, is critically reviewed and used in
the Parma Research Laboratories of the Union Carbide Corporation (Vis.44, Lit.36).

The thermal conductivity is detovrmined from measurements of the temperature profile
acroas the surface of the directly-heaied specimen in the shape of a rectangular bar.
Thiis method is especially 3-pt for the determination of the thermal conductivity of
graphite because the importan~t anisotropy ratio can be obtained additionally by
recording the temperatures of ijoth the square cross-! ections. The measured power input
allows determination of the total henispherical emittaiirp. In the mathematical treat-
ment of the method the longitudinal heat flux to the electrodes in the measuring
section is neglected. The m~ethod is used up to 2800 0C. The precision, as indicated
by the data spread, is ±5 to ±10%

For the "Hioce." method (Vis.30. Lit.3,) the equation of heat conduction has to be
solved for a finite cylinder, heated in a vacuum b3ý induction 1rom~ the outer side-wall
surface. The heat will flov. into the interior by conduction and dissipate by radiation
from the planar faces of the specimen. In steady-state conditions, the temperature
profile in the planar !,urfaces is measured. For calculation of the thermal conductivity
it is necessary to know the emittance. The ratio of specimen specific heat to
emissivity can be determined from the rate of cooiling after switching off the power
input. From this measured ratio and values tor the specific heat from the literature
the em~ttance is calculated. Most data are accurate within ±10O to ±20%. but the 'verall
accurac) is claimed to be ±6%. The method car be used up to the highest temperatures
(the temperature of destruction of the specimen).

(.,onctludtng remarks on thc direct-heating steady -state Methods

Considering that these direct heating methods can be used only fur electrically
conducting materials, there are so many advantages, especially in the high temperature
range, that it is surprising that they nave not yet found greater application.

The advantages are the heat generated in the sperimten is well known, there are no
difficulties .iith thernal contact between heat source and specimen. no chemical re-
action with the evviieonment. only a fe-w specimen matorials are needed steady-state

cond~t ons are reachec rapidl 'y, limited only by the melting pomn' of the material, and
there is the posstbi I,tli of measuring A;Idif tonal propertiles using the same experimental
set -up

For a detailed 01 scussion ýii the pros and cons of elect ri cal heat ing methods set..
fo~r eximple, ~~Flrv,, chapter iti T~vte s lx~ok i~t 161) Hrief>., F'lynn stnlt#'s that.
with the pneoý;ihl -except ion -f cerry low te-mperatures. abei:t elect rical heatinug me ihids

have nd) been uled. A prpvrl.% detsigned tlect ricall heat ing me-t hd ci~ virld ttitrmal
conduct lvitV Va~lues ir iu accukracY -q-ial lo or bet ter Ithan '''"se ttiabn v any
othvi nohr, -f me~vsur'nent In manY cases 1elect rical bedt ing mi-tho~is woulii Inv ch~'nU-

1U1 OJA~ k I' I ý1%o 11,1111t% ý lt thlat kit) t' IfOC irc ei ~ Mvt hots M'A he

proferrel whi Ir1'' r t~i gh''r t~leflrstuir-s especial vY. PN1e' .. arr~iig'o"rt ývtTu Ti he

1)rom i sI 11
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If the materials can be made in the form of homogeneous rods or wires, an experi-
mental st-:dy to compare all these electrical heating methods should be undertaken, in
order to clear up the validity of the assumptions for the mathematical solutions and
the effectiveness of the experimental arrangements.

A similar opinion was found at the Thermophysical Properties Research Cent-r at
Lafayette, USA (Vis. 43). This centre has worked out a programme for the US Air Force
7ith the aim of comparing the most important of the direct-heating methods. Also,
at SElAI (Vis. 1) in Belgium, a similar test programme has been developed and the various
possibilities have been studied. Finally, at the PTh (Vis. 10) at Braunschweig, Germany,
further improvement of special direct-heating concepts is proposed.

All these a•ctivities should be sponsored and coordinated.

2.2.2 Comparative Methods

In a comparative heat flow apparatus a specimen ;,' ':nknown conductivity is ccrinected
in series with a specimen of known conductivity and the temperstur, di'* rence is
measured uci.er steady-state conditions in both spLcimets T.lus heat flux can be
calc,,lated without directly measurir., ti n.: is th.h, ,:.,ktiA.,,.antage of the
comparative methods. The accuracy of these methods ,' iends o,. tle v w ýihillty of
suitable standards, which limits their application. The problem of fi.,ding standards
for all ranges of conductivity and of temperature is discussed in Section 6. So far
no suitable standards for the higher temperature range are available. The long dis-
cussion that has taken place over the years on the thermal conductivity of Armco iron
and platinum is an example. Comparative methods may become more important in the
future for high temperature measurements If ;he necessary standards become available.
The methods are now 'iscuissed briefly.

(a) The comparative method ot SNECVA, with longttudltnal apparatus,
applicable up to 2000)C /s./4, I•it.38)

In this meth J a pile of specimens and standards is used in a longitudinal arrange-
ment connected to a graphite heater on th: top. This pile is surrounded by a tube made
of the same material as the pile and crinnected to the same graphite heater on the top
of the stack. The whole arrangement is insulated by an Al20 3 Pt guard. With this
arrangement transverse heat losses are largely eliminated All tempiratures are
measured by thermocouples u"'ing Chromel vs Alumel. iý vs Pt Rh and W vs W'Re with
HN insulation.

Results of the thermal conductivity of UO UC, BeO. C and % ire available up to
2000°C An accuracy of *51, Is clatmed using the ther'al conductivity values of
Armco iron given h, the American special!nts (see Sectiin 4)

'Thc dlfi' !ulttes o• thermal cmntact within the i I,' tr,', ,rerc' v overcomepi.i'
the laterface's (,f the specimen

h) ?
71h &I t tu 'I u ~ g 1 I

The itattlle met io, d can 1¼, ust.ed tip t;, 240O0'Cý w'th wi acturacy )r *51[, 1',nt. ra ry t o
the' . t•F'.A meth,d, with R p l*- (if re-im,.., the- Batttell,, .,thd uses spectml ens In
the Shd ,,' of *!4sc's with a l:n,•it1Ili.cal e,;s.t, flr a ail Ta h,'at,,rs Thr rfer-'ni-e -im..~ e
IN larter .it i~tiart er tnzvi tlie se(ln- Th~s an't aus.v%ý11 !h~r snma; hegi~ttf '!rIo.

sawpile tI. h, oia~l".red the ra1t'a hri' izses.' tulal rce', ,ul: a i-lar-

Only a the.r'mal ,is, I ct 1 ,f Beo poearr in used
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(c) The DEW longitudinal device (Vis.6, Lit.39)

This method represents a classical longitudinal arrangement with a heated guard.
It will work up to 7000C. Specimens in the shape of rods are used and the heat flux
is determined across a nickel standard, placed between the specimen and the heat sink.
The repeatability is ±5%.

(d) The British Ceramic Research A'sociation method (Vis.1f,)

ThiF =ethod, using a longitudinal arrangement and a pile of spe-imens and standards
In the shape of discs with a non-heated guard, is mentioned because of its peculiarity,
that copper discs are placed between the specimen and the adjacent standard. The
thermocouples are soldered to the copper discs and their temperature is measured.
This procedure is very ccnvenient when dealing with brittle or very harý materials,
wh3re thermocouples are difficult to attach. The sequence within the stack is heater,
copper, standard, copper, specimen, copper, standard. copper, sink.

2.2.3 Survey of Mlethods for the Measurement of
Thermal Conductivity

Summarising the steady-state methods for the determination of thermal conductivity
it is useful to review the suitable tawperature range of application.

The low-temperature range (up to 900'K)

Longitudinal methods are best for the lowest temperatures. The greatest accuracy
is better than ±1%.

The medutam-temperature range (QO, - 130'K)

Several methods can be used, with nearly the same accuracy. These are as follows:

(a) Longitudinal methods, accuracy t1. 1%, the temperature of 1300 0 K being the
upper limit of application.

(b) The radial method, accuracy beiter than , becoming more and more superior
at higher temperatures to longitudinal methods.

(c) The Rorbes bar methods, accuracy fI 51. with the simplest experimental
arrangement but the most complicated method of calculation Forbes bar methods
should also be applicable at higher temperatures

(d' Direct-heating methods, with heated filament or "necked-down' arrangement.
with accuracies )f ab•ut 2 or 31i

For this temerat ure range in lI riadIa! methods t uIn d"l rt -he at } motho, Is anrta I, -
'able W i l, fru,-h rtesearch is twbing Iont, I t n ve l)1,, i1,,; ra ial m, thl.,Js frr lhi- h IKhest

te erat,,.fs lip tý' 21 O0i th le,,',ent 110 1ire, h,.st hng int'lot)M st o td s ts, have

b o e n l ' , t • rt t , , I• , I o

the a''I!a 1(Virl the let rrvsInait -in ,f -vnnal nt' i~ v i,, t thlit hiigho-st tef.tper a
f-e is lessI ' vai, ~7'Tp 'n: ap -; lo!

r 4l t e'I o ." I - rT 1,- ral ;VN A a ~ t "I'' hI t o1 s l c . i ' I WI n('l

,,? u.zliiirýs vqere isva I ' A 1t Tt#% 're ,,,r- h , pr v ir~., m hI Oz h I oc1) r a ,1r e s. atw r. t ILr

V th gr-a!"' sI ini,)r Ianve r '.r tt: 4-r.r tit 'rA a, s&tor LARr is %I mp)r t an~ I
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permit comparisons of the results obtained using an absolute method with the work of
other investigators.

2.3 Measurement of Thermal Di ffustvity

ThW thermal diffusivity "a" is defined by the heat flow equation as follows:

__ (i)2T -c2T aT\a- aI +" T .2 , (3)

where T is the temperature, t the time and x, y, z are Cartesian coordinates.
The propagation of heat is described by the change of the temperature in the material
as a function of time. The dimension of the diffusivity is (length) 2 (time)'.

The diffusivity is correlated to the thermal conductivity by

A. acp c, (4)

where y is the density and cp the specific heat of the material. If the density
and the specific heat are known, the thermal conductivity can be obtained by measuring
the diffusivity.

This simple equation (4) does not consider the effect of relaxation time. Therefore
further oscillations of temperature can be caused by an impulse of heat. Th7 well-

kiown phenomenon of secon( 3ound in superfluid helium is an example of the effect of
lung relaxation times.

Finally, mass transport can be caused by temperature gradient (Soret effect), which
coases after rtachtng a certain concentration gradient. As a result the initial and
the final thermual cnductivity in the material can differ significantly.

As shown by the restrictions mentioned, the relation between conductivity ana
diffusivity can 'e more complicated than that given by Equation (4). As a consequence,
conclusions drawT, from steady-state measurements as to the behaviour in time-dependent
processes, or fron transient measurements to the steady-state behaviour, should be
controlled by experiment:, with the same material

Generally, the measirement of thermal diffusivity in solids is more than an iadirect
way of determining 'he thermal conductivity It is an additional means of st'.dying
transport phenomeni,. apart fra)m its importance in technical a4pli cat ions

Despite the-i, restric'tions, transient methods are widely used for the determination
of the thirmal conduct viitv because the specific heat and the density of solid materials
c•u be measured more easlY thai' thermal conductivity. even at high temperatures The
transient methhods will h., distingut shed in this report a, "n•on-stedvy state" an]d Is
"periodic" ores In rtaiisient techniques the response of a change in ttimperat tre in
a stpmpI, ex, seod to a giveyn tranisint heat flu • or heat pulse is mea-sured tnt the
evaluat ion r, e xp e ,rlme.r t resits l n di ffusivtjIv it is not necesssary t o kno o" e
azt'soute level •! the tn;•erature and the quantitv o~f the heat flux

SmaliI speclme, Lý m,~v N, used The tim*, required fto- mea,.,uremie'nt is., ver y short

• , s ----------
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2.3.1 Non-Steady-State Methods

2.3.1.1 Flash methods

Generally non-steady-state methods are known as flash methods. The specimen, a thin
plate (diameter ý- 10 mm, thickness = 0.5- 5 mm), is heated indirectly and homogeneously
in a tubular furnace. A short pulse of light is sent to the front of the Epecimen,
which becomes additionally heated by absorbing this flash. The temperature increase

at the rear face of the specimen is recorded by either thermocouples, cells of semi-
conductors or by multipliers. The recorded temperature change with time allows the
evaluation of the Lnermal diffusivity.

Simple Xenon flash lamps are used as light sourc.'s for measurement up to 1600 0 C.
For higher temperatures, laser sources with an output energy of about 20 joules must
be used.

Mathematical solutions for the flash method have been given by Parker et al. (Lit.41),
Taylor and Cape (Lit. 42, 43) and Cowan (Lit. 44). According to Parker and his co-workers,
the thermal diffusivity can be calculated either from the time needed to reach half

the maximum temperature at the rear face, t 1 , or from the characteristic rise time,
tc (that is, the slope of the temperature with time), by the following equation

1.33 d2  0.48 d'
a -- - :

77 /2 tC

where d is the thickness of the specimen.

This solution is valid if the following conditions are fulfilled:

(t) Heat fiow is only ir one direction (no radial heat flow).
(ii) Constant the *nal properties within the material tested.

(iii) Homogeneous absorption of the heating pulse in an infinitely thin layer at
the front of the specimen.

(iv) Infinitely short heating pulse
(v) No heat losses by radiation.

In most cases these conditions cannot be realised completely especially at high
temperatures

To iatisfN the first condition the temperature is generally aeasured in the centre
o f the rear face of the specimen. where one-dimensionfkl heat flux predlomilnates

The secondi condition holds in m)st cases, since the temperatur, rise caused by the
pulse u(nly a fea de.grees is onhv . negiligihle fraction of the temperature of the

• .• •|)tp c I menl

As to thv third crondition, a c'-atling at the frimnt ;4 the specimern m&V be ,leful
11 the material ct•s no• aht•,rb the light lbý a thin iayer

C n c'ern i no he f1 'i r t h • I it i ri. trig .rrr v . hri ne r) a I v] - .c pu • .t .e

maill cupaLr.'d o'!h thg" 'haacteri-st I(" !hermit} l fusi ,n t I•e fhis fj 14'

c iv~t'•p Ished • incr pas•ng the tfictnP'% •% f I h, speciven



Cape w.4 Lehman (Lit.42) have shGwn, that Equation (5) is valid within ±5%, without
corrections for beat losses, if the condition

-> 1 cal/cm secoK ,
ed

is fulfilled, wfiere - is the emittance.

This means that, If materials with low thermal conductivity are tested, the thick-
ness d should be kept as small as possible. For good conducting materials, the same
becomes necessar) at high temperatures, because their thermal conductivity decreases.
Therefore most research organisations use very thin specimens for the flash methods.
The thin specimens, however, are more sensitive to the effect of finite flash time
(condition (iW)). Bollenrath (Vis. 11) suggests solving this problem experimentally
by using pulses of different duration and extrapolating to infinitely short time.

As to the fifth condition. several methods 1have been proposed to account for
radiation losses from both surfaces of the specimen, leading to the derivation of a
radiation loss factor.

According tn Cape (Lit. 42) the radiation factors are applied as perturbations to
Equation (3), neglecting re-radiation from the surroundings.

Cowan (Lit.44) calculates the heat losses from both surfaces. The solution for the
time-dependence of the temperature is given graphically. The following parameters
R and A are introduced as corrections"

R -2: , (6)

where T. is the rear face temperature and T F the front facý tecpcratui, .

A r d (I +R) E•LI (77
\,1000/)

The factor A can be determined experimentally from the coolin. portion of the
tooperatur history curve at the rear surface Accordt•ri to Cunnlngt.on (Vis 36.
Lit 45. 157" who uses the xeth(uJ described by Cowan. the offect of R is relatively
small (less than t4S)

With grapthilte or tungsten r-,slst.r- furnaces, a laser oquipeent as source for the
flaah anl a multiplier is .,•,tector. thli ,ethol ý-&n he uted up t-o 28000 C !4owever.
the ekact correction of th,, vzperlmental results ftr heat losses by radiation at
theie high temp-ratur,, has not vet been hCOtermned

Tablo- V11. ,on p.93, lintm institut :ons within the 'ASAM rcat Ins usint the fla.4h
method The prihislons given are not alwayv well Afinef.. und are therefore not
comparabile ~ c A criticalos ian'.Y i~f !he d tfer.:t vthodn, hased on

c~par20i;~ metueun & o ti 14k a ' 7 ff a1 sifl I a I ,%t
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2.3.1.2 Other non-steady-state methods

For many years a variety of methods has ?xisted for using temperature distributions
in a heating or cooling process to calculate thp diffusivity. Becauue of the develop-
ment of the more elegant methods using small specimens, like flash methods and the
period',c ones, these simple transient non-periodic methods are only rarely used.
Two examples raay be given:

(a) The transient radial inflow method of Cape, Lehman anel Nakata (Vi.28) uses
cylindrical specimens heated by induction in tWe outer sidewall surface. The
temperature rise in the inner and outer part is recorded. The method is usedI up to 25000C and an accuracy of t5% is claimed.

(b) The same principle has been used hr Huttinger (Vis. 12B, Lit.46) in studying
the baking of carbon bodies between room temperature and 10000 C. The t'ecimenI- is slowly heated at a constant rate in a tubular furnace and the radial
temperature distribution is measured as a function of the time. The recorded
change of the radial temperature distribution allows the calculation of the
thermal diffusivity as a function of temperature. A similar method has been
described by H W.Flieger for the investigation of moderately poor conductors
(Lit. 162). The accuracy claimed is ±1% in the temperaLure range from
70 to 10000 C.

2.3.2 Periodic Wtethods

In the periodic methods, a periodically varying heat flow is generated within the
specimen. This is achieved by modulating the energy of a joulean heater or of an
electron beam or of an arc-image or by the re-radiation of the heat losses of the
specimen. In most cases no additional teating is necessary. The variation of the
temperature at different positions along the direction of heat tlow within the specimen
is observed and the thermal diffusivity can be calculated from these experim-ntal
res'! i ts.

Me different solutions of tne general heat flow equations are dependent on the
boundary conaitions prescribed by the experiment.

The follwing cases will be discussed

The Angstrom method using direct rehistance heating

The electron beem and arc-image methods. .A.ed on Coaan.' principal calculation

The pero•dfi. rate of co)l ing aethod, Ijing heuting by an arc-image

The disc-•mthods of K%-psr, with indirect heatin• (if the specimen in i furnace

?, .1.1 e irj- *troq4 wet&'

A hundred year% ago.; Ang.t ria tLit 47ý devwl'ped his claisical awthod A thin long
"-id ,% `:eatrd sinus•idallY at one ftnd an,l tho prvpaaathon of the tmirprature wave i%
meu uireol at .ff'r,',t ,oint- albr, thv rod

'r the asn.op: tlo if a srllI infiite t.'-,d a.ld a iin ., l tmperature "hwite is
wr thp 'hernal dtffuijItv aat bey ", ler'rlnr'in ,,lther by iw--*urlng the rat i' of 'he

aml. teir 1 ) the h, .mreratore wase at tw- p.: ,r by their ph,,nae diffriencei
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If both A tt.id D are determined, the thermal diffusivity can be calculated at high
temperatures 'ithout special allowance for radial heat losses.

WAX2
a aJAX 

(812 A ýt loge D

w is the angular frequency ot the temperature variations and x the distance between
the measuring points.

In practice is may be difficult to produce a pure sinusoidal temperature variation
at the source, although it can be realised mechanically (Birkholz, Vis.12A). Goldsmid
(Yis.23) uses the Peltier effect (see also Green and Cowoles, Lit.48) with advantage,
because of the symmetry of the temperature waves.

If the initial wave is square or not truly sinusoidal, a Fourier analysis of the
temperature variation at a point may be carried cut and attention can then be couzfinev
to the fundamental frequency. The higher harmonics can be neglected, for they are
rapidly attenuated.

The amplitude of the temperature oscillation ceneraily used is smaller than ±5 0 C; the
frequency is about 1lmin-'3.

Table IX (p.94) .-'sts the institutions using the Angstr6m method. As shown, this
method has been used up to 9000C only.

According to Birkholz (Vis.12A) this method is suitable for higher temperatures and
the theoretical conditions can be realised experimentally quite easily. The equipment
is simple and cheap. This method should be considered and discjssed by a team of
specialists.

2.3.2.2 Pfrod~c eth•.½ts based on Cowan's anaysts

Cowan (Lit 51) has presented a theoretical stud.• on the modulation of the tempera-
ture in a specimen, Ohen one face is periodically heated.

Rased on tils calculationi, several methods of determining the thermal diffusivity
havc been devcl,oped. Generallv. the specimen is a thin solid plate, a sheet or a disc.
simil•• Ic n sha;e, to the specimens used in the flash mothod The frn it face of the
sp.ecimen is heated directl y hýv el'ctrron homhardme!Pi .)r bhv !he raditif ion from as arc-
furnace, No ac :it ona1 inid ir ri-t ':tu itiw is i.cvs'•ar, The change, in temerat ituri, of
ihe faces d-rin•g the m•idlu,.il h!'wtting is r,,,.rdted photoe-lectr cal lV

Lo zai' ,N tr•altme.nt al lows ca'i ulat •'r•an the (hormal (:iffusi vitv from the phaso

sh ft Nt1,twee'i the ttmperaturt varnat tins on the fr irt and rear fac'es, h•t ween tbh' heem
-mtdolation and ,'he temperatre variat in on thi front or on the ri'ar fa('t. (i the'

splIt 111 1, In ad(ilt o•n '•hr•ral if fusivitv may he ho 1,'al .:aOfd frm tthi' %t tt •iuat ion i f
t he .'It* ' ".lt or' -htlav 11thti fit- sp c ie.en In pract i."-. t' ' sol t I; jis %ro oist;! I n

lit rf 1. 11 1 Ztr"
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For all these calculations of the temperature distribution within the specimen,
the one-dimensional differential equation is used, neglecting heat flux in the direction
parallel to the fares. Cowan further assumes that the difference in hieat loss from the
faces of the specimen is proportional to their difference in temperature and that the
energy is absorbed in an in'initely thin layer. A correct calculation of the
diffusivity of a speciren from the measured attenuation or phase shift is possible
conl when the heat less parameters - in the same way as for the flasii method -- are

IF SOWknown. Cowan has shown how these parameters can be determined.

Cowan' s solution seems to be correct, but the accuracy for the experimental
determination of the loss parameter3 is only a few per cent so far.

'a) Heating with an electron-gun

This method is practisca in. only three research establishments (see Table X, p.e5).
By using an electron-gun, the samples can be heated up to the temperatures of melting
or vaporihation. This means that Itle temperature is limited only by the temperature
of destruction of the specimens. The heating must be carried out in a high vacuum
(( 104 mmlig). This is a disadvantage for materials with high vapour pr4ýssure.

Modulated heating can be attained very easily and accurately by modulating the electron
beam power. The reprz~ducibility is very good and scientists using this method are
convinced that, after further development, determination of the thermal diffusivity
should be possible wiftin about 2%, even at very high temperatures.

(b) Heating with an arc-image or plasma

An arc-image equipmeint for the periodic heating of carbon and graphite specimens
has been used with success for many years in tha USA (UCC, Vis.44). No vacuum is
necessar~y. The t,.~ditlation of The !eating powe',* is fc.l!ýed by intermittent light,
with rotatinig shutters between. ' ght source and specimen~ In France (SNECMA, Vis.4N
new equipment has been developed in which a plasma (5900cC) is used as a source of
radiation for the additional heating of one end of a small r~d specimen. The
sinusoidal modulation is da)ne by a "persienne". The specimen is heated basically
over the whole length, as 4ell as at the end, by a tubular graphite furnace The
temperature wave is measured at two pointF along the rod through a hole in this

furnace ý'the AnVstrom arrangement).

7. ".?RteofcoI Ig ne thod

This special method was devo'lped in the t'CC Reszearcn Laboratories, Parma, by

An arc- imake furnace, is used for heat ing, The small1 cYl indriAcal sp.'21.ens at few
mm in dit1mvtor an(! lo mm ,in le-nglh. are hei~ted pori-idical Iv by interrupt ink the cw~
of light by reans of an eI.'ct r(17tgriet ic-al !Y cont rol let Shut ter No addi tional heatinog
Is used. The sur .act tcrnep~ratu re of the specimen is reco rdo i during thr co.' j rig

intetrval Atnli1Ysts of '.he probhlem with The assuinnpl I n of on, dimensional hecio
flow alongý the, a7,s of the sam~ple anid short coolting irit-rvtils. shoiw that the neat
flo)w ea VQon can ('1 N~' I 1Ved aS fo0l' * S

T H

- ' - - -
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where -y is the density, c the specific heat, X the thermal conductivity, At the
decrease in surface temperature, t the cooling time and H0 the flux absorbed at the
surface of the specimen, which is measured radiometrically.

As the temperature decrease is only a few degrees within a cooling time of only
30 msec the use of Newton's law seems to be justified, This method gives only values
of the product X cy but, in combination with Cowan'3 phase shift method, where
k/c is determined, the specific heat may be eliminated. The method is used for
graphite in the temperature range of 24000 K to 33000 K. The reproducibility reported
is ±14%.

2.3.2,4 The "disc ,Aethods" of Kaspar

As mentioned earlier the mair. Problem in the measurement of the thermal diffusivity
at high temperatures rcsults from uncontrolled heat losses by radiation. Kaspar (Vis.26)
avoids the radiation losses by an appropriate experimental arrangement. He has
developed two methods, the "double disc method" (Lit.53) and, as an improved tech'nique,
the "single disc method" (L.t.40).

The specimen is heated indirectly in a tubular furnace. At the end of the tube
mirrors reflect radiation from the specimen bacK to the specimen. This reflected
energy is modulated by means of rotating blades.

In the double disc method R pair of discs is exposed at their outside faces to
identical periodic fluA variations. The thermal diffusivity is determined from the
amplitude ratio of the temperature variations on the front and back of one of the
discs. The main difficulty of this method is the detection of the very small tempera-
tore differences of some tenths of a degree at 2000°C or more. According to Kaspar
a sensitivity of about 10- °C may be achieved.

In the double disc method, the amplitude and phase of the periodic temperature
variations on the front of both discs must be identical. This is difficult to achieve,
and se the single disc method was. doveloped. In this method a shield with a tolerably
1o0 thermal load impedance is used to avoid heat losses in the specimen and Kaspar
used stacKD -f very thin tanitalum carbide elemer,-s with success.

These methods have b -,n used so far in the t'mperature rapge 1500 0 C to 3000)C, with
a graphite tube ¶urnace and -,• inert atmosphere The sample dimen.'ons are diamneter
25 mm aid length 2 mm. The accuh icy seems to he ab.-jtil +10%

le peri odic t•riv siret me',hods .ivtm to hol v-.,rv pr'vmising for avpviciulion at high
teoeratul, i. F1I '- div&' loped by Angst rom (ne hundred vears ago, m)r;, -o)dhr'i methols

are afvi l aDi Ad S, "uch ad he t irect heating hYv cltctron ho'.'-arinm'itt by radiatiomn

frots an ar•:-i ma o r a pla)1amt. or ý.,- r -- rag1; the raia4i ion k. the Ind Irect ly henatod
|eci.t', it'if. Al, threse -':.w modific.tlins w t•, n .,riodit heating iniA t•ool irni art,

mt•vplltd in iraa tjict, f,"- th, !toae Lr.-mrn ,,f rifra i.¢ry mitltriiis q, To the hii ltv-%t
! eitpe'rntoores i.v'. tip !it the' temlerst'Žir, f tji,•st ru-ii n f tht, n'ecimiens.
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In comparing the advantages of the special modifications, the electron gun technique
offers advantages because it p.rmits, by simple means a perfect sinusoldal modulation
of the heating on one hand, wid has a wide range of experimental possibilities for vary-
ing the heating and measuring conditions on the other hanu. The users of this technique
are convinced that they are able to devel, p thts method further into a high precision
technique. The disadvantage is in the necessity for high vacuum, which makes appli-
cation of the method impossible for materials with high vapour pressures and high
evaporation rates. For such materials the periodic heating by radiation using an arc-
image or a plasma is advantageous. In these cases the modulation must be performed
mechan! -ally.

Since Kaspar's method doep not necessitato heat loss corrections, it seems the most
appropriate for very high temperature wurk.

2.3.3 Sutaary of Thermal Diffusivity Measurements

With modern transient methods, measucement of the thermal diffusivit" may be per-
formed on small specimens and in a short time. For most non-stationary methods the
experimental set-up is simpler than for thermal conductivity apparatus, but the source
of energy is very expensive in most transient nethods. However, the accuracy achieved
is not yet as high as with the steady-state methods. With further development of the
measuring techniques an accuracy of better than ±5% might be reached, evcn at very
high temperatures. Only for the Angstr6m method has a reproducibility of better than
±2% been claimed. The Angstr6m method should be highly promising for high temperature
application, too. Generally, the transient methods can be used up to the temperature
of destruction of the specimen. A great difficulty is the exact determination of the
heat loss parameters, knowlhdge of which is necessary to calculate the diffusivity of
the sample material from measured data.

Another method is that of Kaspar, who suppresses radiation losses experimentally.
This method is highly promisi1.g, but further development is necessary.

Apart from their unique application at very hi h temperatures, scme of the methods
can be used down to low temperatures, too, result. g in a wide range of application
tem-,ratures.

This is true for the Angstrom method as well as for the electron-gun method, when
IR detectors are used iWheeler Vis 21).

When thermal diffusivity measurements are used indirectly for the determinatiorn of
the thermal conductivity. the spec.fic heat must he known as accurately as nossible
(see Section 2 4)

? 4 Wleaurement of Specific Heat

As shown in Section 2ý 1. knOw lode (if thf spvcr ittc hout is rnece ssarv for !he
calculatio ý)f the t .hermal -onduct iviltY trm therial di ffuslvity rnet.iu',ýments
rl,.rof(.re. te(':min quios fro." determl tln•I the Speci'fic heat. ,.pe'iallv a, high
I .•perat olres aro• (O(ilS) Iqoed
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The specific heat is temperature-dependenL. The method most used is the "drop-
calorimetry" method, which essentially gives values of the enthalpy of the specimen
at the temperature of the heated specimen relative to that at the temperature of the
calorimeter. By keeping the same calorimeter temperature, but making runs at different
furnace temperatures, the relative enthalpy can be found as a function of temperature.

The adiabatic calorimeter is adequate for the determination of the specific heat
at very small temperature intervals, but it is more complicated. Furthermore, some
special techniques, such as the pulse heating method, exist.

2.4.1 Adiabatic High-Temperature Calorimeters

Generally, the specimen, heated under adiabatic conditions, serves as its own
calorimeter. The specimen, sometimes enclosed in a close-fitting capsule of non-
reacting material is heated by an internal electrical heater in a sensitively controlled
environment and the temperature rise in the sample caused by an additive energy input
is measured.

The specimen and its container are surrounded by an adiabatic shield, the tempera-
ture of which is matched to the temperature of the specimen as closely as possible by
additional heaters. This is accomplished by monitoring the temperature of the specimen
at different points, and again at equivalent points of the adiabatic shielding, by
thermocouples and by using the differences of the emfs of corresponding thermocouples
to control the power of the shield heaters.

This method looks very simple in principle but is very complicated in practice if

high accuracy is reQuired. Only four establishments within the NATO nations were

found to; use this method.
2.4.i I.

The University of Tennessee (Stansbury, Vis 45, Lit.54, 55) has been working for
many years on the development of adiabatic calorimeters of high accuracy. So far
temperatures of 1000 0 C can be realised. The accuracy claimed (±0.5%) is the best
found in high temperature calorimetry. It should be mentioned that the short range
order in Cr-Ni alloys could be detected by this technique (Lit. 56), showing that these
alloys are unsuitable as standards for thermal ccnducti''ity measurements

The NP!, Metallurgy Division (Vis 22) has developed a high temperature adiabatic
calorimeter for the determination of the heat of reaction in metallic systems. This
calorimeter can he used for measurments of the specifir heat, too Temperatures op t
to '1000C can be achieved so far In this high temperature range an accuracy of tl,ý
is claimed 'l~t 57) Kuha:scwhwski thin•s that it i,; nossiblý' to extend the temperature
o)f application ip to 170 ,"c

R Ko)hlhatiLs trond his r'otlabo)rato)rs (Vis 1:1) hay(, dt,vt,,Iovetd atu adiabatic r*,d(orimetor
and used it from r)m temperature tp to 1I601)"C lit 102. 103) The cvli)inricai

speimen.s A 22 mn dia•ieter aid 60 m•m heigh• hang o)it a molyholeni wire v.ithiti a thernial

L
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insulation of alumina. The adiabatic conditiots in this arrangement are realised by
a directly heated molybdenum tube, the temperature of which is matched to the tempera-
ture of the specimen. Kohlhaas and Braun have studied systematically (Lit. 101) the
errors in such an adiabatic calorimeter system.

For this method an accuracy of ±2% at 15000 C is claimed. This calorimetpr has beern
developed for studies -)n specific heat of iron alloys during the transition between

the solid and liquid states, i.e. for 16000 C as the upper temperature limit. Using
other materials for heaters (tantalum) and a different insulation instead of alumina,
this system, using ubular furnace, could be developed for application at higher
tempefatures. KohW corrects his measurements for heat losses and calls his methcod

"quasi-adiabatic".

According to Flynn, the NBS also has an adiabatic calorimeter, used up to 500 0 C.
Further details are not known.

2.A.2 Drop Calorimetry

In this technique the encapsulated specimen is heated in a separate tube furnace
up to the measuring temperature and then dropped into a calorimeter, where the
temperature increase is measured.

The arrangement seems very simple, but special care must be taken to account for
heat losses from the capsule during the drop and to avoid heat transfer from the
furnace to the calorimeter. Th2 precautions become more and more important, the
higher the temperatures.

The furnace tube is connected to the calorimeter by a drop tube which normally con-
tains two shutters. These are only opened during the drop and are supposed to prevent
heat exchange betweec furnace and calorimeter. The temper,-iirp of the capsule is
measured pyrometrically. Heat losses can be minimised by using a kydrogen atmosphere,
for in this case thermal equilibrium is reached very quickly, on account of the high
thermal conductivity of hydrogen (Lit 58, Vis.33).

A critical study (of the different types of drop caiorimeters and their respective
advantages and errors is given by lx)uglas (Lit.59), For temperatures near room
temperature a precision of 40 04T and an accuracy of t0 51, are claimed. At very high
temperatures (2800()C) al accuracy of 1% has been reached The overall accuracy of a
drop (alorimeter is comparat,le with that of an adiabati.: calorimeter. Because the
measured specific heat is ca! 'ijlated from the difference between large numbers. further
imp: ovement in accuratc, is very difficult and al so ex porisivy

Th' drop calorimeter is widely vstd in the NATO nat Ions

Pr•)ohlms in drop l' tl or imetry nr* sr if the sanipl undergoes i trans tioon during the
txpi'Iment t oir remainns in t ill ý,fivned start- aftr the tquenching

Becasle ,)f th' it, I ' iirvnumber of ,,a (,s usin, drop calor imtt ry. no special I is! is

cosp•p ,d , 1 ild T !,t It t ilt llls caill 1)"o f•uln d ill t he list of v!sit S ."+'*t oll c 1:
0
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2.4.3 Pulse-fleating Caloriaetric Techniques

These methods are limited to electrical conductors but can be used up to the melting
point of the material. The specimen behaves as its own calorimeter. The specific beat
is calculated from the rate of temperature increase zesulting from uniform electrical
heat dissipation within the specimen. Two different methods are used in the institutes
visited:

(a) ORNL-method of Kollie (Vis.41, Lit.60)

The predetermined specimen temperature is achieved by Joule heating of the rod with
a constant currer' and recording the rod tempbrature and the power dissipation in
known length of the specimen. From these tine electrical resistivity and the total
emittance are determined. By suddenly increasing the current and measuring the tempera-
ture and power of the test section as a function of time, using a high speed digital
voltmeter, the specific heat is calculated. The rod is suspended in a black-body vacuum
chamber of constant temperature. Radiation losses occurring during the pulse ('1 4 sec)
are accounted for by using previously measured total emittance values. This method is
useO up to 14000 C. The eccuracy is ±1% from 100 to 800°C and somewhat less at higher
temperatures (± 5%).

Black-body conditions in the chamber were attained by spray-coating all surfaces
inside the chamber witn a pure colloidal synthetic graphite. It is assumed that this
coating has an emittance of approximately 1.0.

The method was improved recently by connecting the output of the fast digital
voltmeter, for current, voltage and temperature, directly to the ORML computer system.

(b) Atomics Internadional method (Taylor, Finch, Vis.28, Lit.61)

This method uses pulses of the order nf milliseconds and heating rates from 1000 0 C
to 60,0)OOC per second. The specimens have the shape of filaments and the temperature
of the sample is determinzd from the electrical ,esistance of the filament. A dual
beam oscill.oscope is used to record the resistivity as a function of time. The samples
are heated additionally by means of a furnace, which determines the upper limit of the
temperature of application.

Because of the high heating rates and the small temperature variation (10C) the
radiative losses amount to only a tew per cent of the dissipated energy. With a
correction which uses only an approximate -,alue for the emitth.•.ce, this error in the
specific heat due to radiation is reduced to less than -%. The overall accuracy was
estimated to be better than t5%.

According to Finch (Vi. 28) the same pulse-heating technique has been used in France
by iallement and Affortit (Lit.62)

2.*.ý N 'tummarvY of Woaurtemerits of th .Noeriftfc float

Prop calorim,,try Is the most frequently used method ftr measuring spec!fic heat in
all temperattre ranges o)p to the upper limit of about 28000 C N other method is m)re
accuate This m,'thod. Yielding only mean ,':alues between a wide i:,-, of temperatures.
is not applicabl,, for materials which undergo trazsformati "is in the i;)terval between
the tmperatur, of the fiurnace and the temperaturf, of the calorimey Ar
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The adiabatic calorimeter, which avoids this disadvantage, becomes very complicated
in the experimental arrangement if graat accuracy at high temperatures is required.

The pulse technique is not very accurate, but it can be used up to the temperature

of destruction of the specimens. A list ol! institutions using adiabatic and pulse

methods is given in Table XI (p.96).

2.5 Neasurement of Emissivity

In the preliminary report the nomenclature of Worthing (Lit.63) and Richmond (Lit. 64)
was used. According to this, all properties of a materiel itself should have the
ending "ivity", whereas properties relatina to the surface should end in "ance". In

this sense we can define

exittance: ratio of energy radiated by a surface, per unit area, per unit time,

to the energy radiated by a black body at the same temperature;

enissivity: emittance of A material having an optically smooth surface and a

thickness sufficient t- be opaque.

In a comment on this proposal, Lozier (Vis.44) said that international standardi-
.- tion requires the use of "emittance" to describe surface-dependent emissive
properties to be abandoned in favour of "emissivity". The nomenclature in the report

was t herefore adapted to this principle.

Knowledge of the emissivity of a specimen is necessary for a correct pyrometrical

measerement of temperature, as well as for the calculation of heat lo3ses by radiation.

For the first problem, the temperature is measured in holes whenever possible,

which means that near black-body conditions are realised. Direct-heating methods
using filaments and transient methods have to measure the true temperature o, tthe_
surface. In this case knowledge of the spectral emissivity is Important becePse the
optical pyrometers usually use a wavelength of 0.6654.

.. 5.1 Experimental Determination of the Entsstvtty

2.5. 1.1 Weasurement of reflectivity

The emissivity of a surface is related L,, its reflercivity by Kirchhoff' 8 Law.
Since reflectivity is easier and more accurate to measure than emissivity, the National

Bureau of Standards (Lit.65) has devwloped an ap-.aratus f,,r reflectivIty measurements
at elevated temperatures It uses a continuo'•s gas laser as the illuminating source

in an integrating sphere reflectometer '7ie Incident radiation is cut off so that tho-

reflected r.Jiation can be distinguishbd fron the emitted flux By use of the laser
source the reflected flux is intensefied to many orders of magnitude and can be
detected very accurately ne diisadvantage that only a few wavelengths. determined

by the characteristics cf th- last-r. cui he measured, miky be overccme by Interpolating
between the measured viies rhen the whole •pectr'. at t,)mu temperature is known

Tho reflectivtty, at room tecertOure is me-asured by an ellipsoidal mirror reflelto -

meter, where a narr,-w bem of radiation from the monochromator in fo'used through a

small hole in !he ellipsoidal mirror on to the specimen, which is psit loned at the
first foctvs o,f the ellip'oid Thie ellipsoidal mirror fcust,ý the radiation reflected
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by the- specimen on to the detector, which is positioned at the second focus of the
mirror system, some 40 cm below the specimen. The flux losses are considerable and
an error analysis has not yet been given (Lit.65).

This reflectometer measures the directional-hemispherical reflectivity of specimens
from room temperature up to 25000 C, either absolutely or relatively. The error in
absolute reflectivity varies from about +0.7% for a perfectly diffuse specimen to
about -0.02% for a perfectly spicular specimen.

2.5.1.2 Veasurement of total emissivity

In all metbods a specimen in t'-, form of a thick-walled hollow cylinder is heated

and the emissivity of the specimen is compared with that of a standard. The various
metnods differ in the arrangement of the specimen and thE standard.

In the "center post technique" (Vis.27, Lit.66) the specimen is positioned in a
susceptor having a centre post. The specimen fits over the centre post and is heated
by the susceptor. The emissivity of the specimen is taken as the ratio of the radiated
energy of the surface of the speimen to that of the centre post, multiplied t," the
kPown emissivity of the susceptor material.

In the "deep cavity technique" (Vl. 27, Lit.66) the susceptor has no centre post;
it forms the bottom of the central cavity and the specimen forms the side walls. To
increase the effective emittance of the cavity it is lined with a high-emittance
material (N4O). The emittance of the specimen is taken as the ratio of the radiance
of the flat top of the specimen to that of the cavity.

The susceptor was made of tungsten. The temperatures were measured with an optical
pyrometer and the radiated energy with a total radiation pyrometer. Corrections were
made for optical scattering errc: and temperature difference error.

It was found that the "center post technique" is more .,ccurate than the "deep cavity
technique". Data obtained by the shallow cavity technique and by integration of
normal spectral emlssivity measured by the rotating cylinder method are less accurate.
too. The centre-post data were estimated to be in error of about 0.05 in emissivitv
(Lit. 66).

For the do-terminat ion of the spect ral emisst tN, t h,' 1h11- '.'V-tur0e MVt hd' can be
used. The specim,,n. In the form of a thin shee't, is r,,Iled in., a I -, mm dlamet or
tube. 280 rm 1-ing. A 1 mm hole, is driiied thruiugh ,,no wall near th, z--nrv rof t h.
tubular spsecimen, thus forming a ,.ack-hudv cavi!%v flr pjyroetrilc t'j.m 'at irv

measuroment s. Thle emiss ivlvttv is ,n'alculattd from tri' rat :,• f t !hs, t o'mp-t' •.'tre.
measureti in ani i,, the si'd' of the hoIe'. The q~parat .s was qwr''att-A 1., 1,lO'( Al.

e rro)r aina Is is Isn t INii'n .

Th p'ý m.t? ,•t is l , ust ,'d at th.- R ad:, il. •' ' lal I t•'. ' *, .: . -2 ' i

At Ih#' t ;th.rt- Rn ,sar•h Ilst ! itit, o 4 2., l .t;T r. ra7 '!Iv. At , t. q : 0,
w,' ar,'d m 't l th ,- rI!;a.-' a ,! Iack-t.,Kt, 1a 0 thet "h x a,, • t;'..ra 1 ,1,. Th.
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surface temperature of the specimen is determined with thermocoupl!s up to 13000 C and

up to 27500 C by optical pyrometry. For the determination of the true temperature, a
method of iterating between the readings of the optical pyrometer and a total radiation
detector (a 160-junction thermopile) is used. A hole, 1.25 mm diameter and 150 'rm long,
in graphite serves as a black body. The apparatus operates from 4000 C up to 2750 0 C and
an accuracy of about ±12% is claimed.

The method used at the PTB for emissivity measurements (Ois.10, Lit.68) measures

the polarisation of the emitted radiation as a function of the angle of emissivity.
This method can be used for metals up to 25000 K vith an accuracy of ±2%. The emissivity

of hafnium and tungsten were determined in this way.

2.5.1.14 Summary .)j measurements of emls~ivLty

Although many efforts ha'te been made to measure precise va'ues of emissivity the
problem of using these values for the calculation of heat losses has not been solved
satisfactorily because tho emissivity is highly dependent on the surface smoothness,
the degree of oxidation or chemical reaction, Pad the surface structure.

Therefore all methods of determining thermophysical properties at high tomperatures
try to avoid corrections in which numerical valles of the emissivity have to he used.
Institutions measuring the emissivity are listed in Table XTl on p.97.

2.6 Mea•urement o1 Thermal Expansion

Thermal expansion is another important thermophvsical property of thermal expansion
behaviour. The following ccefficients are very often used to describe

The rrea (,,erflctent of linear thermal expansion, defined Rs

T.- T.

whert, L, and I, art, thhe l•ngths ,f the spec imetn at t emtn ratur, o T. an1 T

The :,' -t f T 1!, e-';' f:, r e T , Insianta t-tus coeffic•ent t of lwtnar
termalI ,'xp;ru .:. lhet me], aN

:lI+II:11,1

IT I,

terst' ;.rI1 *'r ,,.

' nit ' . : 1 !'\ T h ,, ;tt. I' ' .

- ~ ~ ~ : - T ..... .7i l l
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2.6.1.1 Principle of the method

Cenerally the interferoeeters consists of two flats with reflecting surfaces, placed
parallel to each other a short distance apart. Ite specimens are arranged between the
two :lats. If monochr(matic ligh" impinges on the surfaces from one side, interference
fringes are formed. When the two surfaces ar!" moved by a dilatation of the specimen.
the frInges move too. and this movement is ust;d to determine the thermal expansion.
In vacuo, the linear thermal expansion is given by

AL k N
- '7 -- (12)

L0 2L

where L and "L are the specimen length and its increment, A is the wavelength
of the light used and N is the number of fringes which have passed the reference
mark.

Polished fiats made of vitreolis silica of optical quality are used as reflecting
suraces. The bottom of the lower flat is ground so as to be non-reflective, while
the surfaces of tt•e top flat should have an angie of about 15 minutes of arc between
theu, to reduce and eliminate extraneous reflections and fringes. A reference point
or Aine is etched in the surface of the upper flat. Monochromatic light of known
wavelength is used for illumination. Kirby (Vis.39) is developing a laser as the
source of light. To produce a convenient number of fringes in the field of vision.
the specimens must be of exactly the same length, to within several wavelengths of
light.

2.6. 1.2 Die Ft:eau and the eCwton's rings aethud

There are several types of interferometer, suchi as the Fizesa interferometer. the
Abbe-Pulfrich interferometer, the Priest interferometer and the UCC interferometer
usig Newto n's rigigs.

The expansion .if a specimen neasured with nt Fizoau interferometer is determined
absolutely, but the expansion as measured with Itb' Priest and Abbe-Pulfrich inter-
ferowe'ers is determinid relative to the expatiston of soamc reference material, such
as vihrou, sxila. Th, interferomefer using Newttin's rings also gives absolute data,

in the F'i eau interfurkameter propoused by tthe ASTN A, it.69), twoi .itreo_. i vs
fla .s 114 1,41-1: Th. spoimons. if the order t.f a fe-w a long. ',re ;)Iacee ý 1tween The
two fiats in quOh a wn• .kt -eT :).f the three -' nt ,f swpp,'rt bars iut of the
weight of t!h ,'ý flat This p.st I,. ¶Iirvt ly -,vr th, sup& rt. !3 -hos'tn as the
ref erericte j~lnt -f t ho frivv nogo yt The, wh !t rrsuilifenet is ,aoe'd i.a rurnace
F"'r plat," s''arart i ý;: A 1 .1 M, A I I 'r lax.; f 11 'll wi!l. h'11m1- .1 is o'oi-entent

1',r rgejpratInt s •is 2.' V.1r th.'r ,Af l.Igr •' IA H ia a rl," rcu , , )mi•m sa ,,

*" roa, -! -4 ~'o~ j v ft.' in) I t1 ! lkn, L h .'t ;5
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piano-convex lens, which rests on the specimen with the plane sido. vwcuon's rings
are formed between the curved F"-rface of the lens and the lower surface of the optical
flat, positioned closely above. For the deteimination of the thermal expansion a
portion ' the area of the f~rst Newton's ring is viewed by a photomultiplier. The
output of this photomultiplier is received by a xy-recorder in addition to the emf
of the thermocouple attached to the specimen. The apparatus operates in a vacuum.
Specimens about 12.5 and 25 -m long and of 25 mm diameter are used. For illumination
a mercury arc lamp was chosen.

The sensitivity of the system should be equal to that of the other interferometers.
As the apparatus Is not yet finished, an erro." analysis is not given. The Newton's
rings method is superior to the Fizeau method if automatic recording is used.

Interferometry methods were seen in use during visits to the estab!'-hments shown
in Table XIII (p.98).

2.?.2 Push-Rod Dn latometers

In a push-rod dilatometer. the soecimen is heated indirectly by a controlled
furnace. The thermal expansion of the specimen is conveyed out of the heated zone by
ar extension rod and compared with the expansion of a known material.

For measurement of the difterential expansion between the specimen anu the reference
material. various arrangements are used, such as , al gauges (Adamel, Vis.2; Pears.
Vis.42, Lit.73), differential transformers (Linseis. Vis.12B; Net-sch, Vis.31, 44),
mirror systems (Bollenrath. Leit Vis.1l, 28), etc. The sensitivity of these
measuring devices is satisfactory. but the accuracy of the results is affected by a

imber of doubtful factors, such as the thermal expansion of the reference material,
the slipping and d-t-formation of the spec"-eon, inh-mogeneous heat distribution in the
furnace, r.hd ,) on.

Many difterent ways of ov'%rcoing 'hese d!fficlties have br-n proposed. An uni,',al

solution. w-,th the specimens inclined at 300 to the horizontal a.iis. deserves mention
here (Gatto, Vis. 151.

In mos)t cases t-e temperature of the specimen is measured by a thermocouple alona-

S.ide 1)1 atb 'ý, It. ThNe only accuratre vay isi .measure the specimen temperature ýn an
aiia l hole )f he stpek-sien as 1, done at t he CNR ji s 1 5ý .uid Aarke~rz Vi s. 11.

The uppe, tep ratlirr li mi of ajppi c'l! ix'n 1% de'emllned by 'he %t abillitv 1! tnt'
materiali ;,n.%tý:u-'t i-n. r,, w lally -if th,, pus.h r•d In mo t ca•.is vitrrtous • lic'%

_ ed 1, C it)C II Al ),i u,1p to 1500,;"C At h ,gi., r ten1wraturs r• rc'inlum.

¶ uu.gst on .r ora,h it I, art I !uAt Is', -ed

-. 'r" ' w.r % a ed•e . w :,d .l ,uri,- : ... t, :n 'I -,ta ,s.

T A, . • " a c; " -ur , sr'*t asrut '* 1 1;1 th; . 1 'C Rn !w ass ,htm

I 7 1, (ga sat l =.a. q % rn i i l. ~ h IN t w ;4 r ! tai w 1 0 , V. r h i

.Sr: n; ýRraI ;4 ,1rit , lf ,I n



The hi'~h '-peristure dilatometer of the SRI uses graphite extension rods and can be
operated up to 215O0(C. The specimen requjired is about 18 mm in diameter and a length
of '75 Lm is desirable for accurate results. Movement of the specimen is measured by
a dial gauge, which indicates total movement of 2 x 10O4 mm. When required, tungsten
pads are inserted at the ends of the specimen to eliminate~ diffusion of graphite from
the dilato~ieter parts into the specimen. Either a helium or an argon atmosphere is
employed, Lut the equipment can also be operated ill q vacuum.

Ali overall accurany of ±5% is claimed. Errors resulting from temperature gradients
are estimated t) be less than ±1%. Becausie of the general application of the push-rod
method, no separate table ot instif.ations using this method is giver; they can be sern
from the list of visits, in Sec~ioi, 3. 1.

2.6.3 Ahe Baua,.y¶, Dilatomrt'!r

"Tne Baudron dilatczmeter (Lit. 131) is a mnJiflcation of the push-rod system. The
principal idea is to el~minate the effect of the dilatation of the rod system on the

reilording sYstem. This is done by arraiging the push-rod system at. right -angles to
the specibien axis. The dilatation of the~ specimen is transferred to a differential
tr~nsfcrmtu.-r by a pivoted lever.

The Bftudron dila'cmetei was sepn in use at the 6rit.Lsh Ceramic Research Association
(Vis,19). There sintered alumina is used as the material for the rod system. The
lever Neartr~gs are Positioned in an Invar block, outside the furnace, to minimi.~e

errors cauned b~y the variation of the distance between the bearings. T1,e m#'hod gives
a reproducibility within ±!No and an overall accurii-c > ±2%.

The creep of the rod system could be a very serious disadvancage and no experience
at very h.( -emperatures is av;ailable.

2.6.4 Twin Vftcroscope Co&,arrc tors

If mechanical syi~tows for measurfog the thermal expansiuin rannot be applied beicause
of excessive temperaiturcs, optical sys;tems may be used with advantage. Such a systeia
consists of a furnace containing the sample and two ion-g-focus (tele.-) microscopes.

This met~hoe sy'gmsa to hp simple t.'it somto difficulties arise In practice.3uitabl#e
rarking of the specisins is one. difficulty, beciiuse the optical obastrvoit4.'n requirts
the brightners of the markij Lo difL-r .!ro. the backgrounid. A sufficient contraRL
N~itween raalhs krid background has been achieved by L-Lfiig small holes drille~d ill the
sample ('Yis.33, Lit.74" or by using thin airpq an marks.

Onother difficlilty arie"o !,"cause the optical measuremerts are subjL-- to erro:
crubed byr re~rsctirn c! the light beams in the me~dive ruirriodingt the sas~iulo. There-
fore a i-orr#!cti'm ftci.or mitt he applied to obtain accursite resu!&,4,

Simi lar problems occir iii ntoderrn creep-testin -tp~paratumsv~. Sucx laboratoriea use
,'ecording c~uaprafors fu:- mrtsuring the elongatioN ýGW Vis.33). With the **Optron"
levive a rrngti~vity in ruc-toatic topt ical length measurement of 2.5 -10* sm
01 - 10' 4Inch) is rchls'ved.



SMe exxeaniv are aow given to illustrate the measurement of thermal expansion by

twin microscopes.

2.6.4.1 Kirby's newly developed apparatus (Vis.39)

Kirby uses a vertically mounted tubular vacuum furnace of 0.5m length and a
rhenium heater with five separately nontrolled heater units. The sample length is
100 - Pt/6Rh vs Pt/30Rh and W/13Rh vs W/25PRi thermocouples are used for the
temperature measurements. A standard deviation of ±23 ppm is claimed; that means a

precision in length measurement of 2.3 x -m.

Exchange of specimens with GC Laboratories (Vis.33) has produced excellent
agreement.

The GEC group uses twin microscopes for measuring the thermal expansion up to 2500 0C
(Vis.33, Lit.74, 90).

Tle specimens, about 60 mm long. a~re heated in a tungsten furnace operating in a

heli'im atmosphere. Rod and sheet waterial can be used and the specimen is positioned
horizontally in a tungsten block supported within the furnace. Stall holes of 0.25 mm
diameter, 50 mm apart, are used as the reference marks. Above 1000 0 C, the temperature
of the specimen is measured pyrometrically; below this terperature Pt vs Pt/lORh
thermocouples are used. The temperature uniformity of the entire specimen is within
±100 C. achieved by the massive tungsten holder and additional radiation shields. The
microscope is calibrated before each test by using a standard linear scale etched on
a glass slide. The measured expansion values are corrected for the refraction occurring
in the helium atmosphere. The reproducibility is ±2% at 25000C,

2A.4..3 Coli•ns's measurement of the thermal
expansion of graphite (Lit.75)

Optcal methods have been used for some years to measure the thermal expansion of
graphite and Collins's apparatus is an example. He uses 30 cm long samples and obtalins

a reprtdicibility of the length measurement of I x10-7 mm. This cc.responds to 1% of

the total change in length of a specimen which is heated from lOOOOC to 25000C.

2.,,5 '-ray T",crhniqaes

Lattice expansion can be measured direcly by means of high temp rature X-ray

techniques. Systems using films as well as direct-rlading arrangements are employed.

Before detailed conslderation of the systems, the relation between lattice expansion

iand bulk exptui.4iuor must be discuased.

For ittotropic non-pmrous materials an agreement between lattice ext,,ixton and bulk
.ý4xpansion can be expectid. Kirby (VIs. 39) has compared his late•.t ,rawrements of

thermal ex.a on~le of platinum up to 10000 C with the X-ray data of Ed.ards. Speiser and

JohnstoU (LWt.76) and found goox! a•,retamont. On the contrary there is disagreement
betreon iattU ce expansion and bulk expansion of graphlti (cf.Lit.71. 78) and diffcrsnces

can be exL.et'tcd with allys., tw.

i Ih teuirature X-ray r!n•,•eh is under taken at the folowing e.tablishment•.
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2.6.5.1 ULC Research La6oratories, Parma (Vis.44)

These laboratories use a Debye-Scherrer technique. The specimens may be heated

indirectly or directly. When the electrical conductivity of the sample does not under-

go marked changes during prolonged heating, the direct methud is used. In other cases

heating is by radiation of the sample fram tungsten or tantalum strips. In addition a
graphite heater tube can be used to a&,hieve higher temperatures.

The upper temperature limit is the melting point of the specimens, which are directly

heated. Indirect heating can be used up to 24000 C. An accuracy of ±0. 1% in the

measurement of the lattice parameters is claimed.

2.6.5.2

.A•VWWA (Vis.4. Lit.79) has developed a high temperature X-ray technique with a very

strong heating system, using a U-shaped t.antalum heater. This chamber will work up to
23500C. Systematic research on the refractory metais and oxides is in hand.

2.6.5.3

Karlsruhe (Vis.12B) is studying the laLt.,ce expansion of several graphites up to

15000 C with different chambers (Lit.78).

2,6.6 Summary on Thermal Expansion

As mentioned in the Introduction, the measurement of thermal expansion at high

temperatures is not as difficult as that of thermal conductivity. because optical as
well as X-ray methods can be used. TMe interferometric methods are the most precise.

Puwever, because of the lack of transparent materials for high temperatures their

application is usually limited to temperatures below i00OVC; by using expensive

sapphire optics they can be operated up to 1500tC. Push-rod systems can be used up

to 2700 0C with appropriate construction materials. ljowever, in general they are not
very precise. Baudron's modification I9 only rarely used. The latest twin-microscope
methods give very precise values: sensitivity in length measurement of 2 x I0-3 mm for

samples 100 mm long has been achieved.

The possibility of reglacing methods measuring bulk thermal expansion by X-ray

methods should be investigated. As a basis for thoretical considerations, the X-ray

methods should be used.

Table XIV. on p.99. lints Institutions which use optical and X-ray methods.

2. 7 Nearavemet of Flectrisal Properties

As outlined in Section 5 it is also necessary to measure pr'pert•i esuch
as the electrical resisti1ity and the deebeck coefficient. as functions of temperature

as well as the residual resistmvice for the'otetical Lessment of experimental results
on thermal conductivity.

The electrical resistivity is composed of a term ariniug from the electron-latice
Interactions and a ters do•ptodent on imperfecti-onn-. The first teriv. In- Onnerad.t oJn
the temperature and dominates at higher t•,praturrr•, Th!s intrinsic rlIttrIr*1
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resistivity is used in relatiow to the thermal conductivity, expressed by the Wiedemann-

Franz-Lorenz law. The second term is independent of the temperature, becomes important

at very low temperatures and is called the residual resistivity. It is a measure for
the impurity level. In practice, instead of using the residual resistivity directly,

the ratio of resistance at room temperature to that at liquid helium temperature (4.2 0 K)
is used. This minimises extraneous factors in the measurement such as sample geometry

and shape (Lit.80) and effects due to anisotropy.

The Seebeck coefficient is used for calculation of the theoretical Lorenz number,

which is necessary to separate the total thermal conductivity into an electronic and

a lattice portion.

It seems to be very important that these electrical properties should be determined
on the specimen whose thermal properties are measured. It should be recommended that

all establishments engaged in measuring thermal conductivity should measure these

electrical properties simultaneously (Vis.25, 38, 41).

2.7.1 W[easurement of Electrical Resistivity

Electrical resistivity can be determined by methods based on Ohm'a law or by

measuring the inductive resistance with alternating current. The latter method is not

suitable for very accurate results or for measuring the temperature dependence at high

temperatures. They are mentioned at the end of this section.

If specimens of well-dafined shape like rods, tubes or filaments are available the
voltage drop method can be used. This is especially suitable for methods with direct

heating at high temperatures. For suc.i arrangements see Lit.80 and 81.

An accuracy of about ±0.1% up to I100°C ,Lit.25) is claimed, in which the largest
contribution to the error arises from the uncertainty of the cross-sectional area.

The electrical resistivity has m-.,A nasured on metals up to 25000C in, for example,
the GEC laboratories (Vis.33). Resu.ts on solybdenum and on the independence of grain

structure and grain size are reported in Lit. 11.

The electrical resistivity of graphite has been measured up to 25OO°C by McClelland

(Lit.3), who includes a discussion of the experimental difficulties.

To avoid difficulties arfsirg from the requirement of well-defined shapes for the

specimens, the newly developed measuring methods, generally employed in the field of

semi-eonduct',jrx can be used. The so-called "four-point potential-drop technique" can

use specimens of unknown dimensions, provided they are large enouigh, with reW..'ct to

the probe spacing, to be assumed as infinite (Lit.SOandSl).

The four probe, are arranged in one line and the tips are pressed against the

sample. The current is passed between the outer two probes, and t ;e voltage is

sessur,:d betwten the inner two. The resistivity is given by

2"1 E
- - (:3)

!:I
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where I is the spacing between each pair of adjacent electrodes, E is the voltage
and I in the current.

Probes with very small spacings can be made. The contacts can be of 0.07 - (0.0003
in.) diameter tungsten wires with sharp points, and the spacing I ran be 0.02 m.

No discussion on the accuracy for specimens of highly-conducting materials or on the
upper temperature limit could be found in the literature.

The residual resistivity at the temperature of liquid helium by this "four-contact
potential-drop method" was measured by Weisberg (Lit.80) for similar specimens with a
precision of a few percent using a nanovoltmeter (sensitivity 10-9 V).

For semi-conductors a precision of only 10% is claimed.

As already mentioned, the electrical resistivity can also be measured by alternating
current methods without contacting the specimen. The measurement is based on the
determinLtion of the change of either the mutual inductance between two coils or the
impedance of one coil when the specimen is placed in the centrp of the coil (Lit. 117.
118). These methods are less accurate than the methods using direct current (Lit.80)
described earlier. They 6re therefore only used when current and potential leads
cannot be attached to the specimen or when its size and shape are unsuitable for the
direct current method.

Such methods are widely used for determination of the homogeneity of large specimens,
as for example in the US Air Force standard programme for thermal conductivity (Vif.35).

2.7.2 uleasurement of the S-ebeck Coefficient

The differential thermoelectrical power with dimension UAV/°C] between a pair of
metallic conductors is called the relativa Seebeck coefficient. Using a reference
metal with known absolute Seebeck coefficient, the absolute Seebecr coefficient of the
wasured material can be calculated by subtraction. Oenertily platinum, employing the
aboolute Seebeck data glien by Cusack and Kendall (Lit.97). is used.

The experimental arrangement Is combined with the electrical resistivity measure-
ments, using direct-h.ated specimens and an additional indirect heater on the thermal
insulation. providing a temperature gradient of some degrees . VItz•l.. Lit.82),

The Beibeck coefficiont can be determined "airly accurately. Laubitz (Via. 25,
Lit.25) gives a maximum accuracy of ±0.1 siV/°C, whibh is about t0.4% up to 11O0 °C.
Mc~lr y (Vis.41. Lit.82) claims an absolute error of ±0.9% up to lO000C.
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3. LISTS OF VISITS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

3. 1 List of Establishments Visited

This section sumarises visits made to various establishments as follows:

(a) Scientists contacted during the visits.

(b) Main field of interest of the institution in relation to this AGARD project.

(c) Equipment for studying thermophysical properties.

EUROPE

Vis.No.

BelgiuxI 1,. SERAI SocIt4 d'Etudes, de Recherches et d'Application pour
1' Industrie,
Bruxelles. 1091 Chaussee d' Alsemberg.

(a) W.R.Ruston. Or E.Votava.

(b) Basic research on direct-heating methods for thermal con-

ductivity measurements projected.

(c) X-ray equipment for high temperatures, standard equipment for
metallurgical research.

France

2. IRSID Institute de Recherches de la Sidirurgie Francais,
St.Germain-en-Laye, 185 Rue Prisident Roosevelt.

(a) C.A.Constant, Prof. Dr Kozakevich, Dr 6.Urbain. Dr Lukas.

(b) Testing of metallic materials at high temperatures. Basic
research on liquid metals and cn the transition from the solid
to the liquid state.

,c) cx: (push-rod. Adamel) up to 10000C.
c : (drop calorimetry).
0: up tL' 14000 C (projected).

3. ON4UA Office National d'ftudes et de Rocherches Airospatiales,
Chatillon-sous-Basneux (Setne). 29 Avenue de la Division
Leclerc.

(a) J.Prulipuier. V. Lignon. M. OGyot.

(b) Bsic and applied research in Co and Nb alloys. carbiles and
"cot ings.

(W) a: (push-rod). c. k. . thtroo-anal:sls.

I1
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Vis.No.

France (continued)

4. SNECMA Societe Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de Moteurs
d' Aviation, Usine de Suresnes,
92 Suresnes, 22 Quai Gallient.

(a) M. Wellard, R.Deimas.

(b) Testing of high temperature materials, such as tungsten,

graphite, carbides and oxides.

(c) k: (comparative methods) up to 20000C.
a: (periodic arc image).
c: up to 10000 C.
a: (X-ray) up to 28500 C.
p: up to 1800 0C.

5 Sud-Aviation Societe Nationale de Construction A6ronautique,
Division Engins Spatial et Electronique,

92 Courbevoie, 55 rue Victor Hugo.

(a) G.Kamoun.

(b) Testing of high temperature materials (tungsten, graphite,
beryllium).

(c) k: (direct heating, Kohlrausch) up to 200 0 cC.
a: up to 7500 C.
a: (push rod) up to 15000C.
c: (drop calorimetry) up to 24000C.
E : (total).

Germanv

6. DEW Deutsche Edelstahlwerke AG. Zentrallaboratorium.
415 Krefeld. Oberschlesienstrasse 16.

(a) Prof. Dr K..nugardt. Pr W SDyra.

(b) Development and testing of alloy steels for high temperptures.

W(c) k: (longitudinal apparatus) up to 10°0C
(longitudinal comparative method) up to 7000C.

a: (push-rod) up to 10000 C.

7. EPiratom Rura'om Institut fur Transurane,
Kernforschungazent rum Karlaruhe-Leop .dashafen.

7501 LeopoIdshafen.

(a) Dr H. . BSci.nidt

(bW Studies on thermal conductivity at high temperatures (UOP. PuO'.
refrietury metals).

(c) '. (method of c.mponsated fluix) up to l0000C.
a: (electron beam), no teepcraturo limit.
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Vis.No.

Germany (continued)

8. Kernfor- Institut fur Matirial- und Festkorperkunde,
schungs- Vernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe-Leopoldshafen.
zentrum, 7501 Leopoldehafen.
Karisruhe (a) Prof. Dr P.ThUmler, Dr Ondratschek, Dr E.Patrassy.

(b) Development of nuclear fuels, based on oxides;
powder metallurgy.

(c) X: (radial method) up to 20000 C
(longitudinal method) in development.

9. Krupp Friedr. Krupp, Widia-Fabrik, Ver.,ichsanstalt,
43 Essen I, Munchner Strasse 125/127.

(a) Prof. Dr O.Rudiger. Dr J.Hartwig, Dr W.Michel

(b) Development and testing of high melting carbides at higN
temperatures.

(c) X: (longitudinal apparatus) up to 10000C.

10. PTB Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt,

33 3raunschweig, Bundesallee 100.

(a) 0, U.Schley, Dr K.H.Bode, Dr P.Rahlfs, Dipl.Phys.H.Kunz.

(b) Calibrating of measurement technilces of tharmophysical
properties; control of standards for thermal conductivity:
development of new methods for the determination of thermo-
physical properties.

(c) X : (lontitudinal apparatus) up to 5000 C. for plates up to
3000 C.
(longitudinal comparative method) room temperature.
(direct-heating method) up to 11000C.

a: (push-rod) up to 10000C.
e: from -180°C up to 2000 0C.
T: (recording pyrometer) in development.

11i. T Aachen Institut fur Werkstoffkuvde, Rhein Ich-Weatfitlische Technische
Wlochschu le. Aachen.

(a) Prof. Dr >.Sollenrath. Dipl. "t.sH.S.vDer*.

(b) Applied reearch on ~oerophysical properties of high tempera-
ture materials as a basis for solvial &a#swautical enginerting

p•roblems.

(c) a ; (flash or electron gun) being pl0 iod.

12A, TN Karltruje Institut fNtr ang*tr dt. Phymik,

Terbhnische Wicbscbulp. Karlaruhe.I 75 Ksrl=7.ze. Kniserstrasso 12.
(a) Prof. Dr P.&tockmwnn. Dr U. Birkbols.

(b} 3s'c researrh in :solid sta.te physics. especially semi-conductors.

I (c) a (Angtrom &%thnd) up to 600C.
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Vis.No.

Gerwany (continued)

12B. Th Karlsruhe Institut fir Cbemische Technik,
Technische Hochacbule Karlsruhe,
75 Karlsruhe, Kaiserstrasse 12.

(a) Prof. Dr E.Fitzer, Dr K.Wittinser, Dipl.Cbem.H.DBder.

(b) Applied research on high temperature materials; development of
artificial graphites, sulicides, borides, composites, coatings.

(c) X: (comparative method) room temperature.
a: (cooling-down method) up to 10000 C.
a: (pusb-rod) up to 18000C

(X-ray) up to 15000C.

13. UnI K6I• Institut fur theoretiache Physlk.
Universtit Koin.

(a) Prof. Lange, Dr R.Kohhlas,.

(b) Basic research in thermal and magnetic properties of metals
and alloys up to their melting temperatures.

(c) h : (lcmgitudinal @*thad) up to 1000 C
(radial method) up to 10000C.

c: (quasi-adiabatic calorimeter) up to 15000 C.

Italy

14. CNIW Concilic Nazionale delle Ricerche Nuclearl
CasacA, Rona, Via Anguillarese.

(a) Ing.Frsw.o. Dr S.Morretti, Dr Fizzottl, Ing.Bianci.
Ing. Evangelisti.

(b) Applied research on nuclear materials, vanadium aleoys. st.eels,
12:0 heat transfer between oxides, steels and molten metals.

(c) k: (of molten metals) up to 10000 C.
a: (Xe-flash) up to 15000 C.
a: (push-rod, Adamel'.

15. CM Concilto Nazionale deile Oecerche
Oruppo di Rocercho sull- Technologia dci
materfsll non trodltionali
Milano. P. Ic Rodolfo Morandi, 2.

(aW Prof. Dr Ing. PGstto.

(b) Applied research on high ttapprature vaerials and coatings.

(c) %: (push-rod) up to 11=4C.

16. Eurmtom CM lspra. Servicio Chtalco Pierce.

(a) Ing.C.Mustacchl. S.Giuliani.

(b) Weiasrevmt of thermophyslcal properties of reactor materials.
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Vis.No.

Italy (continued)

Euratom (c) X: (longitudinal method) up to 6000 C
(continued) (radial outflow method) 500- 10000 C

(coamh.Zative method) room temperature.
a. (electron gun) no temperature limit.
p: up to 17000 C.

17. PIAT Central Laboratory, Sezione energia nucleare
Torino, Corso G.Agnelli 200

(a) Prof. Dr JA. tf-ext.i Dr C.P.Gal')tto, V.Gallina, M.Omini.

Dr Rosatelli, Dr I.Amato, Dr G.Prigerio.

(b) Basic research in solid-state physics and metallurgy, applied
research and development of nuclear materials, testing of
engineering materials,

(c) a: (push-rod. Netzsch) up to 1500X.

18. Istituto Termoaetr1.co
Torino. Via delle Acacie,

(a) Dr G.Ruffino.

(b) Calibration of temperature measurements, development of new
pyrometric instruments.

(c) a: (interferometric) 90 0 -273 0 K.
T: (recording pyrometer) under development.

United Kingdom

19. British Ceramic Research Association,
Physical Mfeeoe,•re.-u.nts Sect I-'.
Queens Road, Stoke-on-Trent, England.

(a) PPopper. D.B.Binns.
(h) Developizg and testing of ceramic materials.

(c) k: (longitudinal comparative method) up to 4000 C.
a (Xe-flash) rom temperature.
c: (drop calorimetry) up to 10000C.
m: (push-rod. Baudron dilatogeter) up to 1000tC.

20. Clarendon Laboratory. University of Oxford.
Department of Ph~sics. Parks Road. Oxford. bgland.

(a) Dr R. BSran

Wb Basic research in thermal conductivity of non-metallic msat~ral::
at very low temperatures.

(c) (longittuinal method) at temperatures of liquid and
solid lit up to 90N.c (drop calorimetry) In the range of very low temperatures.
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Vis.No.

United Kingdom (continuc4)

21. GZC Generol Electric Couiay,
Hirst Research Centre. Wembley, Middlesex. England.

(a) H.I.Davidson, H.H.W.Lcsty. M.I.Wheeler.

(b) Basic and applied materials research for electrical and nuclear
application, development oL a diffusivity apparatus using
electron bosbr'dmeu,.

(c) a: (electron beak) from 3000 C, no upper limit.

22. NFL National Physical Laboratory. Teddipgton. Middlesex, Eugland.
Metallurgy Division, Division of Applied Phybics,
Standards Division.

(a) Dr Hopkins, Dr O.Kubaschewski, C.R.Barber, Dr T.Quinn, W.A.Dnnch.

(b) Calibration of standards; development of measurement techniques;
thermocheaical research.

(c) X: this department is closed.
c: (adiabatic calorimet.-) up to 15000 C.
T: (reccrding pyrometer) under development.

23. Bath UJniversity of Technology. School of Physics,
Ashley Down. Bristol 7, England.

(a) Prof. 8.H.Ayliffe. Dr H.I.Goldsaid.

(b) Basic research on thermal conductivity of semi-conductors and
tbemoelectrical alloys; studies of the change of thermal
conductivity with magnetic field (Manl-agighi-Leduc effect).

(c) A: (longitudinal method) from -90 0 C tc +4000C. magnetic field
up to 10,000 gauss,

a: (Olser flash) up to 12(°C (in collaboration rlth Windcatie
(Reactor Devolopoect Laboratories. lindacale. Sellafield.
Seascals. Ogmrorland)).

24. University of Wales. Dpartment of Physics.

Singleton Park. Sosuset. Vales.

(a) Dr u.R.P. opins

Wb) feele research on thermal and electrical properties nf metalli•
materials in olid state and during mining; thermal
conductivity A* smia-ogoductvrs.

(C) A- : (direct-beating) so temer*v.,e limit.
A:: no tmperant•r• limit.
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AMER[ICA

Vis.No.

Canada

25. NRC National Research Council, Division of Applied Physics.
Montreal Road, Ottawa, Ontario

(a) Dr H.Preston-Thom., Dr M.I.Laubitz, Dr lt.E.Bedford.

(b) Basic research on thermal condLt.tivity of metals;
temperature measurements.

(c) X: (longitudinal and Forbes bar) up to 10000 C.
p: (residual electrical resistance at 40K) up to 10000 C.
5: up to 10000 C
T' development of high temperature thp.,mocouples.

United States

26. Aerospace Corporation, Materials Sciences Laboratory,
2400 El Segundo .oulerW., Los Angeles, California.

(a) I.D.McClelland, Dr JYijspar, E.H.Zens, I.Richirdson, Mr Wolten.

(b) Materials research for aerospace purposes; thermophysical
properties of graphite at very high temperatures.

(c) a: (Kaxpar' s periodic re-rad'ati'x te• ,nique) up to 28000 C.
X X-rav) up to 15000 C.

27. AFSC Air Porce Materials Latoratory.
Materials Engineering Branch.
Iright-Patterso- Air Force Base. Ohio. 45433.

(a) A.M.Lovelace. W.L.Mingea. G L.Deman. Mr Stevenson.

(b) Basic and applied research on materials for aerospace appii-
cation. Bsic rovarch un heat transfer and the influence
of roughness.

(C) k: (rae!al Intfluw apparatus) up to 23000C
(gus led hot-plate) up to 15WC.

a: (laser flash) up to 25OO•..
a: (optical metbod' up to 23000 C.
e laser source Integrating sphere reflsctoseter, up to 25000C.

accurmey •- I.: ellipsoidal mirrnr reflectonettr. only at
room tmperature. contre post te 13ue and d&*p cavity
techntqne for determination of th. total smittance up to
20000C.

28. Al Atowits Int**,nat1=@k, 4*"earrb aorin m~ motallurgy.
Solid State Phsics md Noterial Sciecv.
P.0. Box 30. Camoea Park, cel Iform it.

(a) LV.KlWber. 4. Nakata, -A.Piach. CXASaith. C.C.Wteks.

(b) Maol and aplied reearch mn sucluar materilos, especially
Xr-bydridee mad U-oxides.
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Vis.No.

United States (continued)

AI (c) X: (radial inflow apparatus) up to 27000 C.
(continued) P: (laser flash Method (Cape and Lehmann)) up to 1800 0C

(transient radial inflow method) up to 25000 C.
r: (drop calorimetry) up to 1650DC

receiver 750 -800 0 C
hydrogen pressure apparatus
(pulse calorimeter) no temperature limit.

(x: (optical) up to 30000 C.

29. Battelle Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus Laboratories,
505 King Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

(a) D.Dingee, J.P.Lagedrost, E.McCunn, C.F.Lucks.

(b) Con-. "act research in measuring therrophysical properties.

(c) X.: (Ionvitudinal comparative method) up to 8500 C
(self-guarding disc method) up to 18000 C
(radial inflow metho') u; to 25000 C.

a: (laser flash) up to 2000 0C.
c: (drop calorimetry) up to 2000nC.
cx : (push-rod method, 102 and graphite).
e: (total emittence) up to 2000 0C.

30. Sixth Conference on Thermal Conductivity. Dayton, Ohio. October 19- 21. 1966.

(Only the scientists not mentioned in a separate Vis.No. are listed here.)

(a) (b) (c)

P. G.Klemens Basic research in
University of Connecticut, solid state physics
Storrs. and transport
Connecticut mechan-ims.

C. E.Moeller M.asurements of N: radial outflow
Midwest Research thermal conductivity apparatus up
Institute. at high temperatures. to 27000 C.
i45 Volker Boulevard.
Kansa Cit) 10

M.Hoch Basic research in k: steady-state
Ohio State University. thermal conductivity method uskng
Depart.lint of Chemistry, Measurement at high direct heating
Coiumbus. Ohio temperatures up to 2800(C.

B. H. Mot r Icon
Lot Alamo Sciertific
Laboratorles.
Box 1663 NU. Los klamos.
New Mexico
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Via. No.

Un-.ed States (continued)

31. Dynatech Dynatech Corporation, 17 Tudor Street.
Cambridgo, Massachusetts 02139.

(a) R.P.Tye. L.C.Hoigland.

(b) Development and production of apparatus for measuring thermo-
physical properties.

(c) X: (radial outflow) up to 27000C
(radial inflow) in development, now up to 9000C
(longitudinal) up to 1000 0C
(hot plate method).

c: (drop calorimetry) up to 12000C.
a: (push-rod, Netzsch) up to 10000C.

32. GA General Atomic Division, General Dynamics Corporation.
Research Department, Metallurgical Department.
San Diego, California 92112.

(a) Dr W.L.White, M.T.Simnad, C.L.Meyers, Dr W.C.Bokros, G.b.Engle,
W.V. Goeddel.

(b) Basic and applied research in reactor materials, especially
graphite.

(c) X: up to 10000C.
a: (push-rod, X-ray).

33. GEC General Electric Company. Nuclear Material and Propulsion
Operation Materia!s Evaluation and Analysis.
Cincinnati. Ohio 45215.

(a) W.E.Niemuth, J.B.Conway, Mr Flagella, A.D.Peith,

W. C. Kuhlmenn.

(bu iasc research on ceramic nuclear fuels and refractory materials.

(c)M : (radial outflow) up to 25000 C.
a: (luser flash) up to 10000 C.
ct: (optical mithoti up to 25000 C.
c: (drop calorlbetry) up to 25000 C.
T: (theruocou;Iis) up to 23000 C.

34. JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory. California Institute of Technology.
4800 Oak Grove Drive. Pasadena. Ca:ifornia 91:03.

(aW D.B.Plschbach. M.H.Leipold.

(b) Research on graphite and refractory ceramics.

(c) a: (optical) up to 2000 0C
(X-rsy) up to 15000C
(push-rod) up to 10000C.
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Vis. No.

Unite'1 States (continued)

35. A.D.Little A.D.Little Incorporated,
20 Acora Park, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140.

%a) H.McM%hon, Dr Glaser, A.E.Wechsler.

(b) Devalopment and production of cryogenic equipment, contract
research in thermophysical properties, coordinator of the
USAP programe for high temperature standards for thermal
conductivity.

(c) X: (longitudinal) In development
(radial outflow apparatus) up to 27000 C.

36. Lockheed Lockbh•d Missiles and Space Compaiy, 3251 Hanover Street,
Building 205, Palo Alto. Californie.

(a) R.Perkins, G.R.Cunnington, J.Smith, Mr Bragg, A.J.Funai,
Dr Goetzel.

(b) Applied research on materials for aeronautics.

(c) X: (radial inflow apparatus) up to 27000 C
(guarded hot-plate method) up to 5003C
(longitkitnal comparative method) up to 5000C.

a: (Xe flash) up ti 8000C
(laser flash) up to 24000 C.

37. MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Caatridge, Massachusetts 02139.

A. Heat Transfer Laboratories

(a) Prof. W.M.Rohsenow.

(b) Research on heat transfbr.

(c) Measurements of thermophysical properties in collaboration with
Dynatech (Vis.31).

B. Laboratory for Material Science

(a) Prof. W.D.Kinger-

(b) Research in ceramics. No further interest in thermophysical
properties of -efractories.

36. NU National Bureau of Standards, Cryogenic Division.
Boulder, Colorado 80302.

(a) R.L.Powell.
(b) Basic research in low temrature thermal conductivity.

calibration and development of standards.

(c) k: (lonsItudinal appiratus, IIoattIn heat uink) 401-3000K.
. 5 at low temperatures.
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Visa. Nu.

United States (continued)

39. NBS National Bureau of Standards,
Gaithersbur',. Maryland.

A. Length Scection

(a) R.K.Kirby

(M) Measurement of thermal expansion, collection of data.

(x) : (optical method) up to 16000 C
(interferometric method) up to 10000C.

B. Office of Standard Reference Data

(a) Dr E.R.Johnson.

(b) Collection of thermodynamic and transport data.

(c) No experimental work.

40. NBS National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, DC, 20234.

Environment Engineering Section,
Building Research Division, IAT.

(a) D.R.Plynn.

(b) Basic research in thermal conductivity up to 10000 C. Engineer-
ing measuremonts of thermal conductivity up to 6000 C.

(c) X: (longitudinal heat flow method combined with necked-down
direct-heating method in one apparatus) from 1000 C up to
1lO0°C
(longitudinal apparatus utilising Forbes bar method) two
similar apparatuses with a combined temperature range
from--1600 C up to 8500 C
(longitudinal apparatus) from -180 0C up to +50 0 C
(absolute cut bar apparatus) fram 1000 C up to 12000 C
(longitudinal steam calorimeter apparatus' from 2000 C up
to 14000C
(guarded hot-plate apparatus) from O°C up to 600C
(guarded hot plate apparatus) from -50"C up to +300 0 C in
development.

41. ORL Oak Ridge Nationtl Laboratory,
Metals and Cramics Division.
Oak Ridge. Tennessee 518,1.

(a) D.L.iclroy. W.Fulkerson. R.K.Willias. I.P.Moore. T.G.Kollie.
(b) Thersophysical properties of reactor and refractory mterials.

(c) k•: (radial outflow apparatus) up tc 10000C
(radial outflow appa-atus) up to 2200 0C in development
(longitudinal apparatus) -190°C up t- 40 0 C
(longitudinal apparatus) up to 1000C.

c: (p.ulso heating method) 100- 14000 C.
A. S: up to 10000C.
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Vis. No.

Un ted States (co-tinued)

42. SRI Southern Research Institute.
2000 Ninth Avenue, 5•outh Birmingham. Alabama.

(a) C.D.Pears. C.M.Pyron.

(b) Contract research and measurement of thermophysical properties
at high temperatures.

(c) X: (radial outflow apparatus) up to 8000 C
(radial inflow apparatus) up to 30000 C
(guaraded hot plate method) up to 5400C.

c: (drop calorimetry) up to 280C°C.
(x: (push rod method) up to 3900°C.
-s: from 400 up to 27500 C.

43. TPt1 Thermophasical Property Research Center,
West-Lafayette, 2595 Yeager Road, Indiana 47906.

(a) Prof. Y.S.Touloukian, R.W.Powell, D.P.Dewitt. C.J.Ho

(b) Collecting of literature on thermophysical properties.
selecting most probable values, experimental control of the
data ot thermal conductivity.

(M) X: (longitudinal method) -90 0 C to room temperature
(longitudinal comparative and absolute method) from 500C
to 4000C
(longitudinal comparative method) from 2000 C to 10000 C
(direct-heating methods) from 2000 C to 10000 C
all techniques are in preparation.

44. UCC Union Carbide Corporation. Carbon Products Division,
Parma Technical Center. 12900 Snow Road. Ptrma, Ohio.

(a) J.6cwman, W.W.Lozier, J.Meers. Mr Rittersbusch. Mr Weinard.
Mr Weber.

(b) Research and development of carbon and graphite products.
Thermophysical studies up to the highest temperatures.

(c) X: (radial inflow method) up t,, 270C°C. pressures up to 40i stm
(direct-heating, rectangular bar method) up to 2500 0 C
(guarded hot plate method) up to 5000C.

a: (Xe flash) up to 9000 C
(periodical arc-image method) up to 30000 C
(cooling-down method) up to 30000 C.

a.: (Interferamotric method)
(X-rky) to 27000 C
(push-rod) to 10000 C.

p: up to 25000 C.
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Vi s. No.

United States (contiued)

45. University of Tenneeiee,
Department of Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering,
Knoxville, Tennessee.

(a) Prof. Dr EE.Stanebury.

(b) Basic reaearch in metallurgical calorimetry.

(c) c: (adiabatic calorimeter) 500 - 10000C.

46. Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
Astronuclear Laboratory,
Thermophysical Properties Laboratory,
Pittsburgh, Pa.15236, Box 10864.

(a) P.S.Gaal.

(M,) Investigations of nuclear fuels and structural materials.

(c) X: (comparative cut bar) 20 -200 0 C
(radial outflow) 1000-20000 C.

a: (flash) 200C.
S: (recording push-rod)

-200 to +1000 0 C.
(twin microscopic) for testing 10 sampies concurrently,
,0 - 27000 C
(Gnterferometer) -200 to 200 C.

c: drop calorimetry to 6000 C.
p: -200 to 30000 C.
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6th Thermal Conductivity Conference, Dayton, 1966.

92. Moore, J.P. Thermal Conductivity Weasuriments Between 78 and 34.0'K
et al. on Al, Fe, Pt and W. 6th Thermal CoDductivity Conference,

Dayton, 1966.

93. Development of High Tempýer.,ture Standards. First
quarterly progress report by A.D.Little Inc. for AFRL,
Contract No.AF 33(615)-2374. August !8. 19#35 and Tschnical
Report AFML-TR-66-415, January 1iW7.

94. Watson. T.W. Natlonal Bureau of Sta•ddnrds. NBS Report 8345, 1964.
Ro)binson. H. £.

95. Laubitz, M.J. Canadian Jicrnah of Physics,. Vol.42, 1964, p 137.
'otnae. 7.D.

96. McElroy, D.L. Transact. Quarterly. Vol.55, 1962. p.749.
et al.

97. Cusack. N Pr*}coedinos of tho Physical S.&clpty (L~xdon). Voi.72.
Kendall. P. 1958. p.818.
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Lit No.

98. Richter, F. Archiv fUr EisenhUttenwssen, Vol.36, 1965, p.827.
Kohlhaas, R.

99. Kierspe, W. Zeitschrift fuir angewandte Pl.sik, Vol.17, 1964.. p.361.
Konlhaas, R.

100. Kierspe, W. Archiv fUr Fisenhfittenwesen, Vol.36. 1965, p.301.
KohlhRas, R.

101. Kohlhaas, R. Forschungsberichte des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen,
Braun, M. No.1104, Westdeutsche Verlag, K61o-Opladen, 1962.

102. Vcllmher, 0. Die Schmelzwarme und die spez. WFarme von Fe, Co, Ni

im schmeizfiissigei Bereich. K61i, 1966.

103. Braun, M. Die spez. Wirme von Pe, Co, Ni bei hther Temperatur.

Kohlhaas, R. Phys. stat. sol. Vol.12, 1965, p.421.

104. Bode, K.H. ZeltschrIft fir angewandte Phy3ik, Vo7.10, 1958. p.41.
Fritz, W.

j05. Fitzer. E. Mitt. Haus der Technik Essen, Heft 20 p.31.

106. thermal Conductivity Conference, held at NPL, Teddington.
England, July 15-17. 1964.

American Conferences ca ,7her'nl Conductivity

107. 1st Thermal Con- Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio, 1961.
duct ivity Conference

108. 2nd Thermal Con- Division of Applied Phvys.'cL, National Research Council,

ductivity Conference Ottawa, 1962.

109. 3nd Thermal Con- Gatlinbur; :eta]s e'id CeraLics D)ivision, Oak Ridge
ductivity Conterence National ' boratory, 1963

110. 4th Thermal Con- San Francisco. US Navy Radiolog. Def. Laboratory, 1964.
ductivity Conferonze

Ill. 5it Thcrmal Con- Den'.sr. University Department of Metallurgy, College

ductivity Confernce of 1ng'neerlrAg, 1965.

112, 6th Thereal roa- r43ton. Air Force Material Laboratory, Wright-Pat~erson

ductivity Conference A!r Base, 1966.
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Lit.No.

113. Bowley, A.E. Proceedings of the Physical Society (London). Vol.72,
et al. 1958, p.401.

114. Flynn, D.R. The WS Absolute Cat-Bar Apparatus for Determination of
Robinson, H.E. the Thermal Cornductivity of Small Solids. Complementary

Report to the Bureau of Ships, Department of the Navy,
Washington, DC. National Bureau of Standards, NBS Report
8301, 4 March 1964. (Also in the 3rd Thermal Conductivity
Conference, Gutlinburg, 1963, Ref. 109).

115. Denman, G.L. Thermal Diffusivity Using a Pulse Source. 4th Thernal
Conductivity Conference, San Francisco, 1984.

116. Cerceo, M.J. JSA Transactions, 7ol.2, 1963, p.202.

117. Rohrschach, H.E. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, MIT RLE Technical
Herlin, M.A Report 125, 12 October, 1952.

118. Zimmermann, I.E. Review of Scientific Instruments, Vol 32, 1961, p.402.

119. Richter, F. Arch. fir Eisenhiittenwesen, Vol.36, 1965. p.827.
Kohlhaas, R.

120. Kierspe, W. Zeitschrift fir angewandte Physik, Vol.17, 1964, p.361.
Kohlhaas, R.

121. Kohlhaas, R. Arch. fir Eisenhuttenwesen, Vol.36, 1965. p.301.
Kiers1pe. W.

122. A :!igh Temperature Thermal Conductivity Apparatus.
Techn. Doc. Rep. ASD-TDR-62-348, Aeronautical Systems
Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
April 1962.

123. Hoaland. L.C. Radial Ptermal Conductivity Apparatus for Ceramics with
de Winter. F. Temperature Capability to 2000-2700 0C. 6th Thermal

Conductivity Conference, Dayton. 1966.

124, Feith, A.D. Thermal Conductitvity of Several Ceramic iaterials to
2506". 4th Thermal Conductivity Conference, San Francisco.1964.

125. Technical Specificat tons for the '•5.O0C Thermal Gon,
ducttvity Apparatus. National Beryllia Corporation,
Haskeil. Nev Jersey.

126. Hansen. A.J. High Temperature Thermal Qrnducur.ttr v Test Apparatus.
Roisen, M.W. UCC•, Product and Process :t~velopent Laboratory, I'MC.

Parts I and 1I. March 28. 1963 and May 18, 1965.I
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Lit. No.

127. Jacobelli, R. Rev. Hautes Temp. at Refr., Vol.3, 1966, p.215.
Moretti, S.

128. 3uffino, 0. A Recording Dilatometer and Measurement of Thermal
Expansion Coefficient of Poly/Methyl Methylacrylate/
(Lucite) Between 981K and 273*K. Internal paper of the
Istituto Teruometrico (Vis. 18).

129. Lovell, C.E. High Teaperat,':-e X-ray Camera. UCC Research Laboratory.

130. Mendez-Renalosa, R. Thermal Expansion of Uranium Monocarbide. NAA-SR-8538,

Atom. Int. available from Off. Techn. Serv., Dep. Comm.,
Washington 25, DC.

131. Baudron, A. Bull. Soc. Franc. Ceram., Vol.27, 1955, p.13.

132. Nielsen, T.H. Journal of the American Ceramic Society, Vol.47, 1964,
Leipold, M.H. p.256.

133. Nielsen, T.H. Journal of the American Ceramic Society. Vol.46, 1963.

Leipold, M.H. p.381.

134. Nielsen, T.H. Journal of the American Ceramic Society, Vol 48, 1965.
Leipold, M.H. p.164.

135. Gallina, V. A Quantum Theory !if 7-rmal Dilatation in Solids. Journal
Omini, M. of the Chemistry ani Ihysics of Solids, Vol.27, 1966,

p.1479.

136. Klemens, P.O. Ae Theory of the Thermal Conductivity of Solids. Chapter
in "Thermal Conductivity" (edited by R.P.T•), tu be
published by Academic Press, London in 19d8.

137/. Klevns, P.O. Hanbuch der Physik, 1958.

S138. See Lit. 136.

139. Jones. H. Handbu~ch der Physik, Band 19, 1956.

140. Ziman, J.M. Electrons wd Phonons, the Theory of Transport Phenomena
in Solids. Cambridge University Press. 1963.

141. Ziaan, J.M. Principles of the Theory of Solids. Cambridge University
Press. 1963.

142. Peierls., . Am. Phys.. Vol 3. 1929, p.10115.

143. Berman, R. Cryogenics. Vol.j, 1965. p.297.

144. Callasay. J. Physical Review. Vol.113. 1959. p.1048.
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Lit.No.

145. Liebfried, G. Nachr. Akad. Wiss., Goettingen.
Schlomann. E.

146. Steigmeier, E.F. Physical Review, V''.132, 196. v.508.

Kuchman, J.

147. Casimir, H.B.G. Physica, Vol.5. 1938, p.595.

148. Powell, R.L. Journal of Applied Physics, Vol.28, 1957, p. 1282.

149. Kohler, M. Zeitschrift der Physik, l'ol.126. 1949. p.495.

l,.. Powell, R.L. Journal of Applied Physics, Vol.31, 1960, p.496.
et al.

151. Powell, P..L. American Society for Testing and Materials, 1966, p.134.

152. Bickiund. N.G. Journal of the Chemistry and Physics of bolids, Vol.20,
1961. p.1.

153. Gruneisc,,, E. Handbuch der Physik, Bd.X, Berlin, 1926. p. 1 .

154. Nernst, W. Z. Elektrochemie, Vol.17, 1911, p.789.
Lindemann, F.A.

155. Krumhansl, J.A. Journal of Applied Physics, Vol.33 (Suppl.1), 1962, p.307.

156. BliJl, D. Philosophical Magazine, Vol.45, 1954, p.290.
Pullan, H.

157. Cunnington. G.R. Use of a Flash M[ethod for Mleasurement of Thermal
Smith, F.J. Diffusivity of Entry Vehicle Heat Shield Materials.

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory report.
California, 1967.

158. Tye. R.P. The Measurement of Thermal Conductivity with Particular
Hurley, J.R. Reference to Temperature WIeasurenent. 5th Temperature

Measurement Society Conference. Hawthorne Memorial
Center, California. March 1967.

159. Patrmasi, E. Journal of Nuclear Materials, Vol.22, 1967. p.311.

160. Peavy. B.A. leterm&,;oattor ),f Thermal (conducttitfty ('stng the NW'Z
Wfetals Apraratu•. 8th Thermal Conductivity Conference.
Dayton. 1966.

161. Plyna. D.R. Wfen.urement -)f Thermal (.otductittvtty b.y Sfect-.'-Stare

Werhods iri which the ,Sam;,ae t.% Heated [)irectl Y, v Pciu'.ge

or an Ele-ttrrc Current, Chapter in "Thermal Conductivity"
(edited by R.P.Tye), to 1w published by Academic r. .,&
Inc. . London In 1968.
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162. Flieger, H.W. Jr The Thermal Diffusivity of Pyroceram at High Teaperaturs.
3rd Thermal Conductivity Conference, Gatlinburg, 1963.

163, Richmond, J.C. National Bureau of Stardads, NBS Tectinical Note 252.
et al. November 20, 1964.

164. National Bureau of Standards, NBS Report 9369, Progri;ss
Report 30. November 1, 1965 - January 31. 1906.

165. National Bureau of Standards, NOS Report 9407. Progress
Report 31. February 1, 19t66 - July 31, 1966.

166. Touloukian, Y.S. Thermophysical Properties of High Temperature Pdaterials.
Mciiller Corporation, New York, 1967.

167. Bedford. R.E. Reference Tables for Pt/20( Rh and Pt/5% Rh Thermocouples.
Review of Scientific Instruments, Vol.35, 1964, p.1177.

168. Bedford, R.E. Reference Tables for Pta40% Rh and Pt/2(0% Rh Therrmo-
couples. Review of Scientific Instruments, Vol.36.
1964, p.1571.

4. DATA AVAILABLE ON THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES

The conclusion of t'ie AGARD Structures and Materials Panel during the 22nJ session
(see also Section 1. 1 of this reip'rt) was that the adequacy of published datok for a
limited number of ,.,erials, such as titanium alloys, heat-resistant nickel alloys.
tungsten and graphite, as well as gold and platinum, should be studied and
recommendations for further study should he made.

As shown in Section 1.3.3, some new literature exists in WADC Technical Report
58-476 (Lit.83). The comprehensive collection of the TPRC Data Sheets on raermo-
physical Properties (Lit.84) his been iss!,ad continuourly since 1962. and is supple-
mented each year. In addition two vcltnea with data on the thermal conductivity of
the most interesting high-temperature materials (Lit.85, 86) have been published by
tae sawe institution. Th-e publicatiors, sponno-red by the National Bureau of Standards
will he available after revision within the Ng lonai Standard Reference Data Series
from tie Superintendent of Documents. US Goverrnent Printing Office. Washington.
DC. 20402. In January 1967 the firmt voluse was published as NSRDS-NBS 8 (Category 5-

Themodynamic and Transport Properties), wherein• the thermal conductivity of the

following metals is reported: Al (solid and liquid). ',. Au. Fe, Wn, Hg. Pt. Pt'Rh.
Ag. N as well as some non-metallic materials, buch Ln AI:',. ReO. borosilicate glass.
dismond, UgO. Pyroceram. fused and crystalline SiO., TiO2 and numer•ms liquids and
gases (Lit.87).
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A new comprehensive data collection on thermophysical properties of high-temperature
materials has recently been issued by Y.S.Touloukian from the TPRC and it replaces the
WADC report (Lit.83). which has become out of date. It is printed by the McMiller
Corporation of New York. and is commercially available.

4.1 Data on Thermal Conductivity

In the following, parts of the two cited reports of the TPRC on the thermal con-
duct'vity of selected materials are discussed in more detail. The first one, (Lit.85),
now replaced by (Lit.87), deals with the thermal conductivity of the metals Al, Cu,
Au, Fe (pure and Armco), Mn, Hg, Pt, Pt/Rh, Ag and W. That of the metals Cd, Co, Pb,
Mg, Mo, Ni, Nb, Ta, Sn, Ti, Zn and Zr, and of a number of types of graphites as well
as the thermal conductivity of some gases, is summarised in the second "eport (Lit.%).

These two reports contain, not only the complete references in detail and diagrams
of all these data as functions of temperature, but also a recommendation of the -oat
probable values. Copies of the diagrams for son~e of the materials are included in this
section as a basis for discussion on the adequacy Gf the available literature wi=hin
the framework of an AGARD epecialist group.

The following elements are represented:

Pure metals: Au (gold) (Pig.1)
Cr (chromium) (Fig.2)
Fe (Armco iron) (Fig.3)
Ni (nickel) (Fig.4)
Pt (platinum) ;Fig.5)
Ti (titanium) (Fig.6)
W (tungsten) (Fig.7)

Non-metal: graphite (Fig.8, 9)

As can be seen from the diagrams (Figs. 1-9), so9me of these materials such as Armco
iron (Fig.3) and graphite (Fig.8) have been studied intensively, while on other metals
only single values are available, such as for gold at temperatures above IO0C (Fig.I).
It can also be seen that the various measurements on some distinct metals, for example
on Armco iron (Fig.3), agree well. while on others, such as tungsten, they differ so
widely that they are not comparable. The reason for these differeinces is firstly in
the incomparability of the specimens caused by their different quality and their
inhomogeneity. secondly in the different methods of measurement &nd finally in the
differing skill and care of those carrying out the measurements.

While the collection of references and compilation of data by the TPRC is universally
acceptable, recommendations on most probable values differ according to different
specialists.

It is Impossible to dispute, inprinciple. the arguments of the criticr that the TPRC
recomendations are influenced too much by subjective Judgement. (A practical example
in the thermal conductivity of platinum, which seemA to have been clarified at the

Slast conference on thermal conductivity (Vis.31); the agreed valu, differed from the
values recommended at this time (compare Figire 13 with Pigure 5).)
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A visit to the Thermophyslcal Properties Resear',h Center at work. and discussion
with scientists there, gave the impression of a very critical selection and balancing
of the individual results as objectively as possible. As a first estimate these
recommended values are very useful and great efforts have been made to find recommended
values, based very often on highly unreliable results. But for fundamental research, the
study of the literature referred to in these compilations should be done by the research
scientist himself in relation to his special problems. The collection of data in
Figures 1- 9 shows very clearly the need for a comprehensive programme of collaboration
and fresh comparisons between the work of specialised institu'Aons all over the world.

With regard to measurement accurac), it seems premature to discuss in detail the
thermal conductivity of alloys, because the thermal history of the specimens is an
additional source of error. The short range order in tha area of solid solutions of
Cr-Ni alloys, apart from segregations, recrystallization etc. in complex high
temperature alloys should be mentioned.

Besides these American efforts In collecting data, the independent data collection
in the well-known Landolt-Borsntein book should be noted. The chapter on thermal
conductivity was written by K.H.Bode (Lit.88).

4.2 Data on Thermal Diffusivity

The IPW data sheets on thermophysical properties (Lit.84) have so far included the
diffusivity of the following materials:

Metals: Al, Be. Cr, Mo. Ni, Pt, Ta. Ti, W, Zn.

Alloys: Ti/Mn, Ti/Al. Co/Cr. Ni/Cr, Ti/Nt.

Non-Metals: TiC. TaC. gr'anhite.

A fu'ther up-to-date col~ect ion of thermal diffuslvity data appears in
Y.3.Touloukiat's recent book on '"rhermophysical Properties of High Temperature
Materials" (Lit. 166).

4.3 Data on 1%ermal Expansion

Newly rerieed data on thermal expansion of interest ta the Panel are given in
Y.F.Toiloukisn's book (Lit.166) and by R.K.Kirby (Vis.39, Lit.89).

Therma' expansion data are net included in the TPRC 'I)Lta Sheets on Thfrmophysical
Properties".

Many experimental results in the study of the tbermal expansion of refractory
materials have tooe frou Conway's group ((WC. Vis.33. Lit.90). For example Figures 10
ad 11 show his tatest results in which an analogous behaviour of all these materials
Is shown.

Accordirg to Kirby (Vis.39), the use of a logarithamc plot of expansion versus
tompergire is question.l-lp since the to uto z"e•aon to Pxpect the plot to be linear.
The al,,-, .ch to line. -w - ntly dut, to the fact 'tht most materials expand
shout tht caMp awUurk -.t !rEom fteo ýyratur t-~ the moltin~g ;Kint.
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The bulk thermal expansion of graphite bodies is a special problem. It has been shown
in several papers that the bulk expansion behaviour is not connected with the ],ttice
expansions (see Figure 15 and Lit.78). This is caused by anisotropy, porosity, bulk
density and distortions (wee Figure 1e and Lit. 105).

4.4 Data on Raissivity

Data on radiation properties are reported in Touloukisn's recent book on thermo-
physical properties of high temperature materials (Lit.166) and in the TMO data sheets
(Lit 84).

So far emissivity values of the following materials of interest to the AGARD Panel
have been published:

Metals: Cr, Co, Au, Fe. Mn Mo, Ni, Pt, kh. Ag, Ta, Ti.

Alloys: Ni/Cr, Ti/tn, Ti/Nb. Ti/Al.

Non-Metals: TiC, SiC, graphite.

A team of specialists is collecting data on emissivity for the new edition of the
Landoldt-B6rnstein book (Lit.88). Those interested may contact C.Tingwald, PTM (Via. 10).

5. SURVEY OF THE THEORY

It is not the purpose of this report to enter into a profozmd discussion of the
theory of tneraophysical poperties. In .,'is section only a brief survey of the most
Importent topics is given in relation to further development of the technical appli-
cation of materials especially at high temperatures, where measurements are difficult
and unreliable. A better knowledge of present theories and their future development
enables one to understand the atomic mechanisms and at least the phenomenology.
Furthermore, understanding the theory enables one to estimate the possibility of
extrapolating data to other temperature regions, or as a future aim, of calculating
thersophysical properties thoorotically, without experiment. Discussion is mainly of
the theory of thermal conductivity; the theories of thermal expansion and of specific
heat are mentioned only briefly.

5. I Theory of Tramsport Phenomena

Although thermal ccnrlictlvity is the main subject, a general survey of electrical
conductivity is given as well. General treatments of the theory of thermal conductivity
are given by P.G.Klemens (Lit.137, 138), H.Jones (Lit. 139) and J.M.Ziman (Lit. 140. 141).

The mechanism of heat transport I; a highly colmplicated phenomenon. through the
combination of many related effects which caanot be considered separstely. The main
contributions to heat transport come from phonons and fro* electrons, but ambipolar
heat flow. photons, spin waves and excitons also contribute.

With the concept of a solid as a system of coupled oscillators which tranmit the
therwoelastic waves mA a hbaas. it is convenient t0 write. by analogy with the kiaetic
theory of gase%:
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-= •..cj vjIJ (14)
i J

where c is the specifiz heat, v the mean velocity of particles and the mean
free path of particles; J describes the conducting processes.

'fli heat flow bý these carriers is limited by a variety of scattering bechanims,
the most important of which are

phonon - phc,:ton scattering,

phonon - point defect scattering,
phonon - electron scattering,
phonon - boundary scattering,

electron - phonon scattering,
electron - point defect s9,attering.

The main problem in the understanding of thermal conductivity is the determination

of the mean free path of the different scattering mechanism.

Because, in non-metallic solids, only ph3non scattering occurs, this group of
materials will be di cussed first. In metals electron scattering only is dominant
and this group will be discussed later.

5.1.1 Conductivity in Insulators

Feat conduction in solids without free electrons is due to lattice waves. In this
so-called lattice thermal conduction, XL , the heat Is transported by directional.
cooperative quantized vibratione (called phonons) of the therually-excited interacting
lattice ions. The same phonons are responsible for specific heat and thermal expansion
in metals.

The phonon distribution is disturbed by a temperature gradient and the interaction
processes tend to restore the equilibrium distribution. The balance of these two
trends causes a steady-state non-equilibrium distribution and a resulting heat current,
which therefore defines the thermal conduct"vity.

The ,.rocess of obtaining an expression for the lattice thermal conductivity starts
with the Boltmnenn equation for phonons. The solution is generally obtained either by
the use of a variational procedure with trial tunctions for the phonon distrfbution.
or by the use of the relaxation-time concept, in which it is assumed that the disturb6
occupe'ic, a number of each phonon mode returns exponentially with time to its Planck
distribution value, Within the relaxation-time framework, the simplest solution of the
Biotmann equation yields an expression for the conductivity,

where c(,., is the contribution to the specific hNat per unit volume frns pcons•n of
angular frequ.cy , v is.) IS their grour vulocity and r(,) ther effective
relaxation time. The expression for the man free patb of pbmouo" i can similarly
be written
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f fc(@) vl(co) dao (16)

In inpulators without point defects the mean free path is limited by departures of
the lattice vibration from the simple harmonic. In the resulting interactions, the

energy of the Interacting phonons is conserved, while the vector sum of the wave numbers
ay either be conserved or changed by a reciprocal lattice vertor. The interactions

may involve any immber of phonons, but those involving three phonons aj e vrobably the
moat important. The conservation conditions may then be written

Ql1 + Q2  (1w3 +(1)

w is the frequency, q the wave nur"er and g the reciprocal lattice vector. If
g 0 the interaction is a Normal process (N process), while if g is a reciprocal
lattice vector there is an Umklapp process (U-process). N- and U-processes influence
the thermal conductivity in a different way. N-processes do not change the heat flow
directly, but are means for energy exchange among the phonons. U-processes chan-ge
directly the energy and the direction of phenoas and in this way tha heat flux is
limited by the efficiency of the process in restoring the equilibrium phonon distri-
bution.

Regarding the temperature dependence of the conductivity in non-metals, three regions
can be distfnguiched. In region 1. at sufficiently high temperatures, when T >> I-
(9D = Debye temperature) the heat flow through the crystal is determined by this mutual
scattering of phonans, in particular by U-procemses. The conductivity is an. intrinsic
property of the substance and is inversely propcrtional to the number of phonons
Nph. Nph is given by Bode (Lit.88) as

S1'-j \-'

and for IV.) kT
T>> - . -- (20)

from these results, the mscn free path I 's proportional to the reciprocal of the
absolute temperature T

S- (21)P• T

or, for high temperatures. Si- (22)

This teaperature Jependence is almva observed for cryistailine dilectric .ati'r>'4.
at • a l tempr'ures and can be ured for a careful vitrapolat i on to, higher traversturop

if the tme s.ratre deprndeoce of the lattll-e part in resigi I I1 k.own.

I
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At increasing temperatures the thermal conductivity becowes more and more complicated
because of a"Aditional conduJ.Lng mechanisms, for inscance scattering iprocesses of
higher order and conduction byv photons ard electrons. The behaviour is only trider-
stood qualitatively.

Of the proposed special theories for isolators, that of Leibfried and Schioman
(!it. 145) is used most. The theory was developed %A'th the assumption of an infinite
ideal crystal, having no lattice defects and impurities. and permits the calculation
o~f the aumber of U-processes and their influence on the thermal conductivity. Some
corrections have been made by Staigmeier and Kudman (Lit.146), relating to the tempera-
ture and material dependence of the non-harmonic parameters and to the consideration
of higher order proresses (4-phonon-procesLes). The differences between experiment
and theory are consiaer-able and the quantitative use of these theories is restricted.

With decreasing temperature, the probability of U-processes is diminished. Accordinfr
to the theory of Peieris (Lit.142) the temperature-dependence of the thermanl con-
ductivity in this temperature range 2 is given by

CX exr, - (23)

and should be infinite at the lowest temperatures.

According to Klemens, Berman and Ziman (Vis.20), the scattering on point-defects
become dcminant in this region. This scattering process is only effective fo: phonons
with high frequency. With decreasing temperature the number of phonons with high
frequency diminishes. Now the influence of N-processes becomes impirtant; the fre-
quzncy spectrum is altered and phonions can be changed from low to high frequency.

By this mechanism the exponential irerease of conductivity with decreasing tempera-
ture is inhibited, resulting in a ,,eversed temperature-dependence at the 11west
temperatures of thermal conduictivity (temperature region 3). which -asses through a
maximum at about

T I 1

10 30

Tthis maximum can only be observed fer quite pure '-ateritmls. A systematic study of the
influenne of point-defects in this area between tte temperature ranges I kn' 2 has

been made by Berman and his collaborators (Vis.20, Lit.143) with isotopes of light
elements, orl:iralty LAF now HO~fie'. In such well defined mixtures of inotopes the
4]teration o! the relaxattioi tiemp far N-processem can be calculated.

Callaway (Lit. 244) has develope4d a relaysition timv tbe~ory which faci~iirt'st the

calculation of the low temperftture! btenavlour of thervtl ý'ondlict1.iity, in,"uding the
maximum -siion. He e edin intrcriuriný a ckained ý-laxatioýn t!ap for thp vari.ua
)catter'ing procerist~a offe-tivo' I t~i'1s temperature reigi,.n. Hism @xrressioti for the
thiermal -onivuct )v'.y i~-nsisjts vf t"*o terims normall IY he main c'ontribut ion. an's

r hich skay *e r6&arded tgs a corrvctlop tera rtlated U) ýh, reptsent of N-pr~ccisses.
Tie ('milaway theors- hos toomn tkod isuvro".fully to dpieritm the thermal 'cootdurtlvity
1.f a wldý Variet-, ;f Cryrituis. With slose roperv~tiona the hiehaviour of lattice therxal
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conductivity at low temperatures is well understood and can be treated in a pprtly
quantitative manner. An exact theory based on theoretical calculation of the lattice
forces does not exist at present.

Within tho region T << OD 6 the mean free path oi the phonons reaches the magnitude

of the crysta! dimensions, and then the thermal conductivity is de_. ,, :ed by the
crystal diameter (Casimir, Lit.147) and also by the specific heat, fox the wave
velocity is approximately constant. We may write

X c cod I T3d, (24)

where d Is the crystal diameter.

In this temperature region the thermal conductivity is no longer an intrinsic
material property. The simple Equation (24) does not express the completely different

mechaaism of scattering. A property on a macroscopic scale, such as the thermal con-
ductivity [watt-'sec'degree'], is no longer significant, if this property depends
only on the geometr, of the specimen considered. Taking this into account, it is not

surprising that the specimens of bad-conducting glass with no crystalline long-range
order show a better conductivity than crystalline graphite, which i.s a much better
conluctor at higher temperatures.

SFor the temperature range near absolute zero, the thermal conductivity is directly

proportional to temperature. This is because the thermal resistance is entirely caused

by small-scale defects with dimensions smaller than the dominant phonon wave length.

5.1.2 Thermal and Electrica? Conductivity in 4fetals

Heat transport in a metal is principally achieved by the motion of conduction
electrons. The lattice thermal conductivity. kL , becomes significant in less pure
metals and in alloys. though it is still small compared with the electronic contribution
(Xe). Both conduction mechanisms are limited by various scattering processes, each

process acting as a separate resistance in series. The measured conductivity X. is
apprcxlmately the sum of both parts,

k z, A + ±XL• (25)

The lattice part cf the thermal conductivity saounts only to a few per cent. This
conduction mechainism has been discussed in Secticn 5. 1.! for non-metallic materials.

therefore. in the following, only thermal cornductivity by electron 4s consideted.

There are two vain scattering processes which limit the electronic conductivity in

the exprension Equation (25%. The first Is the scattering of rirduction electrons by
Utermal vibrations of the !attice (the phooons), as represented by tho electron-phonon
lesistivity, We . Q cha-acteristic property for a given meta&. Thi; scattering is

most importwJt at intermcdIate t~eperatures (about 40 to 80O°l and higher. The second
process is th, s,7attering of conduction electrons by imp.'rftctions (both i.mpurlty
ast~jw qnd lattice defect.%). as rk.presented by the electron-defect resistivity. V
This scatterir.j is wis? important at the lower temperalures. The r,,-tprocal of the
total elettrnic therml conductivity. ,'e' .is the total electronic thermtl

resilstivity. *,, , which is assuae2 to, be the um s of the two resist .vitie's. WP and
WO I plus a small deviation term W,., , that is,
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1
W W 0 + Wp + W 0 . (26)

Tr.is equation As analogous to the one used in electrical circuit theory for the total
resistance when the resistances are in series.

The deviation term has bee-i studied theoretically by Kohler (Lit. 149) and indepen-
dently, in experiments, by Powell et al. (Lit.150). It is of the form

SWpWo27)
°-(/P + YWO)

where a, j3 , and y are first-order constants and car be determined experimentally.
Though theoretically significant, the term is numerically important only for very pure
metals.

Whenever the interaction term Wpo is negligible, the thermal equivalent of
Matthiessen's rule for electrical resistivity.

We = WV + WO , (28)

is approximately correct.

Powell (Lit.151) has given a graph for this relation and its eQuivalent for con-
ductivity (Pig,12). With knowledge of the two separate terms of Equation (28),
prediction of the total electronic thermal conductivity becomes feasible.

Both theoretical and experimental research have led to expressions for magnitudes
and temperature-dependences of the electron-nbonon and electron-defect -esibtivities:

wP = ATO (29)

(n '- 2 to 3, T < 40 0K); WV '- 4 const&nt (near room temperatures); W0 B/T (at all
temperatures). The constant A in the electron-phonon resistivity term is related
to the intrinsic properties (including the characteristic temperature. 9D) of a given
m*tý'i 3nd will not chbnge for minor additions of chemical impurities or physical
iag-.rfections; F in the electron-defect resistivity term is related to the given
wAount of Dmperfe!tior r.nd residual electrical resistivity of the actual specimen.
Above 40 0 K, the electrdn-phonon resistivity approaches a constant value, often

labelled W, .

Yn Figure 12 the Lorenz number L is also shown. It is defined according to the
Wiederann-Franz-Lorenr lrw as follow,:

1 - 2448 x 10". (30)
rTT

Soomerfeld related the Lorenz number L to the Boltzmann constant k and to the
elementary charse e

,: /k\k
L - -- -- (31)

3 \e
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As seen in Figure 12. the Lorenz ratios for a high conductivity specimen extrapolate

to approximately the Sommerfeld value at 00 K but fall considerably below it at higher

temperature,3. The behaviour of the low-conductivity alloys is different: the values

between about 10 and 60 0K are higher, but above 600 K the values are again lower. The

regions where the ratios are a rve the Sommerfeld value indicate temperature ranges

where lattice conductivity is important.

The Lorenz ratio should be constant if the conduction electrons are scattered

elastically. This is approximately true at high temperatures, where there is a large

amount of thermal vibration giving rise to large electron-phonon scattering, and at

low temperatures, where the residual term is predominant in the electrical resistivity.

At intermediate temperatures, the condition of elasticity no longer holds, the Lorenz

ratios decrease considerably from the Sommerfeld value, if the lattice thermal con-

ductivity is negligible. Any significant amount of lattice thermal conductivity will

raise the Lorenz ratio above the value it would have had if only the electronic term

in the thermal conductivity were considered.

A more detailed expression for the Lorenz number has been derived by Ziman

(Lit. 140. 141):

Lo 3e $2 - + 45q•2 2C7" (32)e 45e 2o7(•) \(32)•.
[33e 2 8T36k 2~()

Here the Seebeck coefficient S enters into the second term. Up to now the third

term has been neglected but, according to McElroy (Vis.411.. it should be taken into

account in the future and used to explain deviating results.

Finally, a simple correction of the Wiedewann-Franz-Lorenz relation given by

Backlund (Lit. 152), which is widely used by experimental researchers, should be

mentioned.

B•cklund separates the electronic thermal resistivity W into three parts:e

eT due to thermal scattering of electrons,

W due to spin-disorder scattering,

We'l due to impurity scattering.

He writes
W eT + W +es ,we (33)

T 4- +i~ (14)

with +'~ - bT,

where is the residual olectrlcal resistance and h a constant. The Wiedemiajn-

nra-i.-Lorenz law can then be written as

YI

i ~ ~~w... (5[ LT
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This relation holds even for the transition metals and is valid in the region where
p c 1/T . bo is determined by the temperature-dependence of the electrical resistance
at intermediate temperatures.

Bkkiclund reports a good approximation to the real behaviour for iron between
900K - 1300 0K and McElroy confirms this.

5.1.3 Comparison Between Experiment and Theory

Better experimental methods and better defined specimen materials have become avail-
able in the last few years and some research teams have started basic research to
correlate these new experimental results with the present tPeories. The work of the
following teams will be discussed:

The research team at the Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford (Vis.20), studying
lattice conductivity at low temperatures.

The research by R.L.Powell on the low temperature behaviour of metals (Vis.38).

The work of Laubitz (Vis.25), on testing the validity of presert theories for
monovalent metals up to 10000 C.

The st,:lies of the ORNL group (Vis.41) to explain the conductivity behaviour
of several materials up to IO00°C and to try an extrapolation to higher temperatures.

5.1.3.1

Berman (Vis. 20) has shown that the low-temperature thermal conductivity of dielectric
crystals may be explained very satisfactorily by Callaway's relqxation-time theory.
However, when T 19D the agreement is only qualitative in most cases.

5. 1. 3.2

R.L.Powell is experimenting in the low temperature region. I:ith a set of copper
specimens with various impurity contents and with various lattice defects, he found
that the intrinsic thermal resistance and the residual resistivity are additive only
if the latter is caused by differing physical states, and not if it is caused by
different chemical impurities, which influence the intrinsic resistivity additionally.

Laubitz and his group are trying to calculate theoretically the electronic part of
the thermal conductivity of monovalent metals, using experimental results on the
electrical resistivity and a theoretical calculation of the Lorenz number. The
lattice pert of the thermal conductivity Is calculated theoretically. usmig Leibfried
and Schldmann' s approach (Lit. 145).

As shown recently, the measured values asree quite well with the theory st tempera-
tures higher than T"" 2 . The agreement could be extended to T", 1.5. if it
Is assumed that the number 'f free riectrors per atom is about 0.6 instead of 1.0.
which is compatible with ;resent-day ýnowledjte.
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The main aim of McElroy' s research group (Vis.41) at Oak Ridge is to predict
t'e temperature behaviour of interesting materials at higher temperatures with the
help of accurate measurements in the range cf about 0 to 10000 C. On the same rpecimen
the thermal conductivity, the electrical resistivity and the thermoelectric power are
measured. Using Ziman's expression for the Lorenz number, separation of the measured
thermal conductivity into electronic and lattice parts is attempted. A lattice con-
tribution of about 25% is found for tungsten. A prediction of the thermal conductivity
up to 14000 C by extrapolation seems to be possible, using this research.

5.1.3.5 Practical use of '.he theories J,)r
predicting thermal conductivi:y

As pointed out in the previous sections, R theoretical prediction o* thermal con-
ductivity behaviour seems to be possible for well-defined pure monovalenL metals in
the medium temperature range, as shown by Laubitz on copper between 300 and 100 0 C.

For temperatures below 300 0 C the calculated values agree with the experimental
data only if arbitrary assumptions are made. Future work on other monovalent metals
should determine whether the calculation of thermal conductivity froa. electrical data
is justified.

For temperatures above 1000 0 C no experimental comparison with theory exists.
Additional difficulties in the calcilation cakn be expected because of further
scattering processes,

For alloys the effect of point-defects can be estimated roughly, if these are dis-
tributed homogeneously. (See the latest contributions of Klemens (Lit.136).)

There is no chance possibility of calculating the thermal conductivity in complex
alloys if thermal instability can be expected. It is also impossible to derive the
thermal corductivity of heterogeneous materials from the theory.

The extrapolation of exactly measured conductivity data to higher temperatures,
using electricai data additionally, seems most promising, although the complexity of
the scattering m-chanism has often not been understood completely so far.

The conductivity behaviour of pure non-metallic conductors at very low temperatures
k is beginning to be understood.

5.2 specific Heat Theories

LDekye'% theory on spocific heat is generally zonsidered to be sufficient for the
consideration of this thermophysical property. Debye has assumed a simple isotropic
three-dimensional frequency distribution and characterises the temperature-dependence
of 'he specific heat at constant volume by the limitinjg frequency which i. a
characteristic of each material. The spcific heat. according to Debye. is related
t, D by

• • ~9Fh* ehk dr
I(36)

Sht, mT

k T
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and the Debye temperature is defined as

80 D ___x (37)
k

At very high temperature cv = 3R 3 because ehv/kT becomes small when ht >> hI

whereas at low temperatures cv = aT3 
, which is the same dependence as is shown for

the phonon part of the thermal conductivity at very low temperatures in Equation (24).

The real frequency spectrum can be determined by neutron scattering aeasurements
(see J.A. Krumhansl, Lit. 155). Knowledge of the frequency distributions ., nables the

thermodynamic properties of the crystals to be calculated by means of statistical

formulae. This field of research is important for discussion of the theory of thermo-
physical properties.

Further efforts in solid-state physics have been directed towards a separation of
the various parts contributing to the specific heat, which is determined experimentally,
using Equation (38). A discussion of new results has been given by Braun and

Kohlhaas (Vis.13, Lit.103).

cp = (cP-cv) + co + c, (38)

where cp is the experimentally determined value. c, the specific heat at constant
volume, cD the Dehye part aud c the electronic part. Difficulties arise when the

specific heat at constant pressure is to be corrected to constant volume, using the

expression

cp - cv . (39)

wherG 8 is the volume expansion coefficient, a the isotheruic compressibility and
Vo the atomic volume at the standard temperature To. /3 can be found from /3 =- 3a

where a is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion. However the tfmnerature-

dependence of K is usually unknown, since the empirical relation (40) of Nernst and

Lindemann (Lit. 154). with a constant A to be determined by experiment, is not

generally valid.

cp - C", A c2 T (40)

Braun and Kohlhaas therefore propose to divide the experimental c versus T curve

directly into the iatticc part, the electron part and the magnetic part. By this
procedure the (cp -. C.) correction is needed only for the lattice part.

The lattice part c0 , is composed of the harvcnic part cH and a sum resulting

from the non-harmonic portion of the lattice vibration, consisting itself of the part
(C-cT) and cvA

Ilat t

For the harmonic ppproxlmation. the crystal expansion does not have to be con-

sidered:

CvN cPH cH (41.
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According to Debye' s theory

CH = c - 3R . (42)

For the correction of (cp-cV)latt the Griineisen equation (Lit. 153) can be used:

(cp-cv) - cD GT T (43)
1 v att

where the Griineisen coefficient G , given by

8 VoS G - 0, (44)
G-K cD

is nearly independent of temperature.

The non-harmonic part of the specific heat has so far only been approximated by

cvA = AT, A being-3 .... -5 x 10-3. (45)

The electronic part of the specific heat can be expressed as

C E = yT[I + F(eo)T 2] = yT + bT3  (46)

where F(• 0 ) is a function of the Fermi energy • . For free electrons

F -317 2/10T0

"y can be calculated from specific heat measurements at low temperature.

The magnetic part of the specific heat in ferromagnetic materials can be expressel
as

rpm : Cp - cDGT + cD + *PE +c vA. (47)

Using this expression Braun and Kohlhaas (Lit. I03) have separated the experiments!

restklts on specific heat measurements of the metals Fe, Co and Ni. They have used
the adiabatic calhrimeter (see Section 2.4.1.3) and the results are shown in Figure 13.
One can recognise the Interesting consequences of modern research in the field of
specific beat, showIng the d.viation of c from c

5.3 Remarks on the Theory of Thermal Fxpmxion

Thermal r-xpansizn is caused by the asayietry of the atCAic lattice vibrations.

Originally the theoreticai treatment began from consideration of th,- potential
energy of two lattice components as a function of the asymetrlc elongation:

A Ar- Brn (40)
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Gruneisen has given two rules: firstly

a = constant cv , (49)

which means that the temperature-dependence of the thermal expansion will follow that
of the specific heat cv . Or inversely: by exact measurement of the lattice expansion
the temperature-dependence of the specific heat cv can be controlled.

GrUneisen's second rule, expression (50), enables one to estimate the constant in
expression (49).

cK m+ n +3 CvK

3 ...-. - G (50)
V0  6 V0

m and n , the exponents of expression (48). are independent of temperature within a
wide temperature range.

As the compressibility K is nearly temperature-independent, the cubic coefficient
of expansion 3a (-=3 for isotropic materials) will follow Debye's T3 law also at
low temperatures.

In recent years a careful experimental investigation of the Gruneisen parameter G
has been made for some monatomic crystals by several authors. The general conclusion
is that G remains almost constant over a wide range of tempt.-atures near the Debye
temperature 9D of the solid, while in the lower temperature region a marked deviation
from the Griineisen rule occurs. For copper this deviation results in a reduction in G
of about 15%. A qualitative explanation of the effect has been given by Bijl and
Pulian (Lit. 156) on the basis of a continuum model of the crystal: however, the
theoretical range of terperatures over which deviation would occur is much higher than
the one experimeutally observed.

In Gallotto's research group (Vis. 17) basic considerations of thermal expansion
behaviour of solid argon are treated, resulting in a new theory by Gallina and 0mini
(Lit.135). Argon is used because only of this material are the intermolecular forces
known with sufficient accuracy.

6. CURRENT ACTIVITY ON TI4RNOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
IN NATO COUNTRIES AND PROPUSALS FOR FUTURE

COLLABORATION

6. I Ctrreat Activity

In the course of my visits trough the NATO countries I found a large n:imbr of
institutions and sprcialistA interested In. and working intensively in. the field of
thermopyhyical rroperties of solid material at htgh temperature ,see Section 3.1).

In Europe the specialists work mostly in establipshments or nuclear energy cintres
or in industry, It ,eefs that most of them do not have sufficient contact with uther
specialists. In maity eases they even do not know each other, nor are they Mar.e of
the research problems of others. The initiative of R I.Powell In akthering all the
specialists to4etheC for a discuNsion in Teddington .,i Ii64 is A.SInificant •Lit. ($6).
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but now all activity in the field of thermophysical properties has been discontinued 4
at Teddington.

On the other hand, specialists in the USA are collaborating and the Canadians have
Joined them. This led firstly to special meetings, the most important of which are the
annual Thermal Conductivity Conferences which have been held since 1961. sponsored in
turn by the leading laboratories. A limited number of copies of the proceedings,
containing all the reports presented. are then isaued (Lit.107-112, see also
Section 1.3.4).

Secondly, this personal contact between specialists resulted in cooperative tests
on interesting specimens (see also Section 6.2). The first one was started by Battelle
on the thermal conductivity of iron, and last year the d'fferences in the published
data on the thermal conductivity of platinum were clarified (Vis.30, Lit.91, 92).

Furthermore, some leading specialists are trying to prove the validity of the
present theories on thermal conductivity by precise measurements. Such fundamental
research is done in Canada (Vis.25) and in the USA (Vis.41), (see also Section 5).

For applied research, an extended technical programe, supported by the US Air Force,
with the aim of developing high-temperature thermal conductivity standards, was
initiated in 1965 (see Section 6.2).

The efforts made to create specimen banks for standards deserves mention. The
National Bureau of Stanaards at Boulder. Colorado, is preparing standards for thermal
conductivity measurements at low temperatures. Similar efforts are under way in
Germany, where thermal conductivity standards for the medium temperature range can be
bought from the PTB (Vis.lO).

A central institution for studies In thermophysical properties of mater'als is the
TPRC in West-Lafayette. Indiana (Vis.4Sj, supported by the NBS, the US Air Force,
American industry and other institutions. The task of this centre is to oather all
available data on thermophysical properties (cf. Section 4), to select %.'ll-proved
data and to control their validity by experiments at the contre.

Although a large number of laboratories are equippe," for research on thermophysical
properties, not all of them seem to be able to *aP full use of Lheir capacity and
suitable research projects are awaited.

i6.2 Standards for Thermal bedluctlvity Geawmreomt

The first step to~aris achieving compatable reasalts In ther"', conductivity measuro-
"oents is to make 'sultabl. well-defined stando.rds available. *aV zfforts have- boen
made to find suct, standards for high teWraLure work.

A.D.Littlo ln&. (V,s.M4. Lit.93. sa" alc Scttim 6.2.2) ha'. ostabl laod t'V,

following criteria for an ideal thermal -e_:duct IvItY standard.:

"I
I2
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(a) There shall not be any phase change.

(b) The radiative contribution to the heat transfer must be negligible.

(c) Th, material should be isotropic, for many types of thermal conductivity
equipment require this.

(d) The material should have a hcmogeneous microstructure.

(e) The microstructure should remain stable, regardless of the heat treatment.

(f) ne vapour pressure must be low, for many instruments work in vacuum.

(g) The sample materials must have sufficient mechanical strength to withstand the
loading applied during the measurements and the, must not creep or distort
during the test period.

th) The thermal shock resistance should be good.

(M) The material should hava good machinability and good fabricability.

(kW The melting point must be sufficiently high.

(1) The material must be chemically stablt.

(m) The material should be easily available and should not be tec expensive.

Recrystallisktion has not been considered, in the study referred to, as a severe dis-
advantage, since grain growth can be minimised by prior annealing.

bhe use of very pure metals is not favourable because their physical properties are
highly sensitive to small amounts of impurity. Only in the region below room-temperature
is this aspect important. Thus otly a relitively small group of materials may be
appropriate.

At ambient temperatures, and up to aL-cut 10000C, the following metal have received
attention fsom several investigators:

Armco 'ron and high purity Iron,
nickel,
!nconel 702,

Irom was found tc, be an excellent thermal conductivity standprd behlo 910°C (phade
change to y-iror,). High purity iron is a better roference. material than Armco iron,I
which In rather sensitive to heat tr,?atmen'. The tomperuturf'-dependence of the thir-gal
conductivity cuin be cotrolled by calcular ina th" thermal conductivity tror the

leltrical resistivity and the lattice portion (Lit..).

a ecause of the choeolcal nsntability of iron, the mar.• ;%tbl' nickel 11 propo.ed as
a -t~tsds,',i Ac-•ordins tfo W.Spyra tW.,WI, Vix,61 it• ;an ý%e u-ned betwecn -- IN0 ar1 -ý350•L

whero the ac-iracy of the xwxothed iturvo ix wi-hin about 1H-'. tLit-.4#.

To oyeftem the cheml*to instability c4f iron at high t•eperature, Inconel was pro-

vot.-d aje a otanlar~i. nut a.. i-ownt st4d',os have shown (1,11 95ý. 96). thin sl

alloy ti wr.4uarabo, tbecause of 1!M senfitivity to hoat treatge(t-

Platltaiti in chsz,:'&L. itile o,!or the ,holm i-mrerature range, but very different

r~oult ontx n-si rtt harrbosn rN~rrdi se Ftur A. Acorlf~ t
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the last conference on thermal conductivity (Vis.31, Lit.91), agreement between all
those scientists present was achieved. The thermal conductivity of platinum of hot
extremely high purity Is now known up to 10000C within ±2% and, although the thermal
conddctivity is affected by purity. platt~nm seems to be a suitable standard up to10000 C (see Figure 14).

6.2. 2 Phe US Air Force Programme for High Temperature Standards

The US Air Force has given a contract .o A.D.Little Inc. to develop standards in
the temperature range between 1000 and 27000 C (Vis.27, 35). Within this programes
materials within a wide ranga of conductivities and readily available in consistent
quality are considered.

The mnter'e.ls are distributed by A.D.Little to ten institute, using different methods
for compa'isou of the measurements. The first results were expected in the spring of
1961 and the programme was due to be finished by the end of 1967, At the time of the
visit to A.D.Little Inc. (October 1966) the following materials had been selected:

ceromics: Al• ThO_,

intervetalitc.: sintered TiBV,

metals: sintir '. and arc molten V,

graphitpi2: the types CER and RVD of the UCC and PORC 1924-H.

It would be of grpst interest for research workers in Europe to compare these American
test results with their own.

6.3 Prop als for Future Collaborat'on

in discusslig the special problems in this report, several proposals for collabora-
A ttý ,••within the AGARD framework have already been made. In this section some ideas

on tbe necessity and :-1-rity of research in different fields is discussed.

WE- nThe iiterattire has been collected by the TP fVisý4?) aid is universally available
on request &nd no turther individual activity so-,n K.• be nec,.ssary. A teae of
specialists within, AGARD could seek methods of d1irect collabo:atton with this well

& organiseid researci contre.

A crItical :liscussion uf thene ztefrences by a teas ),f %pei~li•, within AGARD
wouLd be hNelr.ul tco the T7iQ- in grogxising recnmmended lalues.

Ax alri'ady mejtned. the availability of standards is the first atep towards a
""(Mparison of *orhmnxs ::-ld ui~arnt. The %tandardn %hould be tosted by as mwv

t,. best pri-lure ( r AAR, .speclial It. wuld be to 1itn one of the liot0ins
A. Ic..n prot-a rs,. eventual ly enlarginr or supplement ing them fr'. m.re genera.

pints I
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Such collaboration would be of advantage not only to European specialists, giving
them a good contact with this organised research, but also to the American programmes
themselves, by "sing the European research capacity for comparison beyond the frame-
work of the research contract.

6.3.3 Specialist Conferences

As the annual American Conferences have shown, personal contact and coutinucd dis-
cussion promote the development of this science in aa unique way. The improvement in
accuracy, to ±2%, of experimental results on the'-al conductivity at 10000 C is due to
interchange of experience during these well-coordinated conferences. The best proposi-
tion is for AGARD specialists to enlarge these conferences through participation by
the European nations, provided that the difficulties of travelling and expense can be
overcome. European conferences on thermal conduitivity, or more generally on
"therirophysical prorerties at high temperatures", should be arranged.

6.3.4 Comparative Testing ,nf Different Wlethods

The activities of scientists in the measurement of thermophysical properties develop
from their spccWlI research iiiterests, such as solid-state physics, nuclear technology,
aeronautical research, general engineering aspects, etc. Every scientist uses methods
most suitable for his own purposes and, since the ,etting-rip of the apparatus and the
achievement of precise measurements is very time-cmnsuming, all scientists try to find
experime, tal solutions only for their own problem*. The use of different methods for
comparing result7 seems to have been neglected in the further development of a
standard programme, a critical comparison of the different methods, and perhaps devtjop-
ment of newer, better methods, should be considered. This is especially important for
the electrical direct-heating ,teady-state methods and the periodic non-steady-state
methods. Neither group has found as much favou, as seems to be necessary for a critical
examinat ion.

Part of thir problem is to obtain a uniform definition and use of such terms as
repeatability, reproducibility, precision and accuracy.

67.3 i b)evelcepinent of thu 'heory

The validity of existing theory on thcrmal conauctivity should be proved experi-
mentally by exact measuring methods ad it might then be extended to simple alloys.
Nowevor, the de.velopment of methols should be undertaken before starting new experi-
mer~al work on verifying the theory. Although theorettual pre-calculation of the
thermal conductivity does not seem possibie, the extr.polation of precise experimental
results to higher temperatures, as well as the Wsitmation of the effect of alloying
elements in simple alloys, does seem possible.

fle eti(h ,,n .~. Arma PEtpwuiv~i

Bulk thermal expansion is caused by lattice ,,pan.ion. AlthougL apparatuses for
the determhistion of latt icr. pprameterm at high temperature are well deve rl.od, so
systoematic researc'h ", latt ice expansion for refractury materials has been done.
Theoretica' considerat i.ns of thermal expansion behavtour should he based on X-ra.r
measuremrnts and this c .uld providp a programme of work for a team of specialistm.
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The situation for graphite is more complicated, as already mentioned (Section 4.3).
The bulk expansion behaviour is determined not only by lattice expansion but is

influenced to a nigh degree by structural parameters of the artefact (see Figures 15

and 16). The correlation of lattice expansion and bulk expansion on different high-

temperature materials should be clarified.

6.3.7 Concluding Remarks on the Proposals

As mentioned in the Introduction, all the scientists contacted during the visits

were very interested in collaborution. This is true of European research, where sc

far the work his been done mostly by individuals, as well as for the American research

workers, who have good contacts with one another and want to collaborate with their

European colleagaes as well. If this collaboration could be promoted, a series of
problems could be studied within an AGARD project. Some specific ones are sumirarised
as follows:

1. Development of standards for thermal conductivity measurements.

2. Comparison of measuring techniques and their most suitable application.

3. Development of new measuring techniques, especially the steady-state direct-

heating methods and the periodic transient ones.

4. Comparative error analysis of all methods and critical comparison of available

results, using a uniform nomenclature.

5. Development of better equipment for temperature measurements, especially
recording pyrometers.

6. Testing the validity of present thieories of thermal conductivity for pure metals

and simple alloys, using additional measurements of electrical properties.

7. Measuring of the phonon-part in metals, in high magnetic fields 6r by alloying

techniques.

8. Promotion of new theoretical approaches in thermal conductivity, based on

exactly defined metais and simple alloys.

9. Studies on thermal expansion behaviour, using high temperature X-ray techniques

as a basis for developing older tneories.

Y,
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TABLE I

List of Chapters and Authors in the Monograph
"'Thermal Conductivity" (edited by P.R. Tye)

'Vame Address Topic

DrP.G.Klemens Westinghouse Electric Corp., General introductory theory
[D Pittsburgh 35, Penn., USA to the thermal conductivity

(now University of Connecticut, of solids.
Storrs, Connecticut)

Dr G.K. WhVe Bell Telephone Laboratories, Measurement of solid
Murray Hill, New Jersey, conductors at low
07971, USA (until Oct.1967) temperatures.

Dr M.J.Laubitz National Research Council, Measurement of good conducting
Ottawa 2, Ontarij, Canada solids at high temperatures.

Dr D.L.McElroy Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Measurement of thermal
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA conductivity by radial

flow methods.

Prof. Iowa State Uriversity, Thermal diffusivity and other
U.K.Danielson Ames, Iowa 50010, USA non-steady-state methods.

I Dr E.Fried General Electric Company, Thermal conduction contribution
MO Box 8555, to heat transfer at contacts.
Philadelphia, Penn., USA

Dr R.W.Powell Thermal Properties Research The thermal comparator method
Centre, West Lafayette, for thermal conductivity
Indiana USA measurement.

Dr E.Steigmeier I RCA Laboratories, Thermal conductivity of semi-
Zurich 5, Hardturmstrasse 169, co.:•,.ting materials.
Switzerland

Prof. A.W.Pratt Dept. of Building Sciences, Theory of thermal conductivity
University of Astco in of insulating materials.
Birmingham. England

Mr M.J.Hickman Basic Physics Division, Measurement of thermal con-
National Physical Laboratory, ductivity of insulating
Teddington. Middlesex, materials.
E~nglani

Dr E.McLaugtilin Dept. of Chemical Engineering, Theory of thermal conductivity
Imperial College, of fluids.
Kensington, S.W.7, England

Dr H.Ziebland Explosives Research and Measurement of thermal '-on-
Development Establishment, jductivity of fluids.
Walthai Abbey. Essex, I

England

Mr D.F.Flynn National Rtireau (if Standards. I Electrical heating methods.
Wowhington, DC. USA J
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TABLE II

Insulators for Thermocouples

Material Maxinum Temperature (0C)(helium, I atmt)

Al 203 1800

Bn 2000

BeO 2100

HfO2  2200

ThO2 2300

TABLE III

Prererties of Comonly Used Thermoc.4ples

Temperature of nermocouple E.M. F. Accuracy Remarks
Appli cat ion (UV/ 0K)

about 400K Au/0.O3Fe vs Ag/0.37Au 10-20 ±0.2% Lit.6-8
Au/0.O3Fe vs Nb 10 ±1-2% Lit.6-8

300 0 K Au/0.03Fe vs WONi/lOCr 10-20 ±0.5% Good
sensitivity
at 10K
Lit.6-8

4"K to 300')K Au/2.1Co vs Av/0.37Au 5-40 ±0.5% Lit.9-10

-250"C to 3500 C Cu vs Constantan 16-60 -±0. 10 C
-200cC to 1200 0C Chru:-I vs Alumel 16-40 3500C Changes in

±0.1 0cl vacuum
3500 C

Room temperature Pt vs Pt/1ORh 5-- 10 I100°C Operates
to 15000C ±0.2%1 very well

1100OCt up to
±0o5%j 11000C

10000C to 1800 0C Pti6Rh vs Pt/30Rh 10 about for extmple,
f20 C "EL 18"

at 1500"C Degussa
Hanau,
Germany

(Vis. 10)
400 0C to 24000C W/13Re vs W/25Re 0. 02 -35 t2¶, Peith

(Lit. 11)

gave a
sensit vivty

of tO.3 0 C
at 20000 C
(v I 3
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T4BLE IV

Data for a Visual and a Photoelectrical Pyrometer

Visual Photoelectrical

Temperature of application T > 6000 C 600 - 37000 C

at 1000°C, ±1.5 0 C
Sensitivity at 20001C, ±50 C ±0.04 C

at 30000 C, ±100C

Accuracy ± 10C

Response time 10 sec

Stability 0. 0020C/h
for a radiating

area of
0.3 x 0.3 mm2

TABLE V

Data on Automatic Pyrometers

SLeeds and Northrup Pyro. inc.

Sensitivity t0.2°C at 1063)C 0. 14% (peak-to-peak noise)

Stability 0,0017 0 C/h 0. 0050 C/h at 1063 0 C

Response time 1 sec 0. 1 - 0. 2 sec

Minimum objectL diameter 1. 4 mm 0. 7
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TABLE VI

Institutions Using Longitudinal Heat Flow Methods

Institutions Remarks Vis.No Lit.No71

Canada

NRC, Ottawa, Ontario up to 10000 C 25 -

Germany

DEW Zentrallaboratorium, RT - 100 0 C 6 17
Krefeld accuracy ±2.5%

Europ.Transuranium Inst., nT - 10000 C 7 20
Karlsruhe accuracy ±5%

only for bad conductors

Krupp. Widia-Pabrik, RT - 7000 C 9

Versuchsanstalt, Essen
PTB. abt. III, Wirme, RT - 500°C. 10 101

Braunschweig accuracy 2-3%
thick samples used

University of Cologne, -180 - 100°C 13 120
Institut fur theoretische accuracy ±3.5%, 121
Physik precision ±2%

Italy

Euratom. Inst. RT - 6000 C 16
Servizio Chimico Fislco flat discs,
Ispra 80- 120 =n di•.

10-25 m thick

United Kingdom

University of Oxford 10K - 90"K 20 6
Clarendon Laboratories accuracy ±5% 1 f!
Bath University of Technology -90 0 C - 4000 C, 23 113

magnetic field 10,000 gauss I
IUSA j

SNBS, Cryogenic Division, 4°K - 300°K 38 19
Boulder. Colorado accuracy ±1%

NSB. Building Ites. Division, ip) -180 0 C- J.50)C 40 -

Wash.ngton (b) Rr - 600 0k in air 16
RT 7500C in vacuum

(c) RT -1100 0 C
platinum approximate
accurtty 11%

(d) 10C - 1200°C 114
cut bar approximate
accuracy f2. 5%

! f,. Oak Ridge. . -195C +lO 0 C 41 22
Tennesse j accuracy t1.8%

TPR. Weat-Lafayette. 500 C - 4000 C 43 -

ridiasa t in construction
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TABLE VII

Institutions Using Radial Heat Flow Methods

Institutions Remarks Vjs.No Lit.No

Germany

Inst.f.Material- u. Fest- 500 0 C - 2000 0C 8 159

korperkunde, radial outflow

Kernforschungszentrum, high temperature gradients
Karlsruhe

University of Cologne, RT - 1000 0 C 13 119

Institut fur theoretische accuracy ±6%
Physik radial outflow

Italy

Euratom. Inst. 5000 C - 1000 0 C 16

Servizio Chimico Fisico radial outflow

Ispra

USA

AFSC. Materials Engineering up to 23000 C 27

Branch, radial inflow

Wright Patterson
Air Force Base, Ohio

Atomics Internitional up to 27000 C 28 122

Metallurgy. Solid States, radial inflow
Physics and Material accuracy k16%

Science Groups,
Canoga Park, California

Battelle Mem. Inst. 10000C - 25000 C 29

Columbus. Ohio accuracy
±5% to 1800 0 C

f8% above
radial inflow

Dynatech Corp. (a) up to 27000 C 3i 123

C•=bridge. accuraý' 10%

hassachusetts radial outflow
commercially
available

I bl up to 9000C
radial inflow
in development
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TABLE VII (Continued)

Institutions Remarks Vis.No I.it.Yoe

USA (continued)

GEC, Nuclear Mat. and 800 0C - 25000 C 33 11
Prop. Operation radial outflow 124
Cincinnati, Ohio

Lockheed, Missiles and up to 2700 0 C 36
Space Company, accuracy ±20%
Palo Alto, California radial inflow

Midwest Research Institute, up to 25000 C 30 23
Kansas City. Kansas radial outflow

in construction

Nat. Beryllia Corp. up to 2500 0 C - 125
Haskell, New Jersey accuracy ±10%

radial outflow
commercially available

ORNL. Metalq and -156°C - +10)0 0°C 41 22
Ceramic& .Lvision, accuracy ±2% 96
Oak Ridge, Tennessee radial outflow

up to 2200 0°
in development

Southern Research Institute, (a) -140 0 C -- 42250')C 42
South Birmingham, radial outfLow
Alabama accuracy ± 5 -

(b) -140 0 C - +277-0 °C 21
radial inflow
accuracy ±7 - 12%

UCC, Carbon Products Division, up to 2p 44 12ý

Parma Technical Center, vrc.urwcy
Parma, Ohio ±20% at 10000 C

t8% at 260°C
pressures up to 3 atm

radial inflow
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TABLE VIII

Institutions Using Flash Methods

Institutions Remarks Vis.NVo Lit.No

France

Sud Aviation, Div.Spiat. up to 7503C 5
el elec., Courbevoie

Italy

CNRN, Casaccia, Roma up to 15000C, accuracy 14 127
±6%, Xe-flash, laser in

development up to 10600C

United Kingdom

British Ceramic Research only at room temperature, 19
Association, Xe-flash, thermoccuples
Stoke-on-Trent, England as detectors

Reactor Development Lab., laser flash 23
Windscale, &igland up to 1200 0C

USA

AFSC, Mat. and Eng. Branch up to 25000 C, Ta-furnace 27 115
Wright-Patterson InAs as IR-detector
Air Force Base, Ohio

Atomics International up to 18000 C, laser 28 43
Canoga Park, detector to 1500 0C
California thermocouples, above

multipliers

Batte'le Memorial Inst. up to 20000C, laser 29 -

rolumbus, Ohio (20 joules), Ta-furnace,
PbS-detector. multiplier

t in construct ion

SGEC. Nucl, Mat and Space up to 1000(C, laser 33

Operation, (a2p0 joules), Pt-furnace
C (ininint 1. Ohio up to 1600"C.PtS8- det ector

Lockheed, Missiles and from 150oC to 900"C 36 45
Space Company nccuracy 14. S%, 157
Palo Alto. California Xe,-flash.

with IR4e.r to 240"'C

UCC. Carlmi Prod. Dniv, up to 9400 (C. Xe -fli a.h, 44

Parma Techn Cent,-r therm,'oupl.e i.
Parma. OhiL. d'etctors, accuracy "-.
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TABLE IX

Institutions F1sing the Amgstroa Method

Institutions Remarks Vis.No Lit.No

France

SNEClA, Usiue de Suresnes in prepaiatlun: radiation 4

heating by a Dlasma

source and a "persienne"

Germany

Institut fur angewandte working at room tempera- 12A

Physik, ture, reproducibility

Technische Hochochule. ±2-3%, in construction

Karlsruhe up to 6000 C,

mechanically regulated
resistor heating

United Kingdom

Bath University of Tpchnology up to 4000 C, use of a 23

semiconductor as heater

USA

Iowa State University, up to 9000 C, accuracy 49

Ames. Iowa ±2% airect resistant

heat

Radio Corporatlou of America, up to 10000C 50

Princeton. accuracfJ ±2%

NL v Jersey
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TABLE X

Institutions Using Perio4ic Transient techniques

Institutions Remarks Vis.No Lit.No

France

ESNCA, in preparation: radiation 4
Usine de Suresnes heating by a plasma

source and a "persienne"

Germany

Euratom Inst. f. Transurane. electron beam, 7 20
Kernforschungszentrum accuracy about ±5%
KarlsrulD•

Italy

Euratom Inst. electron beam. 16 127
Serv3.zio Chimico Ptsico, from 300 0 C with
Ispra IR-detector

•:. United Kingdom

GEC. electron beam, I

"Hirst Research Centre. from 300 0 C with
Wembley, Middlesex IR-detector

Aerospace Corp. Mat. indirect heating. 26 40
Sciences Laborntory, periodic disc methods 53
Los Angeles, using re-radiation by
California mirrors,

up to 280G0 C

American Machinr and Foundry periodic electron bcwm, 116
-Ctmpany, flO00°C - I 1001C
Alexandria. Virginia accuracy * 2f,

UCC. Csrbun Prod. Div. (a) periodic %rc image 44 36
Parm% TPchn. Conter. up to 30O"OC

Parr-%, Ohio t, porlodic c',)oinx
Sdown up t. iOOO'T

T.
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TABLE XI

Institutions Measuring Specific HeAt by

Adiabatic and Pulse Methods

fnstitutio.ts Remarks VIs.No Lit .No

France

Centre d'Ftudes Nucleatres pulse heating - 62

Ponteney-aux-Roses

Germany

University of Cologne, quasi-adiabatic 13 101

Institut fir theore sche up to 1600 0 C 102

Physik accurr.:y ±2% 103

Unite.d kingdom

NFL. adiabatic 22 57

Metallurgy Division up to 15000C

accuracy ±1%

USA
Atomics Internbtiona1  pulse heating 28 61

Metallurgy, Solid. Statea, no tOmperature limit
Physics and Material

Science Groups,

Canoga Park. Califi)r;,Ia

OhNL, pulse heating 41 60

Metalv and Cerw.I.cs Division 100- 14600C

Oak Ridge, 7ennpswee accuTacy :I¶
reprodu,!ihjllty t0. 5 l

Univertity of Tennessee adlabattic 45 54

Dep. Chem. Met. Fag. SO- 1000'r 53
KnliIl:Terinesseo•(•ny•% 56

II
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TABLE XII

Institutions Measuring Fbissivity

Institutions Remarks Vis.No Lit.No

France

Sud Aviation, determination of the 5

Div. Spat. et Electron, total emittance

Courbevoie

Germany

.PTB Braunschweig. also -- up to 25000C 10 68

Inst.Berlin Abbestr.1-12, accuracy ±2%

Dr Sauerbrey; Inst.f.

Elektrowerkstoff. a. FHW,

Prof.Dr Mecke, Freiburg.,

Eckerstr. 4; Elektrowiirme - (other addresses are

Inst.Dr K.Heroid. Essen, from information given

Beethovenstr.32 by PTB (Vis. 10)

USA

AFSC. Hat. and Eng. Branch, laser source integrating 27 65

Wright-Patterson sphere reflectometer 4 up 66

Air Base, Ohio to 2500 0C, accuracy a 1%.
ellipso•dal mirror

reflectameter (room

temperature) centre pos+

technique, deep cavity

technique, up to 2000°C

Ba•telle Memorial Institutv. hole-in-tube method 29

Columbus. Ohio up to 20000 C

S.uthern Research Institute. determination of spectral 42 67

South Birmingham, emittance, up to 2750"C,

Aabamas accuracy t1,2M

National Bureau of Standards, nearly the saime ,quipment 40 16?

Wat-hington as at the AM9E, 164

sentioned above 165
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TABLE XIII

Institutions Using Interferometry Methods

Institutions Remarks Vis.No Lit.No

Italy

Inst. of Thermometry temperature range 18 128

Turin 90 - 2730K

USA

NBS Gaithersburg Fizeau method. 39 69

laser as light source.

up to 1000 0 C
(under development)

tXl, Parma Newton method 44 70

up to 10000C19

I
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TABLE XIV

Institutions sing Optical and X-ray Methods for
Measuring Thermal Expansions at High Temperature

Institutions Remarks Vis.No Lit.lVo

Belgium

SRAI, X-ray, up to 12000C I

Bruxelles U-shaped Ta heater

France

SNECIA, X-ray, up to 2850 0 C 4 79
Usines de Suresnes

Germany

Institut fur Chem. Technik, X-ray, up to 15000 C 12B
Knr lsruihe

Aerospace Corporation. X-ray, up to 15000 C 26

Los Pgeles,
Cal tfornia

AFSC, optical. up to 23000 C 27
..right-PattersorA Air Base.
Ohio

Atomics International, optical up to 3'1000C 28 130
Canoga Park, accuracy 1% up to lOOOC

California 1.5% from 1000 0C-20000 C

(EC, optical. tip to 251)O0 C 33 74
Cincinnati, Ohio

IPL, (a) X-ray, up to 15000C 34
•: Pasadena. (b) opt teal, u; to 20 °C '23

Californla 133
I i 134

optical ri 1600 C 39

C-aithersburs. Maryluwi

~ua, ~iodire;ýt to indtrect 44 19
Para Ohio heating up to 24000C.
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APPENDIX

Working Party on Thermophyslcal Properties of High Temperature Metals of the

Structures and Materials Panel of AGARD.

The first discussions took place at the 24th Panel meeting on 17 to 26 April 1967,

in Turin, Italy and the final discussions at the 25th Panel meeting on 24 to 30 Septemb-r

1967, in Ottawa, C=:,dda.

Chairman: Professor F. Bollenrath

Vice-Chairman: Dr A.M.Lovelace

Members: Mr H.V. Kinsey
Professor L.Locati
Professor F.Niordson

Specialist: Professor E.Fitzer

AGAIU Structures and Materials Panel

List of Members as at the 24th Panel Meeting

Funct ions

Ashley Prof. Holt US

Barrett Dr A.J. UK Chairman of the Structures Group

Barrois Mr W. Fr. Vice-Cha" man of the Materials Group

Bollenrath Prof. Dr Ing. F. Ger.

Broglio Prof. L. It.

Buckens Prof F. Bel.

Danieli Dr Ing. G. It.
Deruyttere Prof. A. Bel.

SDouillet Mr D. Fr.

Griselli Cal. A. it.

Hall Mr A.H. Ca.

Helle Mr E, Nor.

Incarbone Dr Ing. G. It.

Kanelopoulos Col D. Gr,

Kinsey Mr H.V. Ca. Vlc,4-ChairmLn of the Materials Group

Kj~llesdal Mr H. Nor. Chairman of the Materials Group

Kowalewmki Dr Ing. J. Ger.

Kussner Prof. Dr Ing. H.G. Ger.

LeomAn'J Capt• G. Fr.
[,<;cat1 Dr Ing. L. It

-;vv Lace Dr A.M. US

Mason Mr N.H. UK

Mazet Prof. R. Fr

Miller Mr W.,. US

Mullins Dr R.P. UK

4ihrdson Prof. F. Den.
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Functions

Parot Lt-Col A. Yr.
Pouliguier Mr J.P. Fr.
Prohisel Mr N.E. US Chairman
Rhode Mr R.V. US
Rhodes Mr. A.N. UK
Schepisi Gen 0. It. Vice-Chairman
Sullivan Dr T.E. US
Thielemann Prof. Dr Ing. W. Ger.
Thl',veros Col P. Gr.
rurston Mr F.R. Ca.
Van Leeuwen Mr H.P. Ne.
Van der Neut Prof. A. Ne.
de Veubeke Prof. B.Fraeijs Bel.
Videira Eng. F.Marques Por.

Membership

PANEL ORGANS AND OFFICERS

Policy Committee

Chatrman: Mr N.E. Promisel

Vice-Chairmaz,: General G.Schepisi

Members: Dr A.J.Barrett
hir W,Barrois
Mr H.VKinsey
Mr H.Kjelleadal
Mr N.H. M•son
Mr k V. Rhode

Set-up. Under the Panel Chairman. with Vice-Chairman of the Panel and the Chairmen
and Vice-Chairmen of the Structures Group and the Materiak Group plus the
last two Psnel Chairmn.
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Planning Committee

Cheirman: Mr N.E.Promisel
Vice-Chairman: General G.Schepisi

Members: Dr A.J.Barrett
Mr W. Barrois
Mr H.V. Kinsey
Mr H. Kjollesdal
Mr N.H.Mason
Mr R. V, Rhode

Set-up: Under the Panel Chairman, with Vice-,Chairman of the Panel and the Chairmen
and Vice-Chairmen of the Structures Group and the Materials Group.

-Structures Group 4 1aterials Group

Chairman: Dr A.J.Barrett Chairman: Mr H.KJllesdal

Vice-Chairman: Mr W.Barrois Vice-Chairman" Mr H.V.Kinsey

Members: Prof. B.F. de Veubeke Members: Col A. Parot
Mr A.H.1,all Mr D.Douillet
"Prof. N.Niordson Wý J.P.Poulignter
Prof. W.Thielemann Prof. F.Bolienruth
Ccl. D.Kanelopoulos Col A.Griselli
Gen. D.Schepisl Mr N.E.Promisel
Prof. A. Van der Nuut Dr A.M.Lovelace
Mr E.Helle Mr N,H.Masoi
Mr R.V. Rhode

Panel Executive: Dipl. Ipg. Turhan Iskit

PRnel Secretary. Melle Alice Gu6rillot
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Information regarding the availatlility uf further copies of AGARD publications may be
obtained from

The 3dentif!c Publications Officer,

Advisory Group for Aerospace Research ind Development.
7. rue Ancelle,
92 Neullly-sur-Seine.

France.I I


